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may operate, though unrepeated, as different 

parts of speech. 

BY 

EDWARD T. OWEN, PH. D., 

Protessor of French and Linguistics in the Unitversity of Wisconsin.



| The following pages are broadly corollary to others published. 
in the effort to establish the mental phenomena registered by 
thought-connectives,* by strictly pronominal words? and by 
words improperly ranked as such, especially relatives? and in- 

| terrogatives.* 
They sketch the further application of an assumption de 

- veloped in those former publications—the assumption that in 

various ways a factor of one thought may also be a factor of 

another thought. | 

1“The meaning and function of thought-connectives.” Transactions — 
of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, xii:1 to 48. 

2“A revision of the pronouns, with special examination of relatives 
and relative clauses.” Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci., Arts and Letters, xiii:1 
to 140. 

. 8 “Interrogative thought and the means of its expression.” Trans. 
Wis. Acad. of Sci., Arts and Letters, xiv:355 to 470. 

| (107)
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SYNOPSIS. : 

In the interest of whoever may wish to read this writing by 
titles only, the table of contents should perhaps be supple- 

mented as follows. 

The assumption (page ii) that a factor of one thought may 
also be a factor of another thought, reappears (page 111) as the 

more special assumption, that a factor of one thought may also 

at the same time be a different kind of factor in another 

thought. This more special assumption, which leads to eall- | 

ing the word for such a factor a hybrid, is followed by some 

examination of the several possible pairs of factorships (111- 

112), attention to actual hybrids (113-116) being centered on 

verbal hybrids or words which in subordinate syntax operate 

as verbs, while in dominant syntax operating as other parts of 

speech. 

After some comment on the single thinking of what is a 
(common) factor of two thoughts (116-117), some endeavor to 

| distinguish actual singleness from the mere identity of twice 
thought ideas (117-118), and some emphasis of doubleness of 

factorship (118), an examination is made of the thoughts in 

which double factorship occurs (119-125), an effort being 

made to vindicate a point of view from which the speaker senses 

a complex total of thought as, part of it, more and, part of it, 

less the burden of his expressional effort—that is, as partly 

central, partly lateral (and often even partly sub-lateral) to 

his expressional purpose—senses the complex total, that is, as 

what for convenience may be known as a centro-lateral thought. 

Tt is further argued (125-134) that the central part of such 
a complex total must consist of three terms only, and that the 

lateral part cannot, without the loss of detailed existence as a 

thought, be operative as a term of central thought (134-139). 
The obvious oneness of the centro-lateral total is explained by 

the interlocking operation of a once-thought factor common to 
both central and lateral parts, and styled the centro-lateral 
factor (140-141), the word expressing which may be a verbal 
noun, a verbal adjective or a verbal adverb. 

In the second chapter, an effort to clear away the embarrass- 
ing conception of the infinitive subject as per force accusative
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(157-163) is followed by an examination of verbal nouns in 

their operation as verbs (163-165). In their operation as nouns 
the usual interpretation of e. g. total infinitive phrases as sub- 
jects, objects, etc. (165-168) is neglected in favor of an inter- 

_ pretation which regards the infinitive alone as centrally a noun 

—a subject, object, etc.—while laterally verbal and capable of 

service with a subject and an object of its own (168-184). 

The extensive inflectional possibilities of verbal nouns are ex- 
amined (184-187) ; the purposes of inflection are noted as de- 

, termining actual inflectional varieties (187-194); a like pro- | 

cedure with verbal adjectives and verbal adverbs is outlined 

) (194-202); the possibility of secondary hybrids is illustrated 

by a single word compelled to operate as an adjective and also 

as a verbal noun (202). 

Chapter third endeavors (204-214) to convict of irration- 

ality the current conjugational system, and to reach a tenable 

systematic tabulation of verbal forms (214-221), using in suc- 

cession, as distinctives, differences in meaning (assertive or un- | 

assertive), differences in syntax of the unassertive forms (these 
being verbally substantive, adjective or adverbial), and amouni 

and character of inflection. Incidentally, the several tenses are | 

exhibited in chronological order (216-218), and an effort is 

| made to refute the fallacy of the conditional mode (218-220). 
Chapter fourth investigates the influences which determine 

the use of the several verbal forms. The hybrid sort being un- : 

assertive, and the remainder assertive, genuine choice between a 

the two—distinguished from the mere adoption of another’s 

choice (223-228)—is found to be the expressional corollary of 

a prior choice between thought including, and thought exclud- 

ing belief [in truth or untruth] (228-235). Similarly, choice 

between the several kinds of verbal hybrids—1i. e. verbal noun, 

verbal adjective and verbal adverb—is found to be the ex- 
pressional corollary of a prior choice between the several avail- 

able structures of thought—word-syntax, so to speak, reflect- 

ing idea-syntax (235-244). Choice between the varieties of 
e. g. verbal nouns is found to be grounded on expressional ex- 

pediency ; thus the compactness of the infinitive phrase, and the
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substantive subjunctive’s more effective marshalling of numer- 

ous details, are each in turn the more desirable, among other 
reasons, according as thought is simple or complex (245-251). 

The use of particular verbal forms, being isolated thus from 

the influence of rule or imitation, conscious or unconscious, is 

exhibited as normally determined by the nature of thought to 
be expressed.
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a CHAPTER I. - 

: ORIENTATION. — | 

HYBRIDS DEFINED. 

By a hybrid part of speech is meant, ag indicated on the 
title page, a single, unrepeated word which, in a single expres 

_ sion, has a legitimate claim to different ratings as a part of 

speech.* As words thus operating will be found to exhibit some, 

but not all the characteristics of two parts of speech, they may 

conveniently be known as hybrids. 

As the only adequate distinctive of a primary word-class 

known as a part of speech, I recognize the particular thought- 

membership of what the word expresses. Accordingly, tke . 

rating of the hybrid, as at once two different parts of speech, 

implies that what it expresses does at once a double® service as 

thought-member. 

POSSIBLE HYBRIDS. 

To make sure of covering all the possibilities of double mem- 

bership in thought, I postulate that an idea serving in any mem- 

4 Thus, in “The doctor forbade my eating meat,” the adjunctive “my” 

may be said to look upon “eating” as a noun, which again is regarded 
by “meat” as a verb. 

As in previous publications, the “I” will be used with the utmost 
freedom, for the sake of its convenience in the exhibition of mental 
operation, as well as its special fitness in the expression of what must 
rank as largely personal opinion only. Also in illustrations, when 
brevity becomes important, instead of the idea expressed by a given 
word, the word itself will be cited, when there seems to be no danger 
of misapprehension. 

5 The case of treble membership will be examined later.
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| bership of one thought may also (a) at some other moment, or 
{b) at the same moment, serve in, case (1) the same, or case 

(2) any other, membership of another thought. | | 
The possibilities of (a), exemplified by “I am fond of red. 

My wife likes red. Red is a beautiful color. My house is 
red,” are too well known to admit discussion. 

u Case (1) or double service, as a single part of speech, has 

been considered in the examination of relatives, and is, more- 
over, foreign to the purpose of the moment. 7 

Case (2) implies that a word may, at the same time, serve 

not only as a given part of speech, but also as any other part of 

_ gpeech—or rather, such would be the implication, if each of 

, the reputed parts of speech exactly tallied with a single kind 

| of membership in thought. | | 
Were such exactness realized, and if every one of the parts 

of speech in actual practice hybridized with every other, the 

| number of hybrids would be very great. Of the accepted parts 

of speech—say nine in number—one may hybridize with each 
| of the remaining eight; one of the remaining eight with each 

of the remaining seven; and so on, till completion of the series, 

eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, and one, which make a 

total of thirty-six. 

Every hybridization may, moreover, occur in either of two 

ways, producing two different forms. Just as the offspring of 

horse and ass is of one sort when sired by the horse, and of 

another when sired by the ass, so also the hybrid of two parts 

of speech,—for intance, verb and noun—is of one sort when in 

dominant thought a noun and in subordinate thought a verb, 

and of another sort when these conditions are reversed. This 

difference, once admitted as distinctive, brings the number of 

possible hybrid parts of speech to seventy-two.” 

6 Whether further breeding occurs between type and hybrid, I ex- 

samine later (pages 202-3).
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| ACTUAL HYBRIDS. 

Of possible hybrids, only a few occur in actual linguistic 

practice. 

Some of the reputed parts of speech express ideas whose 
membership in thought is the same as that of ideas expressed 

by other parts of speech. or instance, the idea expressed by 

the article takes, in the structure of thought, a position nowise 

different from that of the idea expressed by an adjective, and 
the article may as well be ranked as an adjective of merely 

debilitated ‘ meaning. | 

Words traditionally ranked as pronouns, I have elsewhere 
sought to exhibit as sometimes merely somewhat peculiar nouns, 

sometimes (when relative) virtual case-endings, sometimes 

(when interrogative) sentences complete. 
Of the conjunction I can at this point only state my individ- | 

ual impression, that careful examination would fail to show in 

its operation any peculiarity which is not exhibited by one . 
or another of the parts of speech examined below, by a dupli- | 

. cation or by a combination thereof, the conjunction in the last 
case being also a hybrid. In short, I cannot distinguish a con- | 

junctional word-class so different from others in its operation, | 

as to warrant special recognition. 

The interjection is more or less consciously felt by language 

students to be extra-sentential—in the sentence, but not of it— 

accordingly, not a part of speech, at least in the restricted 

sense of “satz-theil.” . 
The participle is perceived, though not so universally as 

might be wished, to be a verbal adjective—that is, itself a hy- 

brid. | 

The preposition (further interrogated in the note on p. 149), 

like the verb, exhibits a relation between a pair of terms. This 

relation, however, is always secondary, never to my knowledge 

reaching that prominence which is corollary to a double mem- 

bership of thought. Accordingly, intending to make the prep- 

7S0 much so as to be incapacitated for service in the important 

predicate position.
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osition at another time the subject of a special investigation, 

in the meantime I accept, without a search for explanation, the 
presumable fact, that prepositions do not hybridize. 

Of the remaining parts of speech—the noun, the adjective, 
the adverb and the verb—each may cooperate with every other 
in the production of dual hybrid forms; or, figuratively speak- 
ing no longer, the double syntax of a word may give it rank 

as dominantly any one of the above four parts of speech, and 
subordinately any other—and vice versa. : 

Accordingly, the following forms may occur: 

(1) Nominal adjective, a. 

(2) Nominal adverb, 0. 
(3) Nominal verb, c. | 

(4) Adjectival noun, a. 

—— (5) Adjectival adverb, d. | 
(6) Adjectival verb, e. a 

(7) Adverbial noun, b. | 
, (8) Adverbial adjective, d. | 

| (9) Adverbial verb, f. 

(10) Verbal noun, c. 
(11) Verbal adjective, e. . 
(12) Verbal adverb, f.° 

Of these, however, some® do not appear except in expressions 

8 The pairs of hybrid forms obtained from a single pair of species 
are indicated by the repeated letters on the right. 

9(1) Nominal Adjective: ‘These ribbons are the red you like so 
much.” This hybrid is not to be confused with the usual noun es- 
pecially employed as adjective only; e. g., “an oak stick.” 

(2) Nominal Adverb: “I like him the little you expected.” Follow- 
ing the method used in the examination of relatives, I find the quantita- 
tive “little”, in dominant syntax, adjunctive to “like’— i. e., adverbial— 
while serving in subordinate syntax as a noun, the object of “ex- 
pected.” 

(3) Nominal Verb: “The manufacturer double-distills this alcohol.” 
In this expression “double” may be regarded not as a merely acci- 
dental variant of the adverb “doubly”, but as strictly an adjective 
posing the (for “manufacturer” and “alcohol’’) verbal ‘‘distills’”, as 
for itself (“double”) a substantive—as may indeed be done by any at- 
tribute, with that to which it is attributive. 

(4) Adjectival Noun: “The young the saleswomen are amazes me”’— 
a common Spanish construction, the article used with “young” being
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of doubtful propriety, while the occurrence of the others’® may 

be imaginary ‘only. Purged, accordingly, of these perhaps 
exclusively imaginary, and those perhaps improper forms, the 

put in singular neuter form, as proper with an adjective used as a 
noun, while the adjective itself agrees with “saleswomen,” being put 
in the feminine plural as befits an adjective used as such. This hybrid 
is not to be confused with the usual adjective specially functionating 
solely as a noun, as in “The sublime and the beautiful.” 

(7) Adverbial Noun: “The little he likes me is better than nothing.” 
In major syntax “little” is a noun, the subject of “is”, while in minor 

, syntax, adverbial to “likes.” 
10 (5) Adjectival Adverb: “You do your sewing where I often am.” 

Abiding by a theory of relatives advanced in a previous publication 

(Pronouns, etc., p. 70, etc.) I suggest that the locative idea expressed 
by “where” does not make two appearances in mind (as wrongly sug- 
gested to many by the phrase “in the place in which”) but, rather, 
appearing once for all, and that indefinitely, in an earlier environment 

(expressed by “you do your sewing”) holds its ground while a second 

defining environment (expressed by “I often am.”) assembles about 

it. Thus used in double syntax, I regard the “where” as adverb with 

| “do,’ while also posed as predicate adjective with “am,” it being a 

mistake to rank the place-word as ipso facto, or on account of its 

form, adverbial. Compare “Die hiesigen und dortigen Kirchen.” 

(6) Adjectival Verb: To exhibit the possibility of this, I offer first: 

“He struck the table such a blow that he broke it,” in which I regard 

“he broke it,’ as definitely revealing that force of the blow, which 

was indefinitely prefigured by “such.” In other words “such a blow” 

etc., is merely a blow violent to the “he-broke-it’’ degree, or, more 

briefly, a “he-broke-it” blow, in which expression, as elsewhere argued, 

“broke” is a nucleary element, adjectively used, although attended in 

its further verbal function by its subject and object. That is, the 

[ breaking is dominantly adjective and subordinately verbal. To fit the 

illustration to the present case, I make the dominant clause subordinate, 

and vice versa, as in “He broke the table, he struck it such a 

blow”, in which I find that “such” is used to repeat to the mind a vio- 

lence of striking first revealed by “He broke the table.” “Such a 

blow,” in short, is a “He-broke-the-table” blow (Cf. “He struck it that 

hard” = “he-broke-it hard’). In other words, “broke”, which is pri- 

marily verb, is secondarily nucleary factor of an adjective adjunct 

Modifying “blow.” But “broke” is by “such” repeated, not continued, 

and, accordingly, not a hyrid, as defined. To make it a hybrid, let it 

be continued by such a word as “qualis”. Thus continued, “broke” 

would theoretically serve without a repetition, primarily as verb and 

secondarily, in its continuation by “qualis”, as an adjective—that is, 

as adjectival verb. 

(8) Adverbial Adjective: “I am where you often do your sewing.” 

As merely the converse of (5) this hybrid hardly needs examination. 

(9) Adverbial Verb: To exhibit the possibility of this, I vary the 

illustration used with (6), developing “He broke the table, he struck 

it so.’ In this, the violence revealed by the nucleary “broke,” at- 

tended by its subject and object, is repeated by “so” and used as the 

adjunct of “struck,” accordingly ranking in the latter function as an 

adverb. Let now continuation be supposed to take the place of repeti- ~ 

tion: let, for instance, “so” or “tellement” be replaced by “quellement” 

This being effected, “broke” is primarily verb and secondarily, in its 

continuation by “quellement,” nucleary factor of an adjunct to “struck” 

—that is, an adverbial verb.
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hybrid group would be reduced to three—the verbal noun, the 
verbal adjective, and the verbal adverb—which three accord- 
ingly I have from now on specially in mind, intending not so 
much an exhaustive investigation, as a forecast of results ob- 
tainable by the extension of reasoning followed in previous pub- 
lications—reasoning available, I think, with all the hybrid 
parts of speech. 

THE SINGLE THINKING OF WHAT THEY EXPRESS. 

Single thinking of the idea which serves as factor in two 
thoughts has been sufficiently emphasized in previous publica- 

| tions, to allow an exposition of its now to be considered phase 
by illustration only. Accordingly, “Astronomers declare (the) 
sun (to) exceed (the) moon.” 

This expression reveals what may be regarded as two 
. thoughts, in the sense that thought—or the recognition of two 

ideas and a relation between them—is twice exhibited: once 
in what might take the form of the judgment expressed by (1) 

: “Astronomers declare an exceeding,” and again in what might 
be developed into the judgment expressed by (2) “The sun ex- 

| ceeds the moon.” 

That these two thoughts, however, in the form expressed by . 
the illustration, are regarded as forming together a single larg- 
er thought, may be inferred from the fact that neither one, de- 
prived of the other, is sufficient. That is, neither what is ex- 
pressed by “Astronomers declare to exceed,” nor what is ex- 
pressed by “The sun to exceed the moon,” is worth expression. 

| Indeed, if even a single element of that larger mental total be 
omitted, what remains is keenly felt to be incomplete, as may 
be shown by the experiment of omitting “astronomer,” “de- 
clare,” “sun,” “exceed” or “moon.” 

This unity of larger thought requires that any factor com- 
mon to the two constituent thoughts appear once only in the 
mind, for, were such factor thought not only once in one con- 
stituent, but also again in the other constituent, it would ipso 

facto, be two factors of the total thought instead of only one. 
Now, factor-duplication of this sort affects the unity of thought
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precisely as factor-division, effecting the severance of total 

thought itself. . 

To illustrate this, two chains, each terminally linked to the 

same ring, may rank as a catenary unit. But that unit will . 

no longer be a unit, if the ring be cut in two, or if it be re 

placed by separate rings, one for either chain. So also the sen- 

tence “He lies as he fell” expresses thoughts combined in a 

larger unit. But “He lies so. So he fell,” (in which the 

idea, say of posture, once called up by “as,” is twice called up 

by the twice employed “so’”’) presents what ranks no longer now 
as a single thought, but obviously as two. 

Specially applying this principle of single thinking to the 

illustration “Astronomers declare the sun to exceed the moon,” 

T seem to see that the idea expressed by “exceed,” though tac- 

tor in one and another thought, appears but once before the 

mind. Indeed, I am prepared to find that verbal hybrids all 

of them express what is singly thought, although exhibited in 

two thought memberships. | | 

SINGLENESS VERSUS SO-CALLED IDENTITY. 

Under this title I wish to emphasize the difference between | 

being identical, as the phrase is often loosely used, and berng 7 

one. | 
Let the exhibition of this difference be aided by the illustra- 

| tion “I have seen Brown. Brown is going to Europe,” in which 

an opportunity is given for the claim that Brown of the first 

and Brown of the second thought are identical. To this it is 

apparently the merest corollary, to add that these two Browns 

are one—that, accordingly, an element of the thought ex- 

pressed by “I have seen Brown,” is also an element of that 

expressed by “Brown is going to Europe.”—that, in other 

words, the two thoughts interlock and thereby constitute one 

larger mental total, or say, an extended thought. 

Plainly, however, this conclusion is untrue; and a moment’s 

reflection shows that the error, in the reasoning which led to 

it, lies in the assumption that, because the Brown I thought of 

in saying “I have seen Brown” is identical with the Brown
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I thought of in saying “Brown is going to Europe,” the two 
are therefore one. In a sense, indeed, the assumption is true, 
but not in a sense which has any application beyond the external 
universe of fact. Therein it is doubtless true that there is but 
a single Brown—that Brown, and Brown only, is the same as 
himself—that, conversely, whatever is the same as Brown 18 
ipso facto Brown himself, one and inseparable. But in the 
internal universe of thought all this has not the slightest ap- 
plication; for mind deals not with Brown himself, but only \ 
with mental counterparts of Brown. | | 

In my illustration, two such mental counterparts of Brown 
appeared—one counterpart in each of two succeeding, self-suf- 
ficient, separate thoughts. In “Brown killed himself,” the ap- 
pearance of two counterparts occurs within the range of a single 

_ thought. It is true that only a single Brown is conceived as 
having external existence; and yet, upon the mental stage, two 
actors play their parts, each one of whom is Brown—the one 
the slayer, and the other his victim. In “Brown has sold his 
brother the horse bought by him (Brown) for himself during 
the visit he (Brown) made his (Brown’s) mother,” six mental 
pictures of the one externally existent Brown are in succession 
hung in view, each one remaining, till all are taken down as 
the exhibition closes. 

This gallery of individual portraiture is quite enough— 
without considering the further possibilities offered by your 
own or other minds, which duplicate that gallery—to show that 
singleness of an idea, so far as it only means the singleness of 
what the idea copies, is far from implying single occurrence in 
the thinker’s mind. 

THE DOUBLE THOUGHT-FACTORSHIP OF WHAT THEY EXPRESS. 

In the illustration, “Astronomers declare the sun to exceed 
the moon,” the recognition of two thoughts, combined indeed 
to form a larger total, (as suggested on page 116) entails the 
recognition of “excess” as factor in each one of them. Postpon- 
ing the question how much, in grammatical parlance, is the ob- 
ject of “declare,” I hold it obvious that the exceeding is at least
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a part of that object, and therefore so far enters, with what is 
expressed by “Astronomers declare,’ into the construction of 

| one thought. At the same time “to exceed” is mid-term, or in 
this case verbal element, to “sun” and “moon”’—that is, its 

meaning enters into the construction of another thought. In- 
deed, if the traditional classification of the infinitive as a 

verbal noun be strictly justifiable, it must be for the reason that 

the infinitive has the right to rank as verb and noun at once;* 

and this it can hardly do in the expression of a minimal thought 
/ (which I define in the following sentence) or in that of a single 

constituent thought—that is, a thought which is part of a larger 

thought. 

THOUGHTS IN WHICH DOUBLE FACTORSHIP OCCURS. | 

In examining these it will be advantageous to center atten- 

tion on such as contain the minimum number of elements. 

namely, the minimal conception (or two ideas and the relation 

between them, e. g., “The sun to exceed the moon” or “red” [in 

qualitative relation with] roses”) and the minimal judgment | 

(or conception plus belief in its truth or untruth, e. g., “The 
sun exceeds the “moon” or “The sun does not exceed the 

moon’). 

_ Of such thoughts, two only at a time will for the present be - 

considered. The case of more than two thoughts with a single 

simultaneous factor will be examined under the title “Second- 

ary Hybrids.” The case of two thoughts, with more than one 

simultaneous factor, was examined in a previous publication, 

without results of any value to the present investigation. The 

case of more than two thoughts exhibiting more than one com- | 

mon factorship*® will be omitted, as offering nothing new to 

the case to be considered. | 

11In “I’m going to post him on the subject of posts,” the fact that 

“nost” is successively verb and noun creates no claim to the rank of 

verbal noun. 
12 See “Revision of the Pronouns,” page 88—(d) 

13 BK. g., “I have a book I want to read. “Of the perpendicularly indi- 

eated phrase the factor “to read” fe. simultaneously factor with “I 

want”, while “book” (as continued by “which’’) is simultaneously 

factor with “you to read” and with “I have.”
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The number of thoughts then being two, it is obvious that 
either might be a judgment, or it might be a mere conception. 
Of thoughts, however, to be considered, one at least must be a 

| judgment; for otherwise expression would not be attempted.* 
The other might also be a judgment, the two having equal 

rank in expressional purpose. But in such case verbal hybrids 
| noted, to which alone I invite especial attention, are, in actual 

practice, not developed. 
| | Illustrating this proposition by the statement “A wounded 

B” (the expression of a judgment), overlooking the radically } 
different thought-memberships of subject and object, and giving 

| each, as Grammar does, the rank of a noun, I note the follow- 
ing possibilities: 

(1) If A (or B) is at the same time, in the expression of 
| another Judgment, subject or object of another verb, A (or B): 

is merely twice a noun and not a hybrid. Accordingly, this 
case may be dismissed. 

(2) So also if “wounded,” while serving as a verb with “A” 
and “B,” serve also as a verb to another subect and object, 

| “wounded” is not a hybrid, but merely twice a verb. Accord- 
| ingly, this case may also be dismissed. 

(3) But if “wounded,” while serving as a verb with “A” and 
“B,” should at the same time serve as either subject or object 
of some other verb, it is plain that “wounded” would be a 
hybrid. 

| (4) Also if A (or B), while serving as a noun with 
“wounded,” serve also—say with C and D—as a verb,!® it is 
plain that A (or B) would be a hybrid. 

14 This statement should be taken as merely the postulation of an 
opinion elsewhere defended, that (outside of poetry, in which sugges- 
tion may have even greater force than declaration—see page 229) 
a total of thought for which the speaker does not vouch as at 
least supposedly known by him, would not be offered by the speaker 
and even less accepted by the hearer, the game of communica- 
tion in such a case not being worth the expressional candle. Thus 
the expressions “The sun to exceed the moon” and “The day after the 
fair’ would not be regarded, individually or collectively, as linguist- 
ically adequate. I do not, however, forget that, as noted by Professor 
Paul, the linguistic expression of judgment elements may be incom- 
plete, their indication being left in part to “the situation.” 

15 A (or B) is meant to stand for a subject (or object) of any sort, 
as for instance in “To incur disapprobation wounded B.”
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Of cases (3) and (4), which are merely a single case ex- | 

_ amined from opposite points of view, one aspect only needs to 

be considered. Let the preference be given to the more con- 

venient (3); and let the purposes of illustration be effected by 

the following pair of judgments reading downward: 

(a) (b) 
| A wounding 

| wounded caused 

. B death 

| As thus exhibited, these judgments have no simultaneous 

factor. That is, no term of either is, without a second think 

ing, term of the other. Accordingly, no element of either be- | 

ing also an element of the other, no word for any element has 

an opportunity to serve as simultaneously two parts of speech— 

that is, no word in either sentence can be a hybrid. 

Let the effort now be made to use the idea serving in (a) 

as mid-term (expressed by ‘“wounded”), as first (or last) term 

of (b), and that without a second thinking. This effort may 

be indicated by the diagram: 

A 
wounded caused death 

B 

If now in linguistic practice the operation of “wounded” (or 7 

any substitute) be that suggested by the diagram, it shall be 

granted that a verbal hybrid is occasioned by two thoughts of 

which each one is a judgment. But in linguistic practice 

nothing of the sort, so far as I have found to date, occurs. Ac- | 

cordingly, without delaying to search for causes, which pre- 

sumably would be found in practical considerations, I offer, in 

mere delimitation of the field to be examined, this conclusion : 

that two judgments do not occasion verbal hybrids—or, in 

other words, in order that a verbal hybrid operate in the ex- 

pression of two interlocking thoughts, one thought must not as- 

sume the rank of a judgment—must be a conception. But it 

was previously coneluded that one of them must be a Judgment. 

Combining these two conclusions, and using, as before, the word 

conception to name the thought which is not a judgment, I
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reach the more special conclusion that, of thoughts in whose ex- 
pression verbal hybrids operate—thoughts, that is, in which oc- 
curs the double factorship of an element expressed by a verbal 
hybrid—one thought will be a judgment and the other a con- 
ception. | 

In examining these, I wish to differentiate them by their 
respective degrees of mental prominence, having now in mind 

_ what I particularly specify as linguistic thinking, in distinction 
from thinking unadjusted to the needs of linguistic expression. ’ 
A, little embarrassment is however offered by the variation of 
such prominence, with the frequent shifting of the momentary 
mental point of view. Thus, during the utterance of an intri- 
cate sentence, the difficulty of exposition (and the difficulty of 
comprehension, which latter perforce assimilates the speaker’s 
thinking to that enforced upon the hearer by expressional limi- 
tations) may require an attention to every detail so complete— 
a nearness of the mind so close—that all the details may be 
said to have, each one in turn, the maximum of prominence. 
On the other hand, no doubt there are moments in which the 

| mind stands back and takes a perspective view.%° 
/ In such a view there is presumably what, in a measure, 

corresponds to the artist’s foreground, background, and middle 
distance. Conceivably also there are corresponding differences 
in perpendicular nearness, as well as lateral differentiations. 
Taking from the last a hint to guide the choice of terminology, 
I propose to call what dominates in thought-perspective, central 
—and that which does not do so, lateral. Of these two words, 
moreover, I' wish the latter to be understood with a scope suf- 
ficient to cover divergence from the center in any direction, thus 

16 In taking this view, I eliminate the tricks of rhetoric, by which the 
bona fide respective mental primacy of thought-constituents may be re- 
versed. To illustrate, “The rays of the setting sun were gilding the 
higher tree-tops, etc., etc., when out of the forest dashed a steel-clad 
horseman.” 

In the mental operation recorded by this expression, I think it 
evident that the action of the horseman, indicated by a vigorous word 
and attended by the “tense” suggestion of all-at-once and once-for-all 
achievement, is rather the first-born of my mental fatherhood, than is 
that unobtrusive every-day awareness of solar business, which—to 
change my figure of speech—is really but the very legato accompani- 
ment of a decidedly staccato theme.
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adjusting itself to whatever number of dimensions the mental 
imaging may be regarded as requiring. Also “central” (as | 
well as “lateral” shall be understood as including appreciable . 
mental space—so much as may be necessary for a single min- 
imal judgment,. 

Again, a thought which is lateral in comparison with the 
central thought, may also in its turn be central in comparison 
with another still more lateral thought, which last may be 

| known as a remoter thought—or a sublateral thought—or even 
a plusquam lateral. 

| The expressions “central” and “lateral”? plainly border 
closely on the “focal” and “marginal” of mind-investigators. 
Between these pairs, however, I intend this fundamental dif- 
ference: that, while the latter deals with nearness to the con- _ 
scious self, the former shall have its dealing with nearness to 
expressional purpose, or end to be accomplished. | 

Nearness to the purpose of expression is constant in this sense 

at least that, even if intermittently recognized, it does not vary 

In successive recognitions. In other words, if part of what I 
say exhibits, for instance, a particular end to which all else ex- 

pressed is means, the end will rank as central, the means as | 

lateral; and though in the linguistic act I momentarily forget 

this differentiation of end and means, in the absorbing exposi- _ 
tion of the details of my thought, this differentiation does not 

change between the moments of its several happenings—never, 

for instance, in the normal*’ use of language, posing means as 

end. 

Nearness to the conscious self is variable. Exact expression 

and exact interpretation require momentary focal attention to 

17 To illustrate the here excluded abnormal use of language, which I 
hope to make the subject of a special publication, I note that in “At 
last he departed” the words “at last” suggest the long-delayed, to the 
exclusion of the premature or deeply regretted, the idea of delay being 

the means by which you merely color your picture of the departure, 
aS I do myself. On the other hand the words “he departed” exhibit 
what must rank as an end which is merely furthered by such means; 
for contrariwise I should have said, for instance, “His departure was long 
delayed.” But in French the finality is with vexatious pertinacity 
brought to the fore, although “II finit par s’en aller” is surely equiva- 
lent, in meaning intended, rather to “At last he departed” than to “He 
ended by departing.” 

9—S. & A.
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every detail of the most extended mental total; and this very 
focality of momentary attention entails the synchronous mar- 
ginality of the detail which has been or is about to be in its 
own turn focal. 

Neither nearness implies the other. For doubtless, on the 
one hand, in the act of exhibiting each idea, I make it for the 

instant focal, without, however, being able to give to each idea 
the central place in expressional purpose. On the other hand 

the center of my purpose may all the time be so extremely mar- { 

ginal as almost to be unheeded—notably in the case of questions. , 

A question may be defined (See “Interrogatives,” pages 437 
and 468) as the linguistic expression of the speaker’s desire 

that the hearer give him information—an expression necessarily 

attended by adequate indication of the information to be given. 
It has its rather close analogy with the following order to my 
tailor: “(I want you to) send me a coat of the following color 
and dimensions.” In this order the description of what I want 

is plainly subordinate to my wanting to get it; and im every 

question the like is presumably the case. Yet in the question 

“Are you ill?” the position of “ill,” its emphasis, the suspen- 

sory tone (which might seem to suggest a dwelling on the idea 

which “ill” evokes) combine to indicate an even greater focal- 
ity than belongs to my desire and your giving information. 

These, indeed, are so far from focal that quite an effort is re 

quired to find in “Are you ill?’ the meaning presumably 

rightly expressed by “I desire you to inform me as to your be 

ing ill.” Again, my curtains being ablaze, in crying “Fire!” 

I cherish no doubt the central wish that you come to the fire 

and help me put it out—a wish less distantly inferable from the 

Frenchman’s “A Vincendie!”—and yet this wish is not suffi- 

ciently focalized even to reach expression. 

One kind of nearness doubtless, however, often coincides 

with the other. As, with reference to expressional purpose, I 

take the perspective view of a complex thought, and recognize 

the solar nucleus of it surrounded by its planetary attendants, 

themselves in turn accompanied by their satellites, which also 

have their own sub-satellites, no doubt, as a rule, the central 

element of the system is also more precisely focal in my con-
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sciousness than any lateral element. Perhaps, indeed, I ought 
to say that centrality is mere tocality in the perspective view. 
Ihe expressions central and lateral I preter, however, as avoid- 
ing the necessity of indicating the particular moment or mental — act in which foeality or marginality shall be reckoned. 

As has been intimated, thoughts with a simultaneous factor 
form together a continuous larger mental whole, or what in view of its extension might be figuratively called a mental land- | scape. Now it is in mental picturing on such a scale that, most : of all, perspective values are appreciated. In particular, com- 
pared with the judgment pure and simple, associated elements 
appear less heartily intended. For instance, in “I want the book 
on the table,” what is expressed by the last three words, being 
thought of solely to identify the intended book, is obviously 
a means to an end and ipso facto secondary in expressional pur- 
pose to the end itself (i. e., your knowing that I want the book). 
Again, in “Braving the heat, the farmers loaded the wagons,” 
while the meaning of the first three words is not a means to an 
end, and might be ranked as self-sufficient, and also might be as- 
serted, nevertheless, by the illustration, it is mentally posed ag 
incidental, as a mere conception—lateral. Otherwise the ex- 
pression would be “The farmers braved the heat. They loaded 
the wagons,” or “Loading the wagons, the farmers braved the 
heat.” 

Accordingly, with further argument in view, I postulate that 
when a mental total consists of more than a minimal judgment, 
the judgment will be central and other elements lateral. 

CENTRAL THOUGHT, 

To avoid a possible misunderstanding, I must at this point 
be more careful in the use of words than when discussing 
thought-connectives. These were said to incorporate a preced- 
ing thought in a following thought (thus, in “Brown invited 
me. Therefore, I came,” it was claimed that “Therefore” 
means “on account of Brown’s inviting me”); and as every 
thought contains no smaller number of factors than three (thus 
the thought expressed by “A equals B” is no longer a thought,
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if deprived of either factor), the ultimately constituted thought 

would seem, of necessity, to include some half a dozen terms. 

But (as indicated in that discussion, and further argued on 

page 135), in order to be incorporated, the preceding thought 

gave up its detailed existence, appearing in the following 

thought unanalyzed, quite in the fashion of an idea—that is, an 

ordinary single member of thought. In other words, to become 

a member of the following thought, the preceding thought gave 

| up its distinctive existence as a thought. I therefore do not 

contradict myself in saying now that, strictly speaking, a cen- : 

tral thought as such (qua central), consists of three terms*® 

only. 

In defending this statement, I note imprimis that the aug- 

mentation of a three-term central thought by any further ele- 

ment entails the consciousness of a relation between the new 

element and one (or more) of the old; that is, such augmen- 

tation entails the formation of another thought consisting of an 

old element, a new element and the relation between them.” 

That this other thought and the central thought together form 

a larger thought, I not only concede but also contend (as indi- | 

| cated on pages 116 and 125 and again on page 139). Accord- 

! ingly, to establish my opinion that a central thought consists 

of three terms only, I must show that the second constituent of 

this larger thought is not central. 

Of the second constituent thought, it would seem to be a 

: safe assumption that it must be (1) central like the first or 

(2%) lateral or (8) partly one and partly the other or (4) both 

at once or (5) both in succession or (6) neither. ae 

18 That one of these terms may be a group of ideas—homogenous, as 

in “three fruits,’ or heterogeneous, as in ‘an apple, a peach, and a 

pear’—I concede as plausible, but avoid the case as special to the 

investigation of that class of so-called conjunctions which may be 

known as group-formers. 

19 For otherwise the new element would have nothing to do with 

the original thought, and, accordingly, could not be a part of it. 

20 Thus, the expansion of “Apples are wholesome” into “Ripe apples 

are wholesome” requires a recognition of apples in a qualitative re- 

Jation with ripeness, essentially as in “Apples (which) are ripe.’ The 

fact that, in the thought thus indicated, the common idea expressed by 

“apples” appears in mind but once, does not impair the integrity of 

either thought, any more than a common corner-stone impairs the in- 

tegrity of either south or east wall of my house.
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Case (6) I dismiss on the ground that what is neither lateral 
nor central is not in mind and, therefore, not a part of any 
thought. | 

Case (2) I shall not argue, as it grants my contention; for 

what is lateral only cannot be a part of that of which it has 
been stipulated that it is exclusively central. | 

Case (4) would imply in optics the ability to look directly 

at an object while also seeing it “out of the corner of the eye,’ 
| or, in painting, a landscape of which a part both is and is not 

im the foreground. Of mind, this case requires a simul- 

taneous centralization and decentralization in thought-perspec- 
tive, implying mental conditions quasi-analogous to strabismus 
(which, permitting double visual action, persupposes the exist- 
ence of two eyes)—accordingly, the supposition of a self, at 

least for the moment, double—a supposition which I abanden 
to the jurisdiction of Psychology, being in the meantime per- 

sonally unable to make use of it in general linguistic study or 

in the now examined field. 
Case (1). Suppose the second thought, as well as the first, 

be central. For instance, given a first and central thought ex- 
pressed by “I wrote my wife,” let “My wife is in New York’ 

express a second and also central thought. 

I shall not strain imagination with the effort to locate these 
two centers in mental space, but merely assume that some- 
how, of a pair of mental pictures, each is in the central field of 
thought-perspective. It still remains to be determined whether f 

the latter thought can operate as a constituent element of the 

' former. 
To facilitate such operation, let their common element be | 

thought once only. Accordingly, “I wrote my wife (who) is 

in New York”—an expression of mental activity in which there 
is no interruption; that is, the mental act in the present illus- 
tration is continuous—a status which justifies the statement 

that, in a sense, thought now is one. | 

This sense, however, is unavailable in the present case. To 

use a more objective illustration, let the music of “Dixie” and 
“Old Hundred” be so played that the final note of one is the 
initial note of the other, the playing of the two becoming a
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single musical rendition. It will doubtless be felt that contin- 
uity or singleness of such a type does not diminish the individ- 
uality of either melody, and that still less is either made a 
part of the other. In short, two melodies still exist. 

That the double statement: “I wrote my wife (who) is in 
| New York” is quite analogous, appears most clearly when this 

statement 1s compared with “I wrote my daughter (who) is in 
New York,” of which I stipulate that her location in New York 
is known to you, and is by me intended merely to distinguish 
one daughter from another—as, therefore, auxiliary to the ef- | 

fectuation of a single expressional purpose inadequately indi- 
| cated by the mere “I wrote my daughter.” In short, my pur- 

pose is precisely what I should have expressed by “I wrote 

Amelia,” had you been acquainted with my daughters’ names— 
an expression in which my singleness of purpose is apparent. 

On the contrary “I wrote my wife (who) is in New York,” 
| is plainly quite analogous to the confluent rendition of “Dixie” 

and “Old Hundred,” exhibiting two self-sufficient thoughts— 

| two independent expressional purposes—location in New York 

- by no means being intended to distinguish one wife from an- 

other. | 

! In short, the difference between the statement as to wife and 

the statement as to daughter, is what I have elsewhere sought 

to indicate by the words “‘polyphrastic” and monophrastic.” 

| On the other hand, the difference between “I wrote my wife. 

\ My wife (or she) is in New York” and “I wrote my wife 

(who) is in New York” is unessential, consisting vocally in the 

omission by the latter of (1) the second “my wife,” (2) the 

fall of pitch and (3) the pause—and, mentally, in a failure to 

think a second time the idea expressed by “my wife.” 

This difference, to use a further illustration, appears to me 

7 exactly parallel to that between the algebraic “a = 6b. b =e,” 
and “a = b = ec”, in which latter neither of the former equa- 

tions of necessity forfeits individuality or becomes a part of 

the other. 

In what is expressed by “I wrote my wife (who) is in New 

York” it cannot indeed be assumed that constituent thoughts 

are of equal intrinsic importance any more safely than, of two
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melodies, it can be assumed that they are of equal length or 

merit. But of thoughts and melodies it is plain that, however 

closely they come together—even to the point of overlapping— 

each maintains its individuality, and, what is more important 

to the purpose of the moment, neither is a part of the other. I | | 

hold, accordingly, that when, of two thoughts, each is central 

only (not lateral), neither is part of the other. | 
Case (3). The elements of lateral thought being three in 

: number, it is conceivable that either one or two of these, in- 

stead of the trio, might have also membership in central thought. 

Thus the second illustration examined under (1), “I wrote my 

daughter (who) is in New York,” exhibits a member of lateral 

thought—the member named by “daughter,” which is not re- 

peated, but only continued by “who”—as member also of the 

central thought expressed by “I wrote my daughter.” 

The successive central and lateral aspects of “daughter” are 

examined on pp. 140-141. Meantime it should be noted that 

the number of central terms has not been augmented. Total 

thought indeed is augmented by the addition of an element ex- 

pressed by “in New York” (which in its essential attributive 

unity may rank with “ill”). The relation necessary to such 

augmentation is expressed by “is.” But what is expressed by 

“daughter” is the original last term of central thought—a term 

which merely holds its ground while terms of a second (lateral) 

thought assemble about it. 
The thinkable central membership of two lateral thought- ‘ 

members (examined in “Pronouns,” pages 83-84)is, in actual 

linguistic practice, unrealized. Compare “I wrote my wife, 

who whiched (i. e. wrote) my daughter,” and “A stone struck 

Brown, which hurt whom.” 

Case (5), which is rare in linguistic practice, may be illus- 

trated by the following sentence: “I want the book (which) 

is on the newel post.” In this I intend the “is” to be taken 

with full assertive power. Accordingly the location of the book 

is announced as a proposition of self-sufficient informational 

value, precisely as if I had said “I want the book. The book 

is on the newel post.” That is, not only the volitional thought, | 

but also the locative thought is distinctly central.
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In mentioning the book’s location on the newel post, I had, 
however, a further motive. Assuming, indeed, that you did 
not know the said location, I declared it. Also, however, I in- 

tended the book’s location to distinguish a particular book for 

you from other books. That is, in such distinguishing, I in- 
tended what is expressed by “(which) is on the newel post?’ to 
serve as means to the end proposed by “I want the book,” (See 
page 128). In short, I intended it, as now regarded, not for 
its own sake, but for the sake of helping out another statement. : 

| In the now considered aspect, the locative thought is then dis- 
tinctly lateral. Accordingly, reviving the conclusion of the just 
preceding paragraph, the thought expressed by “which is on 
the newel post”’ is lateral and central. | 

As indicated in the examination of case (4), I cannot regard 
the lateral and central positions of a thought as simultaneous, 

but only as successive. As to the order of these positions, it 
seems at first to be determined by the early appearing assertive 

| “is.” For assertion, which may be accepted when genuine as 
the sign of thought centrality, is made by “is” before the ap- 

_ pearance of “on the newel post.” Accordingly, location (of 

the book) which without assertion would, in thought perspec- 

tive, surely take a position exclusively lateral to my desire for 

the book, appears to be forced at once by the assertive “‘is” to 

the perspective center. 

Apparently then assertion, or say the element of belief, comes 
. into the mental current very inconveniently—not as the con- 

tinued flow or onpour of the mental stream, but as an independ- 

ent affluent or inpour, as may be indicated by the following 

diagram : 

(1) I vouch for desiring the book (distinguished by) Hocattion on the newel post, 

(2) I vouch for 

in which (2) “I vouch for’ seems to prearrange location as 

in thought perspective central, before it even has a chance to 

assume a position lateral to my desire. 

In English, indeed, this embarrassing interpretation is quite 

unnecessary, the “is” being sometimes assertive and sometimes 
unassertive, and therefore capable of being taken first without 
the assertive value—which later may be added. But in more
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-_ garefully inflected languages the “is” would have at once the 

unmistakable assertive value, which must, accordingly, be 

reckoned with. 

To solve the difficulty, I turn as usual from form of word 

to the mental process which the word cooperates in symbolizing. 

| This process I believe to be made up of several activities. In 

the first place, the receiving mind (whose operations the con- 

veying mind must essentially duplicate), under stimulus of 

| successive words, develops in turn the ideas or elements of 

thought-to-be-constructed. Also, largely by the aid of instruc- 

tional elements, especially inflections, that mind employs each 

particular idea in a particular membership (e. g., as subject or | 

as object) of that thought. 

So long as word arrangement tallies with that of ideas in 

thought, each idea takes its place in thought as soon. as sug- 

gested by the appropriate word. But if an idea is, so to speak, 

delivered to the mind before the time arrives to use it in con- 

structing thought, the mind, unable to make use of it at once, 

must carefully preserve it—for it usually will not be repeated— 

until such time arrives, and meantime use those offered ele- | 

ments, the time to use which has arrived. 

To illustrate: ‘“Tityre tu patulae recubans sub tegmine fa- 

gi,............-meditaris.” 

Of this expression, ‘“Tityre,”’ the mere address of him for 

whom the thought to be constructed is intended, may be over- 

looked, because, although de facto in the sentence, it 1s not de f 

jure of it. 

“Ty,” as calling up the idea of the junior partner in a col- 

loquial act—an idea to be used as first term (subject) in thought- 

to-be-developed (as suggested by the nominative ending)—of- 

~ fers no embarrassment, reception of this idea being immedi- 

ately followed by its recognition as part of the structure now 

begun. 

When, however, “patulae” is reached, the plot begins to 

thicken. From it I obtain the idea expressed by “broad”—an 

idea assuredly to figure as a part of thought to be constructed. 

As what part it will figure, I am, however, by no means certain, 

being embarrassed by the multiplicity of possibilities.
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The termination of “patulae” is of that special instructional 
type which I have elsewhere called associational. From it I | 
learn nothing of absolute position in thought-structure, but only 
that the idea of breadth, known to be always adjunctive to some 
element expressed by a noun, must be associated with what is 
conceived as feminine and as singular (genitive or dative) or as 
plural (nominative or vocative). Accordingly, “patulae” can- 
not associate with “tu.” 

As a school-boy, at this point I deserted “tu” for the time, , 
and rambled on in search of something for “patulae” to “go 
with,” ultimately mending text to suit my convenience, de- 
veloping “Tityre tu recubans sub tegmine patulae fagi.” Re: 
commencing operations on my thus improved hexameter, I 
had no difficulty in synchronizing idea-reception and thought- 
construction, stage by stage. 

| Suppose however now that you take up the original text and 
read the line aloud—that it is absolutely new to me—that I 

: however know the Latin language well. As far as “Tityre, tu” 
I operate as before. On reaching “patulae” I sense the situa- 

| tion as before. But this time the idea of breadth must with- 
| draw and wait till “fagi” is presented.2* This idea has be- 

: | haved like a giddy actress, prematurely dashing on the stage 
and blurting out the merest interruption of proceedings. She 
must retire and bide her proper time, behind the scenes. Her 

contribution to the play will be effected on a second, later 
‘ entrance. Meantime, no such contribution has been made. 

So also the first appearance, the withdrawal and the waiting 

of what is expressed by “patulae” are wasted, being quite 

irrelevant to the linguistic message sent or received, playing 

therein no truer part than a false start plays in a race. Lin- 

guistic business, interrupted by the appearance of “patulae,” is 
| resumed when “recubans” appears, continuing in the usual 

methodical manner, materials being built into thought as fast 
as received, until the appearance of “fagi.” At this point the 
builder puts in place the idea expressed by “patulae,”’ which, 

21 Rather, what waits may be “patulae” itself: for the idea of breadth 
is useless except as burdened with four distinct and severally possible 
associations with other ideas.
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meantime, has been waiting its turn or has been, so to put it, 

stored away for later usage. 

The difficulty of storing over-many prematurely presented 

ideas, or storing such too long a time, while receiving and 

building together other ideas, may partially explain the re- 

stricted popularity of Latin poetry. When, too, the “periodic 

structure,” as in the German sentence, runs to overgrowth, the 
withholding of one idea, which is but another way of express- 

ing the premature exhibition of intervening ideas, produces 

excessive difficulty, discouragement, disgust. Barring, how- 

ever, the cases in which such difficulty becomes insuperable, I 
hold that, be the order of idea-presentation what it may, the 
mind in thought construction may, and often does, take up 

ideas in an altogether different order. 

Applying this doctrine to case (5), I conceive that the ele- 

ment of personal belief (which in a carefully inflected lan- 

guage would be unambiguously expressed by “is”) while en- 

tering consciousness immediately on the utterance of the “is,” 
by no means enters into the construction of thought until a 

later moment. In “I want the book (which) is on the newel 
post” I find accordingly that construction is effected precisely , 

as in “I want the book distinguished by position on the newel 

post is vouched for by me.” That is, in “I want the book 

(which) is on the newel post,” the thought expressed by “book 

(which) is on the newel post,” is at the outset lateral as com- 

pared with “I want the book,” and subsequently central on its 

own account. | 

Now, perspective relations having been once at the outset ad- 

justed, whatever either party to them does or does not do at a 

later moment, may be ranked as “after business hours” and al- 

together independent of the inter-subordination of business co- 

workers. Accordingly I rank the ultimate centrality (or in- 

dividual self-sufficiency) of “book (which) is on the newel post” 

as independent of and quite irrelevant to the centrality pecu- 

liar to “I want the book.” This ultimate centrality is then an 

incident which no more affects the mutual perspective rela- 

tions established independently of its occurrence, than they 

are affected by the appearance of my desire for the book as
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on its own account in lateral relation to a yet more centrak 
thought—as in “My friends expect me to desire the book on 
the newel post.” 

Thus construed as independent—as a by-product of mental. 
activity—the incidental centrality of the lateral thought ex- 
hibits the present case as merely an unimportant variant of 
(2). , 
Resuming the results obtained from the examination of the 

several possible cases, I find that any effort to increase the mem- 
bership of central thought is unsuccessful—and that accord 
ingly the central thought as such consists of three terms only. 

LATERAL THOUGHT. 

While it was argued in the preceding section that central 
| thought consists of three terms only, it is obvious that central 

| thought, by so to speak omitting one of its members, can make: 
J room in itself for that which otherwise would be an added 

member. _ 
The present section aims to show that lateral thought, al- 

though a place be waiting for it, cannot become a member of 
| central thought.” | | 
| To illustrate, given “I saw a passenger train strike a freight 

train,’ I note that what is expressed by the infinitive phrase- 
is itself a thought, the recognition and organization of whose 
details are distinctly lateral to the judgment that I see whatever 

| I see. In other words, the detailed indication of what I saw 
is an excursus, as compared with seeing it. While accord-- 
ingly, I have doubtless made the lateral thought a member of a 
larger total consisting of itself and a central thought, the la- 
teral thought is not yet central and therefore I cannot have made: 
it a part of what is central. How the central thought begun 
by “I saw” is completed, will be examined later. 

In a sense, however, lateral thought can easily be central- 
ized and made a part of central thought. ‘For instance, given 

22 The antagonism between this opinion and that which possibly is: 
held by those whose syntax—or, say, their collective parsing—poses: 
phrases, clauses and even sentences as subjects, objects, etc., will later: 

| be shown to be superficial.
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“A passenger struck a freight,” I may add: “I saw the colli- 
sion.” 

In the latter expression, “the collision” revives in mind | 

what previously was expressed by “A passenger struck a 

freight.” Moreover what is thus revived has doubtless taken 
its place as central and part of a central thought. In doing so, 

however, it has radically changed its character; its elements 

have fused, and that so completely that recognition of them 

ceases. 
| That such is the case, may be seen to better advantage on fur- 

ther examination of the illustration offered on page 125. Given 
“Brown invited me. Therefore I came,” it will presumably 

be granted that what is intended by “Therefore” is expressed 

by “Because Brown invited me.” Let now this intended mental 

total be extended, becoming the total expressed by ‘‘Because | 

- Brown,who is a friend of mine, invited me,I came.” Moreover, 

in the expression of this extended total, let “Therefore” take, 

as before, the place of ‘“Because Brown invited me,” expression 

assuming now the form of “Brown invited me. Therefore, 
who is a friend of mine, I came.” | | | 

In this expression it appears that “Brown invited me,” 
, though reinstated by “Therefore,” is not exhibited in detail, 

“Brown” not being distinct enough in mind to continue ( or | 

“be referred to” by “who”) as subject of “‘is.” | 
It appears accordingly that lateral thought, in becoming as 

a whole a part of what is central, fuses into what cannot be | 

rated as a thought. 

The further question rises, whether a thought can at first be 

fused and afterward expanded into details, and, if so, with what 

results of linguistic interest. To illustrate, let the diagram 

[ passenger | 

I saw a collision { strike 
| | freight 

suggest that, on arriving at the mental stage exhibited by “col- 

lision,” I have in mind a phenomenon as yet unrecognized in 
detail; that, however, the idea expressed by “collision,” still 

continuing in mind, unfolds into what is expressed by the re- 
maining words. That is, as a blended whole, the occurrence 

Be
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described is final term of a central thought; and, as an un- 
folded trio of details, it forms per se a thought which, in com- 
parison with the first, will rank in thought-perspective as 
lateral. | 

In the mental process of this order there is danger, (see pp. 
| 117-118) of a misinterpretation based upon the identity of 

blended whole and unfolded trio. Such identity, it should be 
borne in mind, is purely historical, akin to that of bud and 

| flower, and fails to imply that what is true of blended whole 
is also true of unfolded trio. | | 

| To illustrate more suggestively, the chrysalis and the un- 
folded insect are historically one and the same. Yet, other- 
wise regarded, the chrysalis (which may be no larger than an 
olive) and the unfolded insect (which may have a wing-spread 

| of a foot or more) are so decidedly different, that it cannot 
| safely be inferred that where there is room for the one there | 

| is room for the other also. Nor, in view of time elapsing, can 
it be inferred that where the chrysalis was the insect of neces- 
sity is—or that a particular activity, in which the chrysalis 
may be implicated with something else, includes the unfold- 
ing of the chrysalis into the insect. | 

| So too of thought, the blended whole and the unfolded trio, 
| though historically one, are on the other hand too different in 

character and too presumably successive, to permit thought- 
membership enjoyed by one to be assumed with safety of the 

| other. In particular it cannot be assumed that, because the 
“collision” of the diagram is the object of “saw,” therefore the 
following phrase is also object of the same. 

More generally stated, the process of unfolding a blended 

whole into a trio is independent of the process by which that 

whole is used with other ideas in forming a prior trio. Ac 
cordingly, in the ability of the blended whole to serve as mem- 

ber of a given thought, I do not find the slightest indication 

that the unfolded trio does or can do the same. Indeed, while 

I find the blended whole to be a part of central thought, I find 
the unfolded trio to be lateral, and wholly exterior to central 

thought. 

To make this clear, I amend my diagram, enclosing in par- 

Be
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entheses what seems to me to represent the central thought— 

that is, all words to “collision” included. If now a total ex- 

tended thought is to be formed, including this central thought 
and the unfolded trio, this last must be in relation with an ele- 

ment of the central thought (see page 126) and doubtless in the 

relation of identity—or, say, equivalence—with the blended 

whole expressed by “collision.” Now, as what expresses (1) 
the blended whole, (2) the trio cf unfolded terms, and (3) the 

relation between these two, impresses me as plainly lateral, f 

put it in brackets, which include “collision” and all remaining 

expressional elements. Accordingly, | 

passenger 

(I saw a [collision) = strike 
| | freight 

This diagram expresses now three thoughts, the portion in 

brackets exhibiting equivalence between a blended whole and 

an unfolded trio, which latter is itself a thought. There re 
mains accordingly the difficulty of using this (trio) thought as 
the final term of bracketed thought—a difficulty which a later 

section will endeavor to solve. Meantime, supposing this dif- 

ficulty overcome, it is clear, as the diagram suggests, that 

neither the lateral trio nor any element thereof has entered the 

central thought parenthesized. 

To make my reasoning conclusive, I must give it general 

value. Accordingly, whatever be conceived as possibly pro- | 

dromic to the unfolded trio—be it a blended whole, or a med- 

ley of unorganized details, or a so-called conjunction or 

sentence-article (e. g. “that”)** or the speaker’s promise or in- 
junction, or the hearer’s expectation, or the mental void-to- 
be-filled or reservation of mental space in the mind of either, 
or mode as distinguished from entity, or the shadow cast before 

by a coming mental image, or a grin et preterea nihil, precur- 

sory to a Cheshire cat—whatever, I say, be conceived as the 

23 Any introduction of such into central thought might rank with 
such a moving of my house (?) as should consist in tearing it down 
and hauling the materials to the dumping ground. 

24 This word may rather rank as the sign of an empty category later 

to be filled.
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forerunner of the unfolded trio, let that protean forerunner be 

expressed by P. Let also the relation between forerunner and 
unfolded trio be whatever you please, expressed by “precedes.” 

| Again let “passenger,” “strike” and “freight”? be accepted as 
representing any three ideas which can together constitute a 

lateral thought. FF imally, let “I saw” be regarded as express- 
ing any two ideas which together with P can form a central 
thought. 

Accordingly, the amended diagram 

( passenger | | 

(I saw [P.) precedes 4 strike | 
: | freight | 

which now may be regarded as of universal application. 

Under the hint which it offers, I pass now in review the 

mental operation which it aims to indicate, and seem to find 

| that as cerebration continues, after reaching in the expres- 

sional act what is indicated by P, its further stages are dis- 
tinctly lateral to the preceding (see page 136). Indeed, I find, 

in all, three stages—or grades of thought-perspective: a central, 

: of which the end is marked by P; a lateral, which lies abreast 
| of “P precedes strike”; and a sublateral, which coincides with 

“passenger strike freight.” In short, abstracting from the 
single outjutting but not detached idea expressed by “strike,” 

I find that the unfolded trio of thought is two removes from 

| being central. 

| I have not yet however completely established my proposi- 

tion; for it is possible to conceive a mental operation partly 

the reverse of that above described, but virtually equivalent, 

and therefore to be reckoned with. To indicate this operation, 

I reverse my diagram, continuing all my symbols in their for- 

mer universal value, but somewhat more conspicuously using 

distance from left to right, to indicate the passage of time. 

Accordingly the diagram 

(@) TD saw oe. cece eee cece eee eee ee essay, 

passenger ns Pp. 

(b) strike ..........is followed by..--:-1°tt'? 

freight
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by which I mean that, after “I saw,” but before the recogni- 
tion of an object thereof, the trio appears as such in detail, 
blending promptly into what is consciously recognized as a re- | 

_ lated whole (or whatever else you prefer), which whole (ex- 
pressed by P) then takes its place as the missing final term 
required with “I saw.” 

Examining this more awkward and exactly so much ‘more | 
| implausible operation, I find as before that the P of (b) has 

| entered (a); but no more than before do I find that any other 
element of (6) has entered (a). I conclude accordingly ‘that | | 
lateral thought cannot become a member of central thought. 

CENTRO-LATERAL THOUGHT. 

While lateral thought cannot become a member of central 
thought, the two, as already indicated on page 126, may cooper- 

_ ate as a larger mental total, which may conveniently be known 
as a centro-lateral thought. To illustrate, “I have the book 
you wanted,” in which my possession of a book and your de- 
sire for it appear as my possession of what you desire—or, say, 
of a particular book. | | 

The existence of such totals is implied by the existence of 
lateral thought itself. or lateral is a relative term, implying, 
as that to which one thought is lateral, another thought which is 

| comparatively central, just as the background of a picture im- 
plies a foreground. If the background be cut out, it ceases | 
to be a background. If the lateral thought be isolated, it 
ceases to be lateral. In some way, it and central thought must 
constitute a mental whole. To use the phraseology of Gram- 
mar, the two must be joined. 

As an earnest disbeliever in the joining of thoughts, as com- 
monly conceived—and whether conceived as in the nature of 
sticking, stitching, spiking or fiat—I confine the examinatioa 
of joining to the only type which I can imagine to be available 
with thoughts—to what may be known as interlocking. 

To illustrate this objectively, it may be noted that a con- 
necting link will make of two chains one, with exactly the 
solidity with which it is itself a part of one chain and the 

10—S. & A. . .
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other. So, also, “I have the book you wanted” has all the 

| cohesion that belongs to “I have the book” or to “you wanted 

the book.” In general then it may be claimed that centro- 

| lateral thought, when thus constructed, has the same integrity _ 

as either central or lateral constituent. : | 

- THE CENTRO-LATERAL FACTOR. | | 

In the illustration “TI have the book you wanted,” the idea 
| expressed by “book” is plainly, without a repetition (pp. 116- 

117), member of a central thought expressed by “I have the 

| book,” and member of a lateral thought expressed by “you 

| wanted the book.” Accordingly, of total centro-lateral though}, 

the idea expressed by “book” may be known as the centro- 
| lateral factor—centro-lateral, this time, in the sense of beng 

central as well as lateral, but not (as in the preceding title) 

in the sense of including central and lateral elements. | | 

| In such an integration of central and lateral thought, the 

_ former may be said to share a factor with the latter; it is 

however a little more convenient to put it that, as there 7s no 

room in central thought for lateral thought or any of its fac- 

tors, room 1s made by the suppression of a central factor, the 
space made vacant being occupied by a factor” of lateral 

| thought. | 
Once a factor of lateral thought becomes a factor also of cen- 

| tral thought, it plainly becomes a central factor. That is, in 

centro-lateral thought, the once-thought common factor of its 

| two constituents—i. e., the centro-lateral factor—is central m 

the central constituent, while in the lateral constituent remain- 

ing lateral. 
This double aspect of the centro-lateral factor appears in 

the following illustration: “The Episcopal church contains 

25 The possible simultaneous use of two ideas as members of two 
thoughts has been examined in the “Revision of Pronouns,” appearing 
to be extra-linguistic. Compare “I have the book who (=I) wanted” 
and “I have the book you whiched (=—had).” The simultaneous use 
of three factors abrogates the existence of one thought, as appears in 

experimenting on “I have the book” and “You wanted the paper.” So 
soon as three factors are simultaneous, there remains only “I have the 
book” or “You wanted the paper” or “I wanted you,” etc.
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some members the Democratic party claims.” In this, my 
central purpose contemplates the inclusion of some individuals. | 

in a particular church. I also however go out of religion and | 
into politics, for the lateral purpose of specifying the intended 

| individuals. These individuals or members, which in my re- SO 
_ ligous purpose were doubtless central, continue in mind, 

: as I carry out the lateral purpose. But, as part of what is. 
lateral, they seem to me now, of quasi-necessity, lateral. 
Somewhat similarly, making an addition to my house, I re- 
gard the original outer wall as a constituent of the principai. 

structure, when I am in that structure, but rather as part of 

the addition, when I am occupied therein. So also, surveying 
_ the completed total, whether a house or a thought, my perspect- 

ive recognition of it seems to me to pose the simultaneous factor 

as central in what is central, without prejudice to its being 

lateral in what is lateral. At least, so far as self-examina- __ 

tion may be safely trusted, I seem to use an idea without repe~ 

tition, as member of a central thought and also of a lateral 

thought, which is perhaps sufficient ground for naming it after 
both the thoughts in which it serves. 

Strictly speaking, as the observer of my own cerebration, I must 

perhaps conceive myself as stationary, while the panorama of my 

mental pictures moves along before me. However, in many comparisons , 

of the moving and the stationary, it is helpful and harmless to think 

of what moves as stationary, and vice versa. Accordingly, let the mind 
be conceived to move from thought to thought, somewhat as the body 

moves from place to place. Somewhat then as, in a passage from one ~ 

valley to another, the intervening ridge which at first was in the north 

appears now in the south as a constituent element of a second scenic . 

total, without an intervening disappearance, and hence without a repeti- 

tion—so also, in a passage from one thought to another, the mind, 

though keeping constantly in view their once-thought common factor, 

may see it so to speak on the other side, not only as now a part of a 

thought exciting less immediate interest than the former, but also as 

itself no longer so impressive as at first—as lateral now instead of 

central. . 

(1) Its leadership among its lateral fellows. 

The suggestion offered by this title is a mere revival of 

what was noted in a former publication (see “Revision of the 

Pronouns,” page 97), namely, that every thought may be sensed
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as eomposed of any single element and a remainder; and that 
| the remainder may be sensed as merely a means to the end of 

amplifying or even identifying that single element. | 

The facility of such a sensing appears in the following 
illustration: ‘Catherine eats meat. This the doctor requires. | 

So Catherine’s meat-eating is the leading theme of conversa- 
tion at our table,” in which expression the italicized words ex- i 

hibit what was expressed by the initial sentence, in the modi- : 
fied aspect of a specific eating—distinguished (from others) 

as eating of meat versus fish, etc.—as Catherine’s eating versus | 

yours or mine. | 

The inevitableness of sensing lateral thought somewhat as 

| indicated, so soon as a term of lateral thought is also a term of 

central thought, is obvious, the very centralness of. such a term 

investing it with a prestige or primacy unshared by its lateral 
‘fellows. For in my illustration the lateral idea-company con- 

sists at first (in “Catherine eats meat”) of a subject, a (rela- 

tion-forming) action and an object; but so soon as this action 

is centralized (as in “Catherine’s meat-eating is” etc.), the 

lateral trio is rather sensed as an action distinguished by its 

: terms or personnel. That is, the uncentralized elements cf 

lateral thought become the satellites of what is centralized. 

(2) Its attendance by its lateral fellows. 

This, in the very nature of thought, is indispensable. For 

if, as indicated on pp. 125-126, one of a thought’s three ele- 

| ments be omitted, what is left is not a thought. In particular, 
if the centro-lateral factor, in becoming a member of a central 

thought, should be deserted by the other members of lateral 

thought, there would no longer be a lateral thought, but onty 

fragments linguistically unavailable. Thus, given the uncom- 

pleted central thought expressed by “The doctor wishes” and 

the completed lateral thought expressed by “Catherine to eat 

meat,” let any element of the latter—say “to eat’’—become an 

element of the former, at the same time losing fellowship with 

other members of the latter—ceasing, that is, to be itself a mem- 

ber of the latter. Taking inventory of mental stock, as now
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arranged on the linguistic shelves, I find one piece of goods | 

complete, as indicated by “The doctor wishes to eat,” and a pair 
| of remnants (i. e., what is suggested by “Catherine” and by 

| “meat’’?) distinctly unconnected with the piece and even with : 

| each other. In short, to avoid a breach of integrity, it must 
: be recognized that “to eat,” in addition to its function with | 

“The doctor wishes,” serves to name the relation-forming’ ac- 
: tion—or, say, the action-formed relation (see pages 153-154) 

) between “Catherine” and “meat.” That is, although becom- 

| ing centrally a noun, “to eat’? continues laterally a verb, some- 
what as Victoria, in becoming Empress of India, did not cease 

| to be Queen of England.”° | 
| As however for convenience the idea of eating was conceived 

to take a membership made vacant for it in the central thought, : 
it is consistent now to say that although it does so, it does not 

in so doing cease to be attended by its fellows. ~ 

It would however be carrying this figure of speech too far, | 
to say that the lateral factor, in becoming a member of central 

thought, has introduced its lateral fellows with it. Just. as, 

in joining hands with you and Brown, I become a member of 
a momentary union, without dissolving another union with my 

children, who are clutching the skirts of my coat, so also the 
centro-lateral factor establishes central fellowship, without a | 

loss of lateral fellowship. But just as the children do not be- 
come a part of the group consisting of men, but only of the 

larger group consisting of men and children, so also the lateral 

fellows of the centro-lateral factor do not become a part of the 

central thought, but only of the larger centro-lateral thought. 

Somewhat thus I would reconcile the antagonism between 

grammatical “lumpers” and “splitters’—between those who call : 

the object of “wishes” “all that follows,” and those who call 

it “to eat” alone—by saying that the object is “to eat” attended 

by the other lateral elements. 

26 So also it might be shown that, if either “Catherine” or “meat” 
were omitted, although by a closer analysis three terms might still be 

found—as in “Catherine to eat” interpreted as “Catherine to use food”— 
the thought so constituted would be an unintended thought, and might 

eeeaken with no thought at all, in the expressional purpose of the
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BO (3) Its central factorships. } 

These are theoretically three: as first term, as mid-term, 

cas last term—that is, what serves as a factor of lateral thought 
‘may also be the first or.the last or the mid-term of central 
thought. | | 

Mid-term factorship however does not occur except In cases 

‘which may be neglected for reasons indicated on pages 114— | 

| 116. 

Last terms Grammar ranks as sometimes adjective and ) 
sometimes substantive, according as the mid-term is the rela- 
tion of substance to its own attribute (as in “Roses are red”), 
or some other relation. Continuing to regard the nature of | 

| thought-membership as the only adequate ground for differen- : 
| tiating parts of speech, I neglect this distinction. I confine 

myself, however, in the interest of clearness, to the case in 
; which the last term is by Grammar ranked as substantive. 

Both the first and last terms, with the above exception, Gram- 
mar ranks as substantive. As it is not now important to differ- 

entiate their services in thought construction, I accept them as 
: one species, restricting examination to the more convenient case 

, in which a term of lateral thought is also fast term of a cen- 

tral thought. : 

(4) Its lateral factorships. 

These are plainly three: as first term, as mid-term, as last 

term. That is, what serves as factor of central thought may 

. be the first or last or mid-term of lateral thought. 

As indicated on pages 142 and 148, whichever lateral factor 

is also central factor, it wilt be still attended by its lateral fel- 

lows. Accordingly, in its cooperation with central thought to 

} form a larger mental total, the lateral thought will pose before 

the mind as 

(a) a mid-term attended by first and last terms (or, say, a 

telation between two terms )—or 

(b) a first term attended by mid-term and last term—or 

(c) a last term attended by first term and mid-term.
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| Case (c), in which one car of a thought-train may be said 

to be drawn by the rear-end, is often first thought backward : 

and expressed by the passive voice. Jor instance, “T have the 

book you desire” is displaced by “I have the book desired 

: by you.” Consideration of the passive voice however would 

essentially repeat conclusions to be derived from examination 

of the active. This aspect of Case (c) accordingly will be neg- 7 : 

| lected. | 

/ When on the other hand Case (c) is expressed by the active 

) voice, as in “I have the book you desire,” its interpretation in- 

volves the repetition of an effort made in a “Revision of the — 

Pronouns” (pages 97-102)—an effort in this case to exhib't 

“You desire” as a restrictive adjunct of “book.” Suck a rep- 

etition would not bring to the classification of verbal hybrids, 

for which I am now preparing, any aid which is not offered al- 

| = go by case (0). Accordingly this aspect also of case (c) will 

_ for the present be overlooked. 

: (5) Its double factorships. 

From the preceding sections it appears that any factor of 

lateral thought may also be used as any factor of central 

thought; that the use of a lateral factor as central mid-term has 

no practical importance; that its use as central first term does 

not need to be examined; that moreover the lateral last term 

| does not need to be considered in any central factorship. 

Consideration of double factorships accordingly may be con- 

fined for the purpose of initial classification, to the following 

cases : . 

(a) the lateral mid-term is central last term. 

(b) the lateral first term is central last term. 

Obviously (b) can develop no usage which in current classi- 

fication would be ranked as what I mean by hybrid, but only 

double service as a noun. It will be found however to supply 

the conditions necessary for the occurrence of the verbal ad- 

jective and verbal adverb. 

(a), on the other hand, will be found to occasion the verbal 

noun.
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(6) Its expression by a verbal noun. 

_ To illustrate, in what is expressed by “Astronomers declare 
the sun to exceed the moon,” a last term is required for ‘“As- 
tronomers declare,’ to complete the central thought. As such. __ 
a last term, only a single element of the lateral thought can 
operate (see pages 129; 134-139). This element plainly 

| cannot be what is expressed by “sun”; for there is no declaring | 
a sun exceeding the moon, or a sun toward exceeding the moon \ 
(compare pages 159-162). It also cannot be what is expressed | 
by “moon ;” for there is no declaring a moon exceeded, ete. It | 
can only be the excess. | 

| According to this convenient view, which will be defended on 
pp. 168-184, the immediate object of “declare” is “to exceed.” 

— _ What is expressed by “to exceed,” accordingly, alone succeeds - 
‘in entering the central thought expressed in part by “Astron- | 

. omers declare.” By this entrance however “to exceed” does 
not secede from fellowship with “sun” and “moon,” the three 

continuing to express a thought which, in comparison with the 

central thought, is lateral,’ the detailed exhibition of what as- 

| tronomers declare being ranked as an excursus, compared to ~ 

their making a declaration (see page 134). All ideas expressed 

however are members of the total centro-lateral thought—a 

whole made such by the interlocking of the central and the lat- 
eral thoughts. This interlocking is effected by the factorship, 

of the singly thought excess, in central as well as in lateral 

thought. The excess accordingly, though once thought only, 

has a structural position of its own in each of the two thoughts; 

and these positions are different. In central thought the idea 
of excess enjoys a membership which entitles the corresponding 

word for it (“to exceed”) to rank as a noun. In lateral thought 
that idea has a membership which entitles that word to rank as 

27I do not, however, mean that such is of necessity the case. I 
might have said, “According to the declaration of astronomers, the 
sun exceeds the moon”, in which their declaring is lateral, and what 
they declare is central. But as I have, in the illustration actually 
adopted, begun by centralizing their declaring, I am bound to pose the 
detailed exhibition of what they declare, as relatively lateral, unless 
the extended mental landscape is to realize the impossibility of con- 
taining a foreground only.
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a verb. As accordingly centrally noun and laterally verb, 
| that word makes good its claim to rank as a verbal noun. | 

fo (7) Its expression by a verbal adjective. 

This, as indicated on page 145, may occur when a lateral 

first term is central last term. 
In illustration I offer a lateral thought containing ideas ex- 

/ pressed by “Catherine,” “the relation of eater to food” and | 
“apples.” This thought may be expressed not only by “Cath- 

| erine to eat apples,” but also by ‘‘Catherine eating apples,” etc., | 
although with variant effects to be examined later. 

Let now this “Catherine” of lateral thought appear as. also 
final term in a central thought, the centro-lateral total being 

rendered by “The doctor saw Catherine eating apples.” At . 

first sight the result is disappointing; for while the idea ex- 

pressed by “Catherine” is plainly enough at the same time a 
central and a lateral factor, it is not in either factorship a mid- 

| term. The word expressing it is merely twice a noun—in 
neither factorship a verbal element—therefore not a verbal hy- 
brid—accordingly foreign to the present investigation. 

The resultant double factorship of a closely associated idea 

will however repay examination—a double factorship which 

in the present illustration is occasioned by the choice of “‘Cath- 
erine” to serve as central factor with “The doctor saw,” as 

may be shown to best advantage after noting what occurs when 
the choice of lateral term for central service falls upon the eat- 

ing, or in other words, the relation (of eater to food) -forming 
action (See pages 153, 154). 

In the latter case—that is, when that which enters central 

thought is the relation (i..e. when the eating is the object of 

“saw’’)—the other lateral ideas (expressed by “Catherine” and 

“apples” ) attend it without there being any need of recognizing 
further relations. Thus, in “The doctor saw Catherine eat ap- 

ples,” there is no occasion to anaylze Catherine’s apple-eating 

into her eating and an eating of apples—an analysis which 
would require the recognition of a relation between “Catherine” 
and “eat,” and another relation between “eat”? and “apples.”
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What is seen is sensed as rather one phenomenon than two— 
rather Catherine’s gastronomic doings with the apples, than 
her performance of the eating plus what may be indicated by | 

the words “the eating affected the apples.” os 
Perhaps, indeed, on hearing only so much as “The doctor 

saw Catherine........,” you for a moment imagine ‘“Cather- 

ine’ to be the object of “saw’’—to be, that is, as well as “The 

| doctor,” one of the terms between which there holds a relation 
| of seer to seen; and this interpretation would require any fur- \ 

ther added element of thought to be in a further relation with, 

it might be, “Catherine.” But the appearance of “eat” at once 

dispels this illusion; “eat” displaces “Catherine” from the 

membership so prematurely assumed, and takes its place as 

| object of “saw,” while serving still as mid-term, or relation- 
- namer, with “Catherine” and “apples.” 

| An occasion for such analysis does however occur in “The : 

_ doctor saw Catherine eating apples.” In this expression, “Cath- 

erine” (again at first, but this time rightly and finally) enters 

central syntax as the object of “saw.” As “eating” comes up- 
on the scene, being in any well-inflected language formally in- 

capacitated, for service as the central first or last or mid-term, 

it cannot like “eat” (above) displace either “Catherine” or any 
other central term, but must, as warrant for any affiliation with 
the central thought, exhibit a relation with some central term— 

‘in the present case, a relation with “Catherine.” __ 

Now thus far “eating” has not been recognized as in any re- 

lation with whatsoever it may be, but as itself exhibiting the 
relation (that of eater to food) between “Catherine” and “ap- 
ples.” So soon, however, as “apples” (in the special attention 
given first to the central syntax of “Catherine” and next to the 

, relation of “eating” with “Catherine”) be for an instant un- 

heeded, “eating” naturally ceases to be regarded as furnishing 

a relation between “Catherine” and “apples,” “Catherine” and 
“eating” being rather recognized as in the relation of actor to 

his own act. 

Also “eating” and ‘‘apples” are recognized as in the relation 
of action to its own actee (object), “apples” being thus admit-
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ted as a further increment of the now developed total: “The : 

. doctor saw Catherine eating apples.” | 

| In short, in the crowding of individual lateral factors, to 

| find their places in the growing total, original grouping has | 

been lost. “Catherine eating apples” no longer indicates a | 

single group composed of two terms and their relation, but 
rather two groups of which the one consists of “Catherine,” | 

“eating” and their relation, while the other consists of “eating,” 
; “apples” and their relation. Accordingly the idea named by 

“eating” now is doubly a factor of thought—once in what is | 

| expressed by “Catherine eating,” and again in what is expressed 

| by “eating apples.” . | | 
It appears accordingly that the total thought expressed by 

“The doctor saw Catherine eating apples” includes no less than | 

three constituent thoughts, which might have been developed 

into the judgments expressed by 

(a) The doctor saw Catherine. 

(b) Catherine was eating. | | 

(c) The eating affected apples. | 

| In “The doctor saw Catherine eating apples,’ the relation 

expressed in (b) by “was” has been stripped of no longer ad- : 

missible assertion, and understood (pp. 120-2; 163, note 38) 

with “eating,” which is used adjunctively with “Catherine.” 

As this relation (strictly that of actor to his own act) is lin- 

guistically ranked as a mere variety of substance-to-attribute re- 

lation (see note, p. 155), “eating,’”’ in its adjunctive association 

with “Catherine,” virtually ranks as what is called an adjective. | 
Again, in “The doctor saw Catherine eating apples,” the re- 

lation expressed in (c) by “affected” has been stripped of no 
: longer admissible assertion, and incorporated in the meaning 

of “eating,” which, thus including the relational idea expressed 
by “affected” (or “was in the relation of action to actee”), 
governs as its object “apples,” operating accordingly as what is 

called a verb.”* 

28 As prepositions also govern objects, my conclusion is not of neces- 
sity correct, and can be made so only by such an examination of the 
prepositional function, as may show that prepositions do not doubly 
operate in such a case. Meantime I content myself with remarking,
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That, however, in “The doctor saw Catherine eating apples,” 
the relations expressed by the “was” of (b) and the “affected” | 

| of (c) are usually much less keenly sensed than in the above 
| interpretation, is eminently probable. They are rather replaced 

| by a vague “All’s well!”—a facile “Vidit quod esset bonum”’— 
| an assurance that somehow “eating” goes with (i. e. is in rela- 

tion with) “Catherine” in the usual way (that is, in relation 

usual with term and adjunct), therefore operating as an adjec- 
tive—and a consciousness that “eating” governs “apples” as its 
object (the former and the latter being related as action to its 
own actee), therefore operating as what is called a verb. 

| Of the possible judgments (a), (0), and (c), it is plain that 
in the expression “The doctor saw Catherine eating apples,” 
(a) is central; (b), reduced to a mere conception, is lateral to 
(a) and forms with it a centro-lateral total, “Catherine” be- 
ing singly thought instead of twice in succession; (c), reduced 
to another mere conception, is plus-quam lateral, forming with 

(a) and (6) a further augmented total, “eating” being also 

singly thought, instead of twice in succession. 

Without insisting further on the minor differences in 

thought-perspective—and roughly posing “eating”? and what | 

: precedes as comparatively central, and “eating” and what fol- 
lows as comparatively lateral—I note that in central fellowship 

“eating” is an adjective, and in lateral fellowship a verb, and 

thereby entitled to rank as a verbal adjective in distinction 
from an adjectival verb. 

| That modes of interpretation thus far followed will now and 
then encounter difficulty, must be admitted. For instance, in | 
the sentence “Being ill, my son deferred his departure”—com- 

subject to future correction, even on my own part, that prepositions, 
presumably all of them originally spatial, in their primary meanings 
name relation to what serves as a landmark, e. g. “On Mont Blanc”; 
that spatial relation to a landmark is a substitute for absolute posi- 
tion, enforced by the linguistic unavailability of the latter; that other- 
wise position would rank (with horizontality, bulk or contour) on a 
footing with other attributes; that actually preposition and its object 
are a mere expedient for expressing what structurally operates ex- 

clusively as an adjective or adverb; that actual mental operation would 

be utterly misrepresented, in “The doctor saw Catherine at home,” by 
supposing a relation between “Catherine” (or “saw’”) and “at,” and 
another relation between “at” and “home”. | :
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| monly ranked as offering a verbal adjective construction—I 
am unable to find that double function of “Being” as adjective 

| (to “son”’) and verb (to “ill’”) which to me is the verbal adjec- 

/ tive distinctive. 
! Contrariwise, on looking a little more closely at the thought | 

expressed, I find two mental counterparts of my son (see pages : 

117 and 118), as if the expression employed had been “My son 
being ill, he (my son) deferred his departure.” Indeed a sec- 

/ ond mental picture is to me as indispensable as in “My daugh- . 

' ter being ill, my son deferred his departure.” : 
The duality of this mental picture abrogates of course its 

| use as a oncethought factor of the thoughts expressed by “son 

being ill” and “son deferred.” The relation of this pair of | | 
thoughts is not then that of co-possessors of a common factor, 

but some other—possibly that of concomitance or sequence— 

presumably, perhaps you will admit, the relation of cause to 

effect, expressible by “on account of.” | 
As elsewhere indicated (pp. 168-184) when two thoughts | 

are in mutual relation, they appear as nucleary factors, each 

attended by its fellows; and the chosen nucleary factor of each 

thought is its mid-term. Accordingly, to give correct expres- 

sion to the total thought suggested by my illustration, I write 
—by no means “On account of my son being ill, ete,” but as- 

suredly—“‘On account of my son’s being ill, ete.,” (he deferred 

his departure) his deferring was. | 

When such an expression, being duly inflected, rises to the 

dignity of an ablative absolute, two interpretations offer. The ' 

so-called participle (in its absence a participle of “esse’’ may 

be understood) may be held to be in fact a verbal noun, in the 

ablative of cause, etc., etc., as circumstances may require. It 

is peculiar that the subject of this ablative verbal noun adopts 

the case of the verbal noun itself, instead of repeating either of 

the choices respectively made by the verbal noun in “ing” (a 

virtual subjective genitive), the infinitive (an accusative) or | 

the substantive subjunctive (a nominative). Such agreement ( ?) 

of subject noun with verbal noun(?) may be explained, how- 

ever, as arising from one of those “attractions” or misapprehen- ‘ 

sions, in which the use of words abounds—Compare “Laissez
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la porte grande(ment) ouverte.” “Whom do men say that I | 
am ?” | 

| Otherwise, my illustration offers one of those legionary cases 
in which a form of syntax eminently proper with a particular ‘ 

| thought (expressible by “on account of my son who was ill’) ' 

has been employed with another thought (expressible by “on ac- 
| count of the illness of my son”) with which it is improper— - 

| though not disastrously. That is, linguistic usage has followed 
its habit of taking an ell when given an inch. In other words, . 
it may be said that mental and sentential syntax do not tally, 

the anatomy of the sentence being morbid—a phenomenon 
| which I intend to examine in another publication. 

| The word which thus participates in functions adjective and — 
| verbal, has been called a participle. In Grammar however this 

name is so frequently applied to forms in “ing,” for instance, 

without discriminating between their different central func- 
tions—sometimes adjective, but also often substantive—that it 
is safer to discard the word in favor of the expression “verbal | 
adjective,” taken in a sense so broad as to include all words 
which simultaneously serve as centrally adjective and laterally | 

. verbal. . | 

. (8) Its expression by a verbal adverb. 

As an introductory illustration, suppose in the first place the 
judgments expressed by 

| (a) Catherine sang a song. | 
(6) The singing was plaintive. 

Wishing to make of (a) the central element of a larger men- 
tal total, and of (b) the lateral element, I use the interlocking 
method, thinking the idea expressed by “sang” and “singing” 
only ouce, and obtaining what is expressed by “Catherine sang 
a song plaintive.” As however “plaintive” might be under- 
stood as belonging with “Catherine” or “song,” I avoid this 
possibility by using the ending “ty,” as sign that “plaintive” is 
to be construed as adjunct of the verb. Accordingly, “Cather- 
Ine sang a song plaintively.”
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| Tn this expression the idea of singing is plainly the mid-term 

of the central thought expressed by “Catherine sang a song.” , 

“Sang” in other words is centrally a verb. At the same time 

the idea of singing is that of which, in lateral thought, the 

plaintiveness is adjunct—that, in other words, with which the " 

plaintiveness stands in the object-to-quality relation. In lateral 

thought accordingly singing operates as if it were substance, 

posing moreover as subject, or first term. “Sang” in other 

: words is laterally a noun” (see page 114, note 9). Combining 

: statements, I hold that, in “Catherine sang a song plaintively,” 

| “sano? is centrally verb and laterally noun—that is, a nominal 

verb—by no means a verbal noun. | 
- _'The little obscurity of this case, which possibly has embar- | | 

rassed other cases, may be relieved as follows: _ 

The thinking of the singing, although single, has two aspects. _ 

| Tn the former it fills a gap which may be indicated by the ques- 

tion “What have Catherine and the song to do with each 

other ?”, or “What, is their relation?”. The use of “sang” ex- 

hibits this relation as generically that of actor to actee (object) : | 

—specifically as that of singer to what he sings, as distinguished 

for instance from that of composer to what he composes. 

This relation is formative—that is, it is viewed as in the 

process of formation, rather than as merely existent.” This 

formation implies a formative cause—or, say, an action—the 

two in linguistic thinking being hardly separated. Accord- 

ingly, instead of formative relation, I substitute relation formed — 

29 “*Plaintively” should therefore rank as strictly adjective—or, say, 

as of coordinate rank with an adjunct of either first or last term. But 

the perception of language-makers was not of the clearest, as shown 

by the use—and disuse—of adverbial endings. Grammar, assuming 

rationality in linguistic practices which registered such perception, 

ranked on equal footing subject and object of the verb; distinguished 

adjuncts of the first two as adjectives, and adjuncts of the last as 

adverbs: and then—it may be, weary of distinction-making—extended 

the adverb class to include the adjunct of any other adjunct (ad- 

jective or adverb) to the nth degree of remoteness from its term—this 

for no more excellent discoverable reason than that language-users 

happened to use with all of them similar endings, although an adjunct 

is strictly ad-verbial only when adjunctive to a verb. 

30 Compare “become” with “be”, and “acquire” (in the sense of estab- 

lish relation of owner to property) with “have” (in the sense of be in 

that relation).
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by an action, the relation of singer to what is sung being 
obviously established by the act of singing. | 

| Now obviously what is conceived in one aspect as relation 
formed by action—or action-formed relation—may also quite . 
as easily and quite as properly to be conceived in another aspect | 
as action forming relation—or relation-forming action—the one 
being merely the other inverted. More particularly, it is pos- ; 

| sible that the formation of relation by action appears in one _ 
| _ aspect in central thought, and in the other aspect in lateral ‘ 

| thought. | : 
The double aspect of a complex idea does not, however, re- : 

quire its double formation in the mind. To illustrate quite ob- 
jectively, your image on my retina is actually inverted; yet I 
sense you upright. On the other hand, as seen through a com- 

| mon type of spy-glass, your image is actually upright on my 
retina. Unfamiliar with such a glass, I sense you as standing 
on your head. With practice, however, I learn to sense you, 
as thus seen also, in the upright position. Obviously it is pos- 
sible for me, having gained the new power, and still retaining 
the old, to sense you in either position, without repeating your 

| image. Suppose once more that, while I look at you with 
one eye through the spy-glass, into the other (naked) eye be 
thrown the image produced by actual trees; I shall now pre- 

| sumably sense you with your head pointing toward the tree- | 
tops. But if into that other eye there come instead the image 
formed by an inverted lantern-slide presenting trees, I shall 

| probably turn you end for end, to match you with the trees. _ 
| With equal ease it seems to me I can in central thought be con- 

scious of an action-formed relation, which, without a repeti- 
tion, is in lateral thought a relation-forming action. 

In particular I see no difficulty in making the (action- 
formed) relation between the “Catherine” and the “song” of (a) 
appear as a (relation-forming) act described as being plaintive 
in (6). In other words the verb of (a) has become the sub- 

| ject—that is, a noun—in (b). 
In the illustration “Catherine sang a song plaintively” I 

have thus far merely found that “sang,” while operating as a 
verb, is also that with which an adjunct is associated—an ad-
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junct of the special type regarded as an adverb. This adverb, 
however, hardly shows a trace of the promised verbal function. 

_ To exhibit this, let (0) “The singing was plaintive” of page 
| 152 be replaced by another (b) “The singing rent hearts’”—the 

: expression of a lateral thought, which is to cooperate with the 
central thought expressed by (a) “Catherine sang a song,” in 
forming a larger centro-lateral total. | 

In the usual way, then, let the singing of the one and the 

other judgment be once thought only. That is, of lateral thought 
the first term shall be also mid-term of the central thought. | 

| As in the case presented by the preceding section, lateral first 
term still is followed by lateral mid-term, which in turn is also ~ | 
followed by lateral last term. That is, the lateral thought is, | 
so to speak, stretched out, becoming a lateral and a plus-quam 

lateral, much as if the elements of the centro-lateral total 
were 

(a) Catherine sang a song. 

(6) Singing was rending (disruptive). | 
(c) Rending affected hearts. 
Accordingly, combining (a) and (b) as indicated, I obtain | 

“Catherine sang a song rending.” As, however, in this shape 
“rending” might be taken as an adjunct of either “Catherine” 
or “song,” the ending “ly” shall be added, to make it certain 

_ that the rending is adjunctive to the singing.” 

Accordingly “Catherine sang a song rendingly.” | 7 
The combination of this total with (c) is analogously ef- 

fected. The rending is once thought only; its element “ing,” 
though ambiguous, will succeed in suggesting the relation ex- 

pressed by “affected.” The presence of this relation will be 
somewhat emphasized by compounding “hearts” with “rend- 

82 Strictly, the recognition of “rending” as adjunctive to “singing” 
is the recognition that the latter is to the former in the relation of : 
cause to effect (compare page 201) as if the statement were made that 
“singing occasioned rupture.” In linguistic practice, however, this re- 
lation is, in the use of adjuncts, not distinguished from the relation 
of action to its own actee or object, nor even from that of quality to 
its substance. BH. g., “provocative” (or causing provocation) is ad- 
jectively ranked on a par with “carnivorous” (or eating meat), and 
both are classed with “blue” and “heavy.” 

11—S. & A.
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ingly.” Accordingly, “Catherine sang a song heart-rend- 
ingly.” a 

In this expression ‘“‘rendingly” appears in adverbial func- 
tion in its relatively central fellowship with “sang,” while op- 
erating also as a verb in relatively lateral fellowship with | 
“hearts,” thus making good a claim to rank as a verbal adverb. 

33 In Greek, compounding is unnecessary; e. &., TAVTA aydvT 006. |
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| CHAPTER II. : | 

/ THE VERBAL HYBRIDS. | | 

‘THE VERBAL NOUNS. . 
| An embarrassing misconception. : 

_ The study of some verbal nouns is embarrassed by the fact 
that, more or less successfully, Grammar infects expressions | in which they occur, with what I am forced to regard as wrong 
interpretation. JI refer to the frequently announced opinion 
that the subject of the infinitive ig the object of a principal or central verb—an opinion which has favored the untrue gener- alization (that “idol” of the class-room) that the subject of 
the infinitive is put in the accusative case—a generalization 
attended by the more or less conscious derivative superstition 
that, for reasons wholly inconceivable, service as the subject of 
the infinitive inherently necessitates accusative case, whether formally indicated by inflection or not—a superstition which in : turn distorts perception of thought-structure. | 

To deal with the forms of this mischief in the more conven- | lent order, I note in the first place that the law. of accusative; 
usage is heartily violated by Spanish in “Le favorezeo por ser 
yo su amigo”—literally translated by “I favor him by reason | of I to be his friend” —also in the exclamatory usage of German 
and English, for instance “Er so etwas thun!” “What! he do such a thing!”—and more distinctly in the following lines of 
Locksley Hall :* ) 

34 These I quote with small respect for the editor’s first occurring : comma, deeming that the sense would much more naturally parallel that of my other examples, than be what he has indicated. :
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~ “T) to herd with narrow foreheads, vacant of our glorious 

| gains, 

Like a beast with lower pleasures, like a beast with lower 

| pains !” | | 

| That the rule of accusative usage should thus be violated— 

| that indeed it would have been much better always to use the 

: | nominative—appears to me essentially axiomatic, or at least 

demonstrable, as follows. Nominative inflection, which even | 

in the case of an action has come to indicate the use of an idea : 

as merely first term (and not at ail the exerter of activity, | 

e. g. with the. passive voice) is quite as urgently demanded in 

the infinitive phrase, as it is in the sentence complete. If, 

| in “George the dragon slew” I need to use in a highly inflected 

| language (for that will be a language that pays little heed to 

| the order of words) the nominative inflection of “George” as 

an indication that, in a thinking which includes the relation of 

slayer to victim (fixed by “slew,” which excludes the reverse | 

relation of victim to slayer expressible by “was. slain’) you 

must start your thinking with “George” and end with “dragon” 

(instead of starting with “dragon” and ending with “George”) 

+n order to develop the particular thought intended, so also, in 

“Men declare George the dragon to have slain,” I need to give 

, you a warning to begin subordinate thought with “George,” and | 

not with “dragon.” ‘That is, in a well-inflected language, I 

| should consistently put the subject of the infinitive in the nom- 

inative case. 

Tt must, however, be conceded, that in linguistic practice 

such consistency is not maintained. My illustrations of its 

maintenance are undoubtedly exceptions. The subject of the 

infinitive almost always takes the accusative form. But, remem- 

bering the greater desirability of the nominative, I cannot be- 

lieve that the subject is put in the accusative because it is the 

subject—but rather in spite of its being the subject. The 

cause of its accusative form I have accordingly yet to find. 

To illustrate what I believe this cause to be, let one Robin- 

son’s employment of Italians appear as the object of a series of 

verbs which form a diminuendo in their ability to take a per-
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son as their object; and let the person Robinson be expressed 

throughout by “him,” for the sake of its case-showing power. _ 

Accordingly, | | 

So (1) “I urged him to employ Italians.” 

| In this expression I concede, or rather contend, that what 1s 

| the object of “urged” is not at all “to employ” (attended by a | 

subject and an object) ; and Grammar I believe does not regard 

as that object the phrase “him to employ Italians.” That ob- 

| ject is obviously “him” only, total meaning being otherwise ex- 

| pressible by “I urged him toward employing Italians”—or “to 

(in the sense of toward) employ Italians.” | | 

“To employ” is commonly ranked as a “complementary infin- 

itive’—a phrase which to me is valueless, all words of a well- 

ordered sentence being, in thought-expression, complementary, 

except the first, which initiates that expression. Enough for | 

the present that the prepositional phrase “to employ Tialians,”’ 

quite analogously with “toward employing Italians,” operates 

adverbially to indicate the figurative goal of the urging. | 

There ig then no relation between the “him” ewpressed and 

the employment of Italians, except the relation based on com- | 

mon implication in the urging—a relation of part to part of 

a rather extended whole—a relation which also holds between | 

“him” and “I” or “urged”—a relation which is certainly far 

from mentally prominent. Accordingly the “him” expressed — 

is not the subject of “to employ Italians.” | 

No doubt, however, a subject is understood with “to employ 

Italians ;” and no doubt also the subject understood is “him’”— 

not however the “him” which is object of “urged,” but another 

“him” of identical meaning, two mental counterparts of one 

and the same individual appearing together upon the scene.” | 

35 As I shall not, in this forecast, specially consider the verbal noun 

in cases of this sort, I note at this point that, in “I urged him toward 

him employ Italians”, the “toward” is namer of a relation between a 

first term “urged” and a last term “employ”. Now a relation, whether 

expressed by what is ranked as a preposition or by what is ranked as 

verbal, poses its following term (the preceding term, demonstrably a 

nominal verb, I neglect) before the mind as momentarily substantive; 

or, in grammatical parlance, “employ” as object of “toward” or “to” is 

centrally a noun. As mid-term of “him” (understood) and “Italians”, 

“employ” also laterally ranks as a verb—accordingly in toto as a verbal 

roun.
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As indicated on pp. 117 and 118, the equivalence of “him” 
expressed and “him” understood affords an unfortunate oppor- 

| tunity for misinterpretation, that equivalence being wrongly 
sensed as oneness. Loosely speaking, the object “him” and the | 

| subject “thim” are’ identical—are the same—are one; and, | 
| speaking with intentional vagueness, “him” is both subject of | 

the infinitive, and also (though in another service) in the ac- 
| cusative case; or, phrasing distinctly the misinterpretation | 

lurking in my vaguer statement, the subject of the infinitive is 
in the accusative case. | 

Strictly speaking, however, my final statement is untrue, or 
at least there is no means of establishing its truth; for the sub- 
ject of the infinitive in the given illustration was never dis- 
tinct enough in mind to even raise the question of case, to say 

| nothing of using case inflection. But the statement has suf- 
ficient look of truth to satisfy the average user of speech, if 

| not indeed to deceive the very elect. ~ 

In | : 
(2) “T asked him to employ Italians.” | 

- the “him” which is in the relation of employer to employee 
| with Italians—that is, the subject of the infinitive—is some- 

what more distinctly before the mind. 

In 

(3) “TI desired him to employ Italians.” 
the “him” which belongs with “to employ Italians” is even | 
more conspicuous, tending to eclipse the “him”? which is ob- 

| ject of “desired.” Indeed the desire cannot be regarded as af- 
fecting any one, except so far as told him. That is, so far as 

any “him” is object of “desired,” the expression may be con- 
strued as meaning “I told him my desiring him to employ 

Italians.” 
At this point I believe the average language-user’s discrimin- 

ation utterly fails, it being quite too much to ask of any mind, 
in the haste of adapting thought to linguistic limitations, to 
sense the “him” as mentally double, one “him” being object of 
“desired,” and the other “him” the subject of “employ.” What 
happens is rather this: with the strengthened recognition of 
the “him” as subject of the infinitive (and therefore properly
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nominative, as argued on page 158), there exists a vague sup- 

posing that somehow, as in the previous cases, what is now re 7 

garded ag the single “him” is also object of “desired” and in | 
that function properly accusative. That is, the form which 

| has answered in other cases is uncritically accepted in a case 
| for which it is strictly unavailable. 

In : 

; (4) “TI wanted him to employ Italians” —_ | 

desire is no longer conceived as told, and “him” entirely ceases 

to be regarded as an object (the direct object of “wanted”) ; 
for in no proper sense did I want “him,” but only his employ- 
ment of Italians, a phenomenon of which “him” is but a single | 

_ factor, no more worthy of preeminence than “Italians” (com- 

pare “I wanted Italians,” further conceived as employed by 

him). “Him” accordingly is felt to be merely the subject of. 
“to employ.” Nevertheless, the almost synonomy of (3) and 

(4) may be assumed to blind the mental eye to the perception © 

of the really fundamental structural difference in thoughts ex- 

pressed. “Him” accordingly continues to be used, though | 

— * “he” ig strictly the required form.** | 

36 To make this last more obvious, I paraphrase (3) by ey desired 

(=told my desire to, or requested) him (that) he should employ Ital- 

ians.” If now expression is to restrict itself to a single use of the 

pronoun, it is obvious that, as happens with the indefinite ‘‘whosoever”’ 

(e. g. “Be polite to whomsoever—whosoever—meets you”) that pro- . 

noun might by its form exhibit either its fellowship with “I desired” : 

or its fellowship with “should employ Italians.” Accordingly there is 

precedent for either of the following linguistic expressions: | 

“I desired him (——) should employ Italians,” or | 

“Tt desired (——) he should employ Italians.” 

And, if the finite form be displaced by the infinitive, either of the 

following has its precedent: 
“T desired him (———): to employ Italians,” or 
“T desired (——) he to employ Italians.” | 
But in (4), and still more certainly in examples yet to be offered, 

there is no “him” thought of in immediate association with “wanted”. 
That is, I must not paraphrase (4) by ° 

“T wanted him (that). he should employ Italians,” but only by . 

“T wanted (that) he should employ Italians.” 
Now in this expression the pronoun has only one function—that of 

subject to “should employ.” There is no opportunity for it therefore 

to take an accusative form for the sake of a function with “wanted”. 

The like is moreover true when the finite verb is replaced by the in- 

finitive. That is, there is linguistic redson only for the form “I 
wanted he to employ Italians.”
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In | | 
(5) “I caused him to employ Italians,” and 
(6) “I made him employ Italians,” | 

it is even more certain than in (4) that “him” is in no rela- | 
tion (other than that of part to part of one whole—see p. 159) 

| with “caused” or “made.” For even the remoter relation sug- 
gested by “I caused for him” or “I made for him that he 
should employ Italians” is felt to be gratuitous. On the other ' 

: hand, the more immediate relation suggested by “TI caused him” 
and “I made him” clashes with the fact that I didn’t and 

, couldn’t do either, and can hardly be supposed to think I did. 
In a 

, (7) “T declared him to employ Italians,” 
I seem to reach a climax. Not only I cannot, in any here 
available sense, declare a person, but I have not even a satis- 
factory idea of what such declaration might be. I am accord- 

| ingly very certain that what I soberly think of as declared is | 
by no means “him.” Yet, like every one else, I blunder along 
the now well-beaten trail of perverted syntax, using “him” 
instead of “he,” as before. I seem to be haunted by a vague 
responsibility to the word “declared,” as appears to be clearly 
shown by the passive form “He was declared by me to employ 
Italians.” : 

I am aware that, in this last expression, it may be urged 
with some appearance of justice, that “He” is rather subject 
in the infinitive phrase (“He to employ Italians”) than subject 

- _ of “was declared.” But if such interpretation be accepted, it 
follows that the rule of accusative subject for the infinitive is 
so far from universal (passive usage being theoretically always 

| available instead of active) as to be negligible in further investi- 
gation. 

_ Again, the defender of the accusative usage may argue that 
the properly accusative subject of the infinitive undergoes, in 
my passive illustration, an “undue influence” exerted by the 
principal verb (“was declared”) as happens also much more 
strikingly in 

‘“Faites-moi chercher, si quelqu’un vient me demander.” 
Faites-moi arriver au plus tét.” 
Faites-les-lui donner.” |
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| If such explanation be accepted, it still holds true—and this 
is all I need to establish—that the form assumed by a possible 
subject of the infinitive, is an unreliable guide to the structure 
of thought. In particular, the accusative form of such a possi- ) 
ble subject should not betray me into overhastily regarding it . 
as the intended object of a more central verb.*” | 

. How they operate as verbs. | 

In the first place they forego assertion, which is but an- 
other form of saying that the lateral thoughts which they in 

verbal function cooperate.in expressing, are by no means judg- | 

ments, but conceptions (see pages 121-122). 
Thus, comparing 
(1) “I have seen an express train strike a freight,” and . 

(2) “TI have seen a collision,” , | 

I find that in (1) the expanded indication of what I have 
seen is, in its wnassertedness, exactly on a par with the unex- 

panded indication effected in (2) by the word “collision.”** | 

37 In this connection an interesting variant of infinitive usage may be 
worth a passing comment. To illustrate, “To exercise would be good 

for him”, in which no doubt a subject for “To exercise” may be found 

in a “he” (or “him”’) understood, though such a thinking in of a sub- 
ject is so needless as presumably to be neglected. 

The like may be assumed of the rearranged “It would be good for 

him to exercise.” 

By further change the latter becomes “For him to exercise would be 

good” or “a good thing”, in which the recognition of “for him” as an 

associate of “good,” may persist—or not. . 

On the other hand, in such an expression as “For him to exert him- : 

self is not to be expected,” “For him” can hardly be regarded as as- | 

sociated with the whole or any part of “is not to be expected.” Thought 
appears to have been reconstructed, “him” becoming subject of “to- 

exert,” and the “For” now operating on “him to exert himself” much as 

“to”? as commonly, operates on “exert’—that is, as sign that in some 

way the following phrase is to take a substantive position in the syntax 

of the expressional total, the preposition being regularly followed by 

what is substantively apprehended. 

38 That I might desire to express belief in the expanded indication 

offered by (1), and that linguistic means of doing so may be developed, 

I do not for a moment doubt. But obviously, were I to lay the burden 

of my belief on whatever could endure it, I should quickly overburden 

you. Such utterances as “If I (whom I believe to exist) were you 

(whom I believe to exist), I (whom again I believe to exist) should 

take better care of myself (whom a third time I believe to exist)” 

are so intolerable, that their non-occurrence may as well be posed as 

their impracticability. One assertion in the exhibition of one expres-
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| In the second place, the verbal nouns, in their verbal activity, 
, continue to express a relation, which is lateral as compared 

with that expressed by the governing word (principal verb), but 
, which is central as compared with other relations expressed by 

the possibly extended substantive phrase. To illustrate, in “I 
caused him to employ Italians from Pittsburg,” the governing» 
verb exhibits the central relation of cause to effect between “T” 
and what I caused, while “employ” exhibits the lateral relation 

_ of employer to employee between “him” and “Italians.” But 
_ the latter relation is central as compared with the relation 

(say, of thing to source) exhibited between “Italians” and 
“Pittsburg” by “ from.” | 

By further illustration it might be shown that within the 
bounds of lateral thought, however much extended, the relation 

| expressed by the verbal noun is more central than that ex- 
7 pressed by what is ranked as a preposition—or any other part 

: of speech; and this, in my own differentiation of the parts of 
speech, I should accept as entitling the verbal noun in lateral 
service to its commonly admitted verbal rank. 

The idea-trio of the infinitive phrase may sometimes ‘seem to be a 
duo. Three terms however still remain in fact, although it be at times 
not fully certain (and less important) exactly what the obscured idea | 
(more commonly the final term)' may be. To illustrate, in “The 
doctor wishes me to eat,” the thought condensedly expressed in two 
terms by the infinitive phrase, may also be expressed in three terms 
by 

me—to eat—food, | 

me—to. perform—(the act of) eating, 

me—to be—eating, , 
in which the infinitives in turn suggest relations of eater-to-what-he- 
eats (not for instance the relation expressed by “enjoy” or “digest”), 

of actor-to-his-own-action, of actor-to-his-action regarded rather as rela- 

tion of substance-to-attribute (or accident). : 

Sometimes it is the first term that is obscured. In “Je fis batir une 

maison” the actor (the builder of the house) may be understood (e. g. 

“some one”) or, as I am rather inclined to believe, entirely unheeded. 

According to the latter view, the first and last terms of the infinitive 

' Sional purpose, however amplified, may be accepted as the linguistic 
norm. The merely apparent exceptions offered by an extraneous state- 
ment interlocked or merely parenthetical, as well as those afforded by 
the use of verb-forms sometimes assertive but not so at the moment, 
will be considered as they occur. For assertion following non-assertion, 
see pages 129-134.
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phrase are the act of building and the house, the mid-term or relation 
between them (incorporated in what is expressed by “batir’) being that 
of action to its own actee. . , 

Sometimes first and last terms are both obscured. In “The doctor 
likes to eat,’ the obvious doer of the eating is himself, and that which 

| is eaten is, with equal certainty, eatables. That is, both the actor and 
the actee are within easy mental reach. Whether they be, in this and 
the preceding cases, actually presented by multiple symbolization, or 
inferred from idea-environment—or even neglected, to the extent of | 

; remaining more or less subconscious—may be overlooked, because it is 
unimportant, and because it is hardly to be expected that different | 

| minds should operate alike. That however in some way a relation be- 
tween two terms should be distinguishable in the infinitive phrase ap- | 

' pears to me a sine qua non, the indication of such relation being the . 
| essential characteristic of every word to be ranked as verbal. 

Sometimes indeed no terms at all appear to be findable, thought ap- 
pearing quite unrecognized in detail. To illustrate from Italian, — 
“Piove” suggests a phenomenon which may be regarded as mentally 
pictured without details, partly because they are not mentioned and 

| partly because two people can hardly be found to agree upon the nature 
of the details. (Compare, Raining is occurrent. The present phenom- 
enon is rain. The usual energy is in cause-to-effect relation with 
raining, etc.) . 

If now the question rise: what part of speech is “Piove”’?, the 
answer plainly will be that it is not a part of speech at all, but the 
whole of a speech—a speech complete—a speech which indeed does not. 
Say much, but does say all that is required of it. “Piove” in short, 
although a single word, has acquired the power of expressing what is 
commonly expressed by three, that is, a judgment—or, to speak with 
possibly greater precision—that which would become a judgment, if | 
sensed in detail. In view of this augmented power, “Piove’ may be . 
called a pregnant verb, and even more properly a sentential verb or a 
one-word sentence. | 

In “Dice che piove” analogy invites a ranking of the final word as 

a one-word clause, or clausal verb—that is, a word with all the powers 

of a clause. Although as such it is in all strictness part of a speech, : 

it is too large a part to rank among what Grammar means by the “parts 

of speech”, and accordingly may be neglected in the examination of 
their hyrids. 

How they operate as nouns. 

I. The Usual Interpretation. 

To give to this the advantage of the utmost plausibility, sup- 

pose by way of illustration that you say (1) “Astronomers de- 

clare the sun to exceed the moon”, and that I answer you by 

saying (2) “I declare that myself.”
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In my answer what is declared is plainly “that”; and what 

is meant by “that” is plainly what was meant by “the sun to 

~ exceed the moon.” Of these essential synonyms it is natural to 

assume that they do not differ in syntax—that, as “that” is the 

object in the second sentence, so also in the first the object of 

| “declare” is “all that follows.’ 

The fundamental objections to this assumption have been 

sought already in the nature of linguistic thinking as examined 

under the title “Lateral Thought” (pages 134-139). At pres- 

ent, from the viewpoint and in the phraseology of Grammar, 

additionally and subordinately, 

To this interpretation it may be objected: 

(a) That it hardly allows the existence of a verbal noun. 

For if in the above illustration the object of declare (1) is “all 

| that follows”—if, in other words, “all that follows” constitutes 

. the noun which stands as object of “declare’—plainly “to ex- 

ceed” ig not the object of “declare” and therefore not 

in fellowship therewith itself a noun, but only a frac- 

tion of that object and therefore only a fraction of a noun. 

Accordingly, “to exceed,” if named according to its double 

function with “declare” and with “sun” and “moon,” can only 

be known as a verbal noun-fraction. As however the error 

committed at this point may lie in naming rather than inter- 

_ pretation, I raise the present objection solely to discredit in a 

general way the authority of Grammar, feeling that the pseudo- 

science here as elsewhere shows itself a guide by no means 

blindly to be followed. | 

: (b) That it stops half-way. To illustrate, given “T rather 

expect my brother to meet me”, if you asked me of what “my 

brother to meet me” is the object—a question which I may 

answer, as the maker of the thought expressed, with some 

authority—I answer that I mean it as the object by no means 

of a mere expecting, but of an expecting further conceived as 

39 The fact that, in well inflected languages, “the sun” and “the 

moon” would be unmistakably in the accusative case, suggesting pos- 

sibly that “declare” exerts an influence on case-selection—as if each one 

of the elements of “sun to exceed moon” were more or less the object of 

“declare’—I ignore as of no reliability, as indicated in the initial sec- 

tion of this chapter. ,
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peculiar to myself, and only of a partial character at that. In- 

_ deed no other expectation of the meeting, so far as I am aware, | 
exists, nor have I thought of any other; and yet I do not con- 
sider, and I do not understand that Grammar considers, “all 

that follows” as the object of “I rather expect”’—that is, of all | 
that precedes. It would accordingly appear that the present 
case is one of those in which sauce for the goose is also sauce 

. for the gander—that, if the possible massing of “I half-way 
| expect” is not effected with a view to governing the following 

clause, the possible massing of “my brother to meet me” with 
a view to being governed by the preceding clause, is presum- 

ably also not effected. : | | | 
| (c) That it ignores analogous cases. To illustrate, “I ex- 

pect (1), the Herald to expose Durand” may be replaced by | | 
“TI expect (2) the Herald’s exposure of Durand,” with only 
negligible variation of the thought expressed. Accordingly, | 

so far at least as possible, the object of “expect” (1) and the 

object of “expect” (2) should be interpreted alike. But 

Grammar I believe does not regard the immediate object of 

“expect” (2) as “all that follows.” (Compare illustrations, 

page 172.) There is accordingly apparent inconsistency in so 

regarding the object of “expect” (1). _ 
| (d@) That it disregards established mental habit. This ob- | 

jection may be indicated very briefly, as mental habit will be 
emphasized (pp. 176-178) in the defense of another interpreta- 

tion. Meantime let it be supposed that, before the develop- 
ment of the infinitive phrase, the makers of language had 

formed the habit of regarding every extended object of a verb 
as consisting of a nucleary factor attended by its fellows, some- 
what as indicated in (2) of the preceding paragraph. Such a 

habit having been established, the linguistic chances lie against 
the development of another mode of sensing the object, e. g. as 
“all that follows.” Just as a single architectural type is apt 
to characterize the race which is left to its own devices, so also 

a single mode of thought construction—and that by no means 
always the best—is apt to become the linguistic norm, to the 
neglect of others. Accordingly the habit of posing the objec- 
tive clause as a nucleary factor attended by its fellows, once
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established, the probability of sometimes posing such a clause 
| as an objective total—the probability that what may be called 

collective syntax will occur—is comparatively small. More- 
over, broadly and figuratively speaking, it is much more prob- 

able that in thought-masonry individual blocks will at once be 
moved to their proper places than that, first of all, sub-struc- 
tures will be formed, which burdensome masses afterward, with 

an augmented effort quite unnecessary, must be moved to their 
| required places. oo, | 

While suggesting mental operation different from my own, I may 

add that, given the expectation of an object, excited by “Astronomers 

- declare”, a careless mind may lose it, if succeeding numerous details 

- too much crowd upon attention—so far lose it, that, in spite of the 
plainly stated “Astronomers declare the sun to exceed the moon”, if I 
ask for a repetition of my statement, I may be told that “In the opinion 

of astronomers, the sun exceeds the moon.” That is, the expectation 

of an object has faded; from lateral, the infinitive phrase has changed 

to central; though not by me asserted as the main expressional pur- 

pose, it is sensed as what deserves assertion, which is formally given 

| to it in the attempted repetition. | 

Such mental operations merely show that, as often happens, the 

linguistic mechanism has failed to work as intended, the blame in the 

given illustration being fairly chargeable upon the listener’s careless- 

ness. They are of small importance to the student of linguistic thought 

or expression. | 

IJ. A Preferred Interpretation. : 

In presenting this I use a mathematical illustration, because 
of the mental and expressional precision to which we are 
trained in quantitative operations. Accordingly I note that 

the expression 3:2::12:11 is known as the statement of an 
arithmetical proportion—a proportion being defined as the 
equality of two ratios. 

Now obviously equality, indicated by the foursquare lying 
dots, may also be indicated by the word “equals.” To com- 
plete the translation of mathematical symbols into usual lang- 
uage, “equals” must in grammatical parlance be provided 

with a subject and an object. These lie right at hand, the lat- 
ter being offered, as some might claim, by “12:11”, which may 
be rendered in words by “12 to be in relation with 11;” for
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the two dots express a ratio; and a ratio is merely a quantita- 
tive—or say, in the present case, a numerical—relation. 

_ Let me now adapt the proportion formula a bit more closely 
to my purpose. Accordingly 8>2::12>11, in which expres- 
sion the previously altogether indefinite ratios are displaced by 
ratios definite to this extent, that they are ratios of excess. In | 

| this expression it is as obvious that 12 is conceived to exceed | 
| 11, as it 1s in the isolated mathematical statement “12>11.” 

Accordingly, it is strictly proper to render “12>11” by “twelve 
to exceed eleven.” oe | 

Adopting now the method of those who, in “Astronomers 
declare the sun to exceed the moon,” regard the object of “de- 
clare” as “all that follows,” I propose the total “twelve to ex- 
ceed eleven” as the object of “equals.” Indeed, completing | 
my translation of mathematical into linguistic phraseology, and 
obtaining “Three to exceed two equals twelve to exceed eleven,” | 
I move you that the object of “equals” is “all that follows,” and | 
also that the subject of “equals” is all that precedes. | . 

_ That I have, however, directly antagonized the mathematical 

view, is obvious. A proportion is defined as an equality—that 
is, a particular relation—between two ratios. These ratios also 

| are themselves relations, attended moreover by their terms, 
and therefore with them constituting thoughts. If accordingly, - 
to mathematical apprehension, total thoughts were what should 
pose as equal one to the other, they could hardly have been 
overlooked, being so conspicuously in view. It was doubtless, 
therefore, advisedly that proportion was defined, not at all as 
an equality of thoughts (or, say, equations or inequations, as . 
the case may be) but as an equality of ratios—that is, an 

equality, or special relation, obtaining between a member of : 
one thought and a member of another thought. I find accord- 
ingly that, in the procedure of Mathematics, not a total thought, 

but only a single nucleary member thereof, although unsepar- | 
ated from its fellow terms, is regarded as forming part of an- 
other thought. 

It appears accordingly that the method of Grammar and that 

of Mathematics are mutually antagonized. Personally cher- 

40 Indeed the ratios can not be identified without their terms. .
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ishing a far profounder respect for the latter science, I shall 
follow the precedent which it appears to offer, in forming my 

| interpretation of the case in hand. 
| : _ Abandoning then collective syntax, I shall took for what 

| - may be called individual syntax—a sentence-structure corre- 
sponding to the structural arrangement of thought-details. 

Returning with this intention to my illustrative “Astronomers _ 
declare the sun to exceed the moon,” I am prepared to believe 

: that thought expressed by the infinitive phrase is sensed pre- 
cisely as each member (1. e. 8:2 and 12:11) of the proportion 

8 :2::12 :11— that is, as a nucleary factor (the excess) attended 

by its fellow terms. In other words I' sense the object of 
| “declare,” as if the infinitive phrase were replaced by “an ex- | 

| ceeding of the moon by the sun.” That is, the object of “de- 
clare” is the nucleary “‘to exceed” alone (employed as a noun), 
the latter being, however, attended (as a verb) by what exceeds 

(“sun”) and what is exceeded (“moon”). As indicated on 
pp. 134-139, I do not regard the lateral ideas attending the ex- 

| cess as forming part of the central thought (two-thirds of which 

is expressed by “Astronomers declare”), but only as part of. 
the lateral thought, and therefore also of the centro-lateral 

thought (expressed by the entire sentence). | 
This willbe more easily seen, if I change the verbal order 

of the illustration, obtaining | 

| “Astronomers declare to exceed the sun the moon.” 

If in this expression you center your vision on the word “de- 

clare,” you will see the adjacent words to the left and right so 

clearly, that we are near enough to the truth in saying that 

“Astronomers declare to exceed” is in the central field of vision, 

while “sun” and “moon” are in a lateral field. 

You will however perhaps object that in actual practice “sun” 

appears before “to exceed.” But this priority, as it seems to 

me, expresses merely a choice of the lesser evil in structure- 

' exhibition—a choice quite beside the question, as I will try 

to establish. 
Conceding that mental space has three dimensions—or any 

larger number preferred—it is obvious that what may be called 

expressional space has not so much as a single dimension com-
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plete; for, especially in oral speech, one word can only be after 
another, not above or below it, not in front of or behind it. As 

the flow of words is in one direction only—as a word can 

hardly be said to stand before another which as yet has no 
sentential existence, and therefore can scarcely serve as land- 

mark for positional relation—it is hardly a transgression of | 

figurative bounds, to say that speech is semi-dimensional. 

That is, one may, so to speak, proceed along the linguistic line 

from left to right but not in the reverse direction, and not in 

any direction perpendicular to that line. 

Operating under these embarrassing restrictions, having an- 

nounced “Astronomers” and “declare,” I should plainly find 

it advantageous to the recognition of central thought-construc- 

tion, to bring in at once the remaining central term “to ex- 

ceed.” But, as our minds are thus far little embarrassed by 

accumulated thought-material, there is hardly danger that 
“sun”—if now brought in instead of “to exceed”—will be mis- . 
taken as the object of “declare;’’ and as such a mistake, if 

made, would easily and promptly be corrected, no important 

harm is done by following “declare” with “sun.” 
On the other hand the recognition of lateral thought-construc- | 

tion—which is no less necessary—is embarrassed by increased 

accumulation of thought-material (which, if many adjuncts | 
were introduced, would be considerable), and will be particu- 

larly aided by the appearance of words for its terms in their : 
natural order. | 

As to what such order may be, I note that the verb, as 

relation-namer, indicates a mind-sensation developed by a 
waning and a waxing idea—or, say, in a mental transit from 

a first term to a last—or the how-I-feel in mentally passing 

from one to the other. Relation, in other words, is ultimately 

sensed as holding between its terms; and the word which names 
it is picturesquely, and so far helpfully, put between the words 

for those terms. Accordingly, in spite of the prevailing order 

of words, apparently adopted in the interest of lateral thought- 

construction, I find no reason to doubt that central thought and 

its incorporation of what is lateral are rightly indicated by 

“Astronomers declare to exceed the sun the moon.” _ 
12—S. & A.
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By way of further illustration I note that, given “The storm 
of yesterday killed a sallow, white-haired stranger of some | 

| ninety years,” I am content to associate the destructive energy 
) of the storm with the stranger, without regarding it as spread 

over his sallowness, the whiteness of his hair, and his some- 
what extraordinary age. That is, while in a way it may be 

said that the object of “killed” is all that follows “killed,” that | 
total hardly takes the object position collectively, but rather as 
indicated by (“The storm of yesterday killed [a stranger) dis- 

tinguished by certain characteristics” ]. In other words, the 

parenthesized expression and the bracketed interlock. The 
former strictly incorporates the latter only to this extent, that 
it incorporates its nucleary factor. 

So also I construe my leading illustration, as most easily is 
shown by the diagram: ) 

| the sun 

Astronomers -—— declare — _ to exceed 
the moon 

| of which the horizontal expression includes the middle nucleary 

element only of the perpendicular. That is, precisely as T 

negotiate with a corporation through a leading official, so also 

a central thought establishes a structural union with a lateral, 

through a leading factor of the latter; and, to any objecting ad- 
7 vocate of collective thought-construction, it may be answered 

that such procedure meets the more important needs. The 

| difference between a thought collectively used, and a nucleary 
factor attended by its fellows, is the negligible difference be- 
tween a whole of necessity recognized in its parts, and a part 

, thereof unseparated from the remainder. 

Lo illustrate quite objectively, suppose you ask me to bring 

you your dog. As a collectivist in syntax, you may wish me 

to pick up the creature bodily, and carry him. But, for rea- 
sons altogether satisfactory to myself, I adopt another method. 

Catching him by the ear, the tail, the scruff of the neck, as 

suits my humor, I lug him to his master. What more do you 
want? Or, again, I am to haul your senseless body out of a 
pit. Being skilled in cow-boy tactics, I cast a noose around 
your neck or waist or heels, somewhat as my convenience indi-
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cates, and drag you out. Are you not content? Did you ex- | 
pect me to get a stretcher under you and lift you decorously, all | 
together, on an even keel? I have not impaired or ignored 
your bodily integrity. Indeed it was my confidence that you 
would hold together that led me to adopt my plan. The re- 
sult completely vindicates that confidence. I have rescued 

you in toto. 

But, leaving now objective illustration, you perhaps object 
that, although a pull is exerted on the nucleary factor of lateral 

thought—a pull which brings that factor into central thought— 

and although the pull at the same time moves the total lateral 

thought, it does not however bring the whole of it into central 

thought. That such is the case I' concede, believing moreover 
that it cannot be otherwise. If rightly argued on pp. 184-139, 

the complete incorporation of lateral thought in central thought | 
is possible only when the former is so blended as to lose exist- 
ence as a proper thought, appearing in thought-construction | 

rather in the aspect of a single idea. 
We may, however, well believe that lateral thought is not so 

blended. For, in the first place, words being signs of ideas, 
- the occurrence of the individual words (“the sun,” “to ex- 

ceed” and “the moon’) establishes the individual thinking of 

the ideas which they express, at the moment of their individual - 

expression. | 

Trying now to ascertain precisely how these individually 
thought ideas enter into thought-construction, I note that the 

infinitive clearly shows its substantive function in the govern- , 

ing phrase—or, say, in major syntax. As prepositions are 

followed only by nouns or words at the moment regarded as 
such, the commonly prepositional English “to” is warning that 
the following word, or else the whole infinitive phrase,** must : 

be construed as a noun. In other languages a similar warn- 

ing, often additional, is effected by a sometimes inflected arti- 

cle, and even by the occasional substantive inflection of the in- 

finitive itself. 

41In my illustration it is hardly rational, and would apparently be 
without a precedent, to rank “the sun” or “the moon” or any pair of 
words as the object of “declare.” |
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On the other hand, as a rule, the infinitive makes no effort 
in the infinitive phrase—or, say, in minor syntax—to show 

| what is its subject, or even, it might be argued, to show that it 
is itself a verb. 

In Portuguese, however, the usual infinitive ending is occa- . 
| sionally followed by suffixed forms of person and number in- 

| flection—a procedure which my illustration will reproduce 
with full efficiency, if I change it into “Astronomers declare 

| him to exceeds thee.” 
In the infinitive phrase thus modified, it is plain that the 

subject of “to exceeds” (allowing the infinitive subject as usual 
to be in the accusative) is the third-personal “him,” and not 
the second-personal “thee,” which would require “to exceed- 
est.” Operating thus, the infinitive does its duty by minor 

syntax with the utmost fulness, and leaves no doubt whatever 
that, in the infinitive phrase, it is indeed a verb. 

At the same time, as shown above, the “to” (or any other 
expedient employed by other languages) exhibits clearly the 
substantive use of the infinitive—or else the whole infinitive 
phrase—in the leading clause. Indeed, as in any well inflected 
language the subject-place in that clause would be preémpted 

| by “Astronomers,” it is plain that the infinitive—or else the 
| whole infinitive phrase—is the object of “declare.” 

In determining whether it be the infinitive only or the whole 
infinitive phrase, that operates as object in the leading clause, 
I emphasize the order in which the infinitive inflections ap- 
pear—tregarding as such not only the terminal “s” but also the 

_ initial “to”—proposing now the question, how far the prior 
occurrence of an inflection gives assurance of its prior influence 
on the building of a thought. 

Of inflections I recognize two varieties, one of which—for 
instance the sign of plurality, that of future time, and the 
superlative ending—expresses what are plainly materials to be 
used in thought construction. This variety I neglect, as it does 
not include the infinitive inflections now to be examined. 

Other inflections, characterizable as instructional, while add- 
| ing nothing to materials for thought-construction, show in 

one way or another how or where in thought-construction a
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given element is to take its place. Thus, in “The University 

teaches students thoroughly,” the ending “ly” adds no element 

of thought to the already accumulated total, but shows that the 

idea of thoroughness—not available as first or last or mid- 

term—must associate itself with teaching—not with any other 

idea. 

_ Now to attach the instructional inflection “ly” to any other 
| word than “thorough,” to put it by itself in some other part of 

the sentence, or even to place it separately after “thorough,” 
would—more or less, according to policy adopted—imperil in- 

tended thought-construction. I conclude accordingly (1) that 

instructional inflections are—and apparently must be—intro- 
duced at the moment of their need; and (2) conversely that, if 
at a given moment, inflection which exhibits particular syntax 

be introduced, that introduction may be accepted as indicating 

that such syntax is then and there effected. 

Returning now to my modified infinitive illustration, I find 

that “to exceeds” effects two exhibitions of instruction. As in- 

dicated on page 174, the “s’’ is busy with the minor syntax of 

the sentence. On the other hand, the “to” is busy with the ma- 
jor syntax. Moreover the “to” precedes the “s’. According 

then to principles of priority indicated just above, it appears 

that, as the intructional inflection for major syntax precedes . 

the one for minor syntax, so also the major syntax itself ig ef- 

fected before the minor. That is, the infinitive—or else the 

infinitive phrase—is recognized as object of “declare”, before 

there is any recognition that “him” is the subject of “exceed.” 

Now before this latter recognition there is properly speak- | 

ing, no infinitive phrase. For reasons given on page 171 the 

element “him” indeed is present. JI further concede that 

“to exceed’’—without, as yet, the personal inflection—is also 

present, though I might contend that, in my illustration, “to” 
establishes, as object of “declare,” an infinitive foreseen to be 

on the way, before its appearance. The “him” and “to exceed” 

are at the most, however, no more than tentatively ranked as 

subject and verb thereof; for such a ranking would be overruled 

by the possible “him to exceedest thee’ (For change of word- 

order, see pp. 131-133.) Meantime the object “thee” has not
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appeared at all. Allowing then for considerable difference of 
opinion, I presumably clash with none in saying that, at the mo- 

ment in which “to exceed” acquires a place in major syntax, 
the minor syntax is in the midst of its effectuation. Therefore 

at that moment no whole infinitive phrase, no lateral thought 
collectively recognized, much less a blended whole, can operate 

as a constructional element, because none thus far is completed. 

Accordingly my several indications that the object of “de- 
“clare” is either the infinitive or else the whole infinitive phrase, 

| were quite unwarranted. No infinitive phrase as yet being 

constituted, I am forced to reject-the second alternative. Ac 
| cordingly I hold that—in grammatical parlance—only the infin- 

itive is immediate object of “declare”, that—in my own phrase- 
ology—only a single nucleary element of lateral thought (in 

the present case the mid-term) operates as a term (in the pres- 

ent case the last term) of central thought. 

In further support of the preferred interpretation it may be argued 

that it is favored by pre-established linguistic habit. To illustrate 

the special force of this, suppose that at a sleep-disturbing cat I throw 

a boot-jack, and that, providentially guided, the missile takes a course 

that would land it exactly half-way between the offender’s eyes. The 

well-worn question arises now, which way the cat will jump. Exclud- 

| ing every momentary influence except the boot-jack, which may rank 

as neutral, I presuppose that on several preceding similar occasions 

the cat has been thus threatened on the right. I imagine that any 

psychologist would overwhelm me with reasons why, in the present 

case, the cat will jump to the left. So too I doubt not he would con- 

vince me that, for lateral thought expressed by the infinitive phrase 

employed in illustration, a particular mode of union with central 

| thought will be elected, other circumstances being equal, provided that 

mode have become habitual, before the development of the infinitive 

phrase. I do not mean by this to indicate that the infinitive form was 

late in development, but only that such thought as the infinitive in 

well-developed speech expresses—namely, the mere conception, as 

distinguished from the judgment—could not have been so soon 

linguistically expressed, as was the judgment. For obviously what one 

is prepared to express as believed to be true, is a vastly more effective 

stimulus to speech, than what one merely thinks of without belief. To 

illustrate, let language proper be supposed to begin when, instructed 

by the observed effect produced on others by his purely reflex cry, the 

individual utters the cry with the conscious purpose of producing the 

effect. This beginning will plainly rather occur when I, for instance, 

sense myself as actually surrounded by wolves, than when I merely 

imagine such a status; and what I intend to communicate will surely
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be my danger vouched. for as true, and not a mere unvouched for sug- 

gestion. In short, the mechanism of speech was surely developed to 

express what may be variously known as an opinion, a belief, or 

knowledge, or a judgment—not however an unendorsed conception or, 

say, the mere material of a judgment.42 
The infinitive was however very possibly employed before the other 

verbal forms. But, in such employment, no doubt the speaker’s belief 

was either incorporated in the meaning of the infinitive, or regularly 

supplied therewith—it makes no essential difference which—in order 

to give to what it co-operated in expressing, a value sufficient to war- 

rant expression. In short, although the infinitive may well have been 

the first employed verbal form, it must, if so, have been employed first | 

in the expression of judgments—not, that is, in its modern function of 

expressing mere conception. . 

First then in the order of linguistic development comes the expression 

of the judgment. The expression of the isolated conception never 

comes, for the very reason that it is not the first to come— because 

it is not worth expression.43 When the conception is expressed, it is as 

part of a larger thought, of which the fundamental element is a judg- 

ment; and just so surely as the simple, in thought as well as in ex- 

pression, precedes the complex, just so surely the minimal judgment 

expressible, for instance, by “The sun exceeds the moon” (by whatever _ 

form in fact expressed) preceded the extended judgment expressible by 

“Astronomers declare the sun to exceed the moon.” I hold indeed that 

the expression of mere conception, which must figure only as an 

element of extended judgment, was not attempted, until the use of 

means adopted to express the minimal judgment had, by repetition, 

become habitual. 

Now the particular linguistic means employed to express a judgment 

imply the construction of the judgment according to a particular plan. . 

As I have elsewhere argued, belief in truth or untruth, which being 

added to a conception makes it a judgment, might have been associated , 

with the total conception (or with its first, or with its final term). . 

In actual practice it was associated with the mid-term or relation. 

This for present purposes is adequately indicated by the fact, that 

untruth, expressed by the negative adverb, is made to bear upon the . 

verb; that truth is, as you please, expressed by or implied with the 

verb; that belief, in well-developed speech, is indicated by a modifica- 

tion of the verbal form—that is, by the indicative mode. In short, 

when a conception is developed into a judgment—when, in other words, 

to a conception there is added belief in its truth or untruth—the ad- 

dition is, in linguistic thought, associated not with the conception re- 

garded as a whole, but with the relation thereof—which latter is of 

course attended by its fellow terms. 

42 For the translation of emotion into thought descriptive of emotion, 

see “Interrogative Thought,” page 360. 

43 For the poetical use of mere suggestion, see page 120, note 14.
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Accordingly when the time arrives for undertaking to use a concep- 
tion as the would-be term of a judgment, mind is under the influence 
of a habit pre-established in the adaptation of the judgment to expres- 
Sion—a habit of regarding the conception as a nucleary term attended 

| by its fellow terms. | , 
The influence of such a habit may explain the grammarian’s common 

failure to recognize the adjunctive modification of total thought. To 
illustrate, in “I rarely lose (or mislay) my temper,” it is usually 
claimed that “rarely” is an adverb modifying “lose”, to the exclusion 
of the actual intention to pose my loss of temper—that is, the total 
announced phenomenon—as what is “rare’. That such indeed is the 
actual intention, I may claim with something more than knowledge of 
my. individual cerebration. . For presumably no one in such a case re- 
gards the isolated act of losing as of various species—rare, occasional 

: and frequent—selecting for the case in hand the species best adapted. 
Rather what is rare is the whole phenomenon of which “I lose my 
temper” is the detailed exhibition, 

That grammarians, in the majority of cases are however right, I see 
no reason to disbelieve. But they have merely rightly sensed a 
linguistic operation which itself is strictly wrong—which has failed to 
carry out original intention. | - 

Linguistic thinking shirks the effort of handling thought col- 
lectively, regarding it even inaccurately as a nucleary factor 
attended by other associated factors. Indeed the action of the 
mind in such a case has some analogy with that of the hand, 
as may appear in the following illustration. Suppose you show 
me a row of three baseballs, the middle one attached by a cord 
to each of the others, saying “Take them into the other room.” 
To make my illustration adequate, I confine myself to a single 
transportation, as well as to the use of one hand only. Now I 
find it awkward, if not indeed impossible, to manage all the 

| balls at once with a single hand. Accordingly I grasp and carry 
one ball only, relying on the cords to bring along the other balls. 
While then my activity transports the three balls as desired, 7 
it immediately operates on one ball only. 

To interpret my parable, every ball is an idea. The united 
trio of balls is a thought. The cord which joins one ball to 
another is the indispensableness of each associate element of 
thought to the nucleary element—for instance, in my illustra- 
tion, the indispensableness of “sun” and “moon” to “exceed? — 
there being no thought, but only a fragment, in the absence of 
either. The moving of the balls is the building of “the sun to
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exceed the moon” into structural union with “Astronomers de- 

clare”. The difficulty of grasping three balls is the difficulty 

of sensing thought-constituents recognized by particular syn- 
tax, as the aggregate prescribed by collective syntax—the dit- 

ficulty of treating the total “the sun to exceed the moon” 4s 
the object of “declare’—or vice versa, the difficulty of regard- 

ing the force of “‘declare”’ as spread over the total “the sun to | 
exceed the moon.” The moving of a single ball, which, however, | 

| is attended by its fellows, is the posing of ‘‘exceed” alone, as 
the object of “declare”, though “exceed” is not forsaken by its 

fellow-terms. 

To use an even more objective illustration, I seem, in build- 

ing the infinitive phrase, to think very much as I dress in prep- 

aration for a tramp in the brush. Putting on first my can- 
vas trousers, I further strap them about my ankles, and also 

buckle a belt that runs through the loops of the waist-band. In 

doing this it may occur to me that trousers, ankle-straps and 

belt together constitute one nether garment. But straps and 

belt I actually adjust as trouser-supplements, additions or ap- 

pendages. In a sense I have donned a single outfit; but I put 

it on, not at all collectively, but in successive details. And | 

quite analogously, in my sentence-making, I feel that in the 

word ‘‘(to) exceed” I have provided the only proper object of 
“declare;” while, with “sun” and “moon,” I have further pro- : 

vided that object—itself an action also—with (in form, at 

least) an actor, and also with that whereon to act. That is, 

T have added to “exceed” what must rank as thought co-mem- 

bers with “exceed”, but not immediately as such with “declare.” | 

I do not however believe that in thought-building the adop- 

tion of one plan excludes another from mental recognition at 

the moment. In the universe of mind you may doubtless have 
your cake and eat it. While te!ing you about a collision, 

I can doubtless be thinking that I have an abominable head- 

ache. While thinking of what I have seen as a single de 

tail (the striking) of a collision, further attended by its 

fellow details, I can also think of what I have seen, as 

their organically assembled total. As I read in the morn-
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ing news that “the doctors are surprised by the invalid‘ 
showing so much vitality”, I doubt not the cause of surprise 
was mentally recognized by the writer as the showing (or 
exhibition) rather than the invalid. But this recognition found 
no expression in actually employed words. Correspondingly, | 
in “‘T have seen an express train strike a freight,” while prop- 

| erly only “strike” is recognizable as object in the actually em- 
ployed expression, doubtless more or less subconsciously or 
intermittently it is also recognized that what is seen is a total | 
phenomenon. - 

Subconscious recognition of this sort, foreign to thought as 
| a matter of fact expressed, seems to be the cause of the usual 

interpretation. All of us presumably set out, in the given illus- 

tration, with the intention to express the seeing of a whole 
phenomenon. As the difficulty of linguistic presentation thick- 

ens, we content ourselves with expressing the seeing of a single 
nucleary element of the phenomenon, this element being joined 

by its fellows in quite a secondary presentation. The substi- 
tuted thought-construction meets, however, every important 

need. We are conscious of no failure. The unimportant change 

of our intention is forgotten. We fancy we have done precisely 

. what we set out to do. We imagine that we have employed 

as object of “have seen,” the whole of the following phrase.* 

In fact we have so employed the nucleary “strike” alone. 
Viewing now more broadly the procedure followed more es- 

pecially with lateral thought, I note that the physical act of 

| speech is attended by three distinguishable cerebrative acts. 

First, the pre-linguistic. This is usually far from complete 
in detail, comparing with thinking in preparation for linguis- 

tic expression, somewhat as the roughest sketch compares with 

the finished picture. It is quickly displaced by thought 
especially adapted to expression. Although available as an 

44I believe this construction (?) is not yet attempted with the pro- 
nouns—e. g. in this case “him”. 

45In “Mrs. Robinson is spending a few days in the gubernatorial 
mansion. He is at present taking the Alaskan trip’, no doubt the re- 
porter thought he had provided a Mr. Robinson, or perhaps a governor 
(suggestible by “gubernatorial”’) as antecedent for the “He”; but 
neither strictly enters into thought expressed; for Mrs. R. may be a 
widow; and the governor may be dead, and no successor installed.
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aid to interpretation, it cannot be regarded as what is actually 

expressed by speech. 

Second, the linguistic. This is of necessity analytic, often 

extremely so. What I think at first as single (though complex) 

is presented, in the actual absence of an adequate single word | 

| for it, by a number of words expressing normally an equal num- 

‘ber of ideas. Thus, wishing, at a reception, to speak to you 

/ of a particular person—whose name is unavailable, because we 

do not both of us know it—I cannot suggest him to your mind, 

except by more or less of his permanent or momentary connota- 

| tion, analyzed and expressed in detail. Obviously thought of 

this sort, and not its very different non-linguistic predecessor, 

must be accepted as what is directly intended by the sentence. 

| Third, the perspective. This includes, in a collective recog- | 

‘nition, each installment of thought delivered—or, say, the total 

thought expressed by the individual sentence. Of such a total 

when it is extensive, such a recognition—being in the nature 

of a bird’s eye view—inevitably loses many details. The in- 

dividual fellow-members of the single sub-thought blend into 

a sub-whole, which with other sub-wholes coalesces into a 

minor whole, such minor wholes combining into wholes of me- 

jor rank. Also, by the aid of this blending process, the gist | 

of one sentence is reinstated—or, it may be, even continued— 

in another sentence; the substance of a paragraph is incorpo- 7 

‘rated in its successor; indeed, when reasoning and exposition 

are well conducted, the essential elements of a chapter, or even 

-a volume, have the oneness of a vista reaching far into the dis | 

‘tance. See “Thought-Connectives,’ page 48. 

This recognition of thought-masses is, however, an operation 

altogether different from their construction. To illustrate, when 

-the Creator had completed the world, He recognized “quod esset 

bonum”. He may, moreover, have recognized, in the midst of 

-ereative activity, the goodness of what already was completed. 

‘But either act of recognition was obviously distinct and inde- 

pendent of the creative act. So also a mere forethinking of 

-the creative act, and the appreciation that it would be good, 

should rank as mutually independent. The like impresses 

‘me as true of such a thinking, and the recognition that creation
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thought of (or the thought thereof) would be an organic whole 
composed of sub-wholes mutually subordinated—the recogni- 
tion quod esset unum. So also the act by which I build to- 
gether details into thoughts and interlock the latter, and my 
recognition that collectively the details form a whole whose sub- 
wholes are perspectively distributed in foreground, background 
and middle distance—these two acts are no less distinct and 
separate, than are the act by which I build my house in detail, 
and my recognition that it consists of basement first and second 
stories—of front and back and middle rooms—of right wing, 
left wing, center. a : 

The difference between the linguistic act and the perspective 
survey, is the difference between my doings and my revision of 
my doings—a revision complete and final, or partial and in- 
terpolated. Collective syntax,—or say the recognition of com- 
plex thought as more or less consisting of masses—reflects the 
perspective survey or revision of linguistic doings, to the neglect 
of doings surveyed. Particular syntax reflects what may be 
called the molecular structure of thought—the ultimate ele- 
ments, their particular thought-memberships and, what is of 
extreme importance, the ever recurrent interlocking of thoughts, 
effected by their common factors. 

Thought-perspective is readily sensed aright and at will by 
him who has rightly sensed the mutual bearing of all details. 
The woods are easily seen by him who comes out from the trees. 
If my house and yours are alike in detail, they will also 
seem alike when viewed perspectively at corresponding angles. 

: The converse does not hold. The details unperceived in like 
perspectives, may not agree on close examination. Collective 
syntax then is both unnecessary and only in part effective. Par- 
ticular syntax on the one hand satisfies all needs; on the other 
hand it is altogether indispensable to complete appreciation of 
linguistic operations. 

Particular syntax, moreover, is all that the sentence directly | 
reveals. To illustrate, “I used my feet because I could not 
fly,” the thought expressed by which is plainly made up of 
two, which together form a third, as if I had said “My inabil- 
ity to fly—caused—my use of my feet.” These two, in my
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pre-linguistic planning of the total, I doubtless foresaw collect- 
ively as first and last terms of the third, and even as blended 
wholes; and thus no doubt I also sense them in any final or 

intermediary perspective survey. But the collective or blended 
view which is taken—be it prevision or revision—is not sug- 

gested by my sentence. In a well inflected language you will 
, find indeed sufficient indications that “I” is subject of ‘used’, | 

and “‘feet’’ its object; that “I”, “could” and “fly” are in sim- 

ilar fellowship; that “‘my” is adjunctive to “feet”, while “not’’ 

has a similar bearing on “could”; and that “could” is not only 
verb to “I” and “fly”, but also, as a noun, the object*® of “be- 

cause”. This however, as I imagine, is all that you find. You 

find no indication that, in major thought-construction, minor | 

thoughts are used collectively—nothing to embarrass their rec- 

ognition as nucleary factors attended by their fellow terms. 

As I shall later argue, the choice of nucleary factor varies, 

for different excellent reasons. But when the speaker is in- 

fluenced merely by the practical difficulty of sensing collectively 

what in thought-construction he would like to use collectively, 

that choice is found to fall, with conspicuous regularity, upon | 

_ the verbal, or say the relational element. Thus, in “I rarely 

lose my temper” (see page 178), while pre-linguistically con- 

ceiving the idea expressed by “rarely” as bearing on a total | 
thought, but electing in linguistic thinking to exhibit that idea 

as bearing on a nucleary element itself attended by other ele- 
ments, I select as nucleary the idea of losing. So also, if you 

asked me what I was talking about, with all existing proneness 

to make myself the center of the universe, I should not answer 

“myself implicated in a loss of temper,” nor | 
“a temper implicated in my losing,” but rather 

“a loss, in which self and temper were implicated’— 
a choice in which the major importance of the relation (for 

man is distinctively a relation-finder), or the conspicuousness ot 

the action which develops relation, may be regarded as the de- 

46 Such interpretation will be defended in a section devoted to the 
subjunctive. Meantime it appears more plausibly in the infinitive il- 

“oe “nor no poder yo volar” (by reason of I not to be able to
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termining cause.*’ In many cases, however, the verbal element 
| alone is available as nucleus. Thus, in “Astronomers declare 

the sun to exceed the moon,” and in “The doctor wants me to 
eat meat,” nothing can serve as nucleus except the verb, without 
an important and unacceptable change of meaning. 

Their inflectional possibilities. 

As verbal nouns perform the service of a verb and also the 
service of a noun, it is obviously possible for them to be in- 
flected for each of the services. Accordingly they offer some 
analogy with relative words, in the examination of which (see: 
“Pronouns,” pages 58-9) some effort was made to show the pos- 
sibility and even the rationality of double inflection. To illus- 
trate, in “I know a man (who) will help you,” the idea 

_ named by “man” being thought once only and only once ex- 
pressed (for “who” does not repeat that idea but only contin- 
ues it), but serving none the less as member in each of two: 

: thoughts (those, namely, which might be expressed by “I know 
a man’ and “Man will help you”), it would be rational to give 
to “man” the accusative inflection showing it to be the object 
of “know”, and also a nominative inflection (virtually supplied 
by “who”) showing it to be the subject of “will help”. | 

In such a case the doubly serving word is, in its double clausal 
membership, one part of speech. In the case of verbal nouns. 
it is two. In the latter case a double inflection is accordingly 

inflection as two different parts of speech, a type of inflection. 

quite as possible, quite as rational—even more rational, I think 

—than double inflection of a doubly serving noun. For, with 

the increase in the possibilities of thought-construction, comes 

the greater expediency of utilizing every means to make the 
actual construction obvious. 

To illustrate, given “I have seen an express train strike a 
freight,” since “strike” is object of “have seen”, it is rational 
and desirable to give to “strike” the accusative noun-inflection ; 

47 Also the relation alone necessitates companion terms. Thus the 
presence of > entails the mental presence, say, of A and B, while 
peither the presence of A nor that of B entails the presence of any other
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and, as “strike” performs for “express” and “freight” the duty | 
of a verb, it is rational and desirable to give to “strike” the in- 
flection of a verb. 

It would, moreover, be most effective to put the accusative 

sign, the sign of particular service in the beginning clause, 

where it would do most good—that is, at the beginning of the 
q inflected word—and to put the verbal inflectional sign, the 

sign of service in the ending clause, where also it would do 
most good—that is, at the end of the inflected word. 

While such inflectional possibilities have not perhaps been 
exactly realized, sufficiently close analogy is offered in actual 

practice by the Portuguese infinitive in which (as noticed on 
page 174) a substantive inflection at least precedes a verbal in- 

flection. : | 

Double inflection, as verb and as noun, being accordingly 

conceded as a possibility, it will aid the appreciation of actual 

hybrid inflection, to examine for a moment the possible inflec- 

tion of verbal hybrids in its maximum extension. 
In this examination let it be remembered that inflections 

(compare pp. 174-175 )serve three different purposes: (1) tofur- 

nish elements of thought to be constructed—a purpose effected 
by the endings of e. g. the genitive, dative and ablative cases, 
“domini” for instance (as a singular) contributing to thought- : 

materials, not only what is expressed by “master”, but also the 
relational idea expressible by ‘“of’—the inflection being of the 
type which may be known as constructional; (2) to show abso- 

lute position of an idea in the structure to be built, the “ed” of | 
“aided,” in “Brown often aided his cousin’, not only express- 

ing past time, but also showing, so far as it identifies the word 

as a verb (indicative), that the idea of aid must be used as © 

mid-term of thought to be constructed, no matter with what 

other words it thereby finds itself associated—the inflection be- 
ing of the type which may be known as functional; (3) to show 
an idea’s position relatively to that of some other idea in the 
structure to be built, the ‘“‘as” of “bonas” showing that the idea 
of goodness must be used adjunctively with some idea con- - 
ceived as plural, feminine and objective, no matter into what 
part of thought to be constructed such adjunctive service takes
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it—the inflection being of the type which may be known as as- 

sociational; and both this and functional inflections may be 
known as instructional. _— 

The constructional inflections of the individual verb are 

those which indicate voice, that is, the proverse or reverse as- 

pect of a relation**—tense, or the added element of time—as- 
sertion, or the added element of the speaker’s belief. Its in- | 

structional elements are functionally whatever shows its serv- 

ice as a mid-term (usually an inflection primarily employed 

for another service) and associationally its so-called number 
and person endings, which show that even with a choice of 
positions as mid-term it must take the one which will bring 
it into association with a first term of a particular number and 

person. These endings, however, do not indicate an actual (bona 

fide) number or person of the verbal idea. | 
The constructional inflections of the noun are those for num- 

| ber, those for gender and those for the genitive, dative and ab- 

lative cases. Its instructional inflections are functionally the 

nominative and accusative, which regularly exhibit service as 

first or last term,*® and associationally any inflections used to 
indicate apposition. 

Taking Latin as a model, and allowing to the noun five cases 

(the vocative being strictly extra-structural, corresponding 

neither to building materials nor to their position absolute or 

relative, but rather to the name of him for whom a structure is 

to be erected), éwo numbers, and three genders; and allowing 

to the verb two voices, six tenses (subject to later examination) 
and six varieties of purely formal person and number; it is 

obvious that a verbal noun which should possess in full the 

standard inflections of both verb and noun, would have in all 

no less than 5x2x3x2x6x6—2,160 inflectional forms. More- 

over, were the verbal noun inflected to suit the two numbers, 

three persons and three genders of its object, which is linguist- 

48 Compare “The book overlies the box” (== the two are in the rela- 
tion of overlier to overlain) with “The book is overlain by the box” 
(= the two are in the relation of overlain to overlier). 

49 Not however service as last term after a quality relation. The 
last term “red” of “The roses are red” is ranked as an adjective. 
Compare “The roses have redness.”
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ically not by any means without a precedent, this total would 
be increased to 2,160x2x8x3=38,880. : 

| Their actual inflectional varieties. 

Obviously the very perfection of such a system of verbo-nom- 
| inal inflection as should realize all possibilities, operates to bar 
"its adoption, the fatigue of wielding or even holding so vast 

an implement being unendurable. In actual practice only such 
inflection is adopted as is felt to be indispensable, with a con- | 

siderable leaning toward omission of inflection in case of the | 
slightest doubt. | 

The inflections which contribute elements of thought are 

actually employed, except in cases in which it is more or less 

legitimately felt that what they mean can be supplied. Thus | 
in “The expurgation of Mrs. Hemans” (the core of a famous 

_ joke of Eugene Field) “expurgation”, commonly ranked as a 
verbal noun, suggests that a publisher omits whatever ob- 

scenities may be findable in Mrs. Hemans’ writings. On the 
other hand, the expression “Mrs. Hemans’ expurgation by 

Field” suggests (though not of absolute necessity) a work of 

supererogation “suffered” by the writings. That is, a single 
form is used for either voice, distinction being effected inferen- - 
tially. Other forms, for instance the infinitive, are usually 

varied to indicate intended voice. Time also, when distinctly 

thought of, is indicated, as in the present, past and even future 

infinitive forms. But time is sometimes quite unthought of, 

as in the ease of the so-called ‘“‘tenseless forms” occurring in 

verbs of other languages. In such a case the tense inflection 

is neglected, as in the above illustration, in which indeed the 

expurgation may be ranked as tenseless. 

Passing from the verbal meaning of the verbal noun to its 
meaning as a noun, I note that the idea expressed by a verb is, 
in its substantive aspect, commonly and adequately posed as 
of no (bona fide) gender. The idea of number” is inflection- 

507 mean the genuine singleness or plurality of what the verbal 
noun expresses. As expressed by assertive forms of the verb, such 
number is examined later. 

13—S. & A.
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ally expressed, when needed, by verbal nouns of the “expurga- 
tion” type. The ideas expressible by case-inflection are usu- 

ally rendered by one or another preposition, or an inflected ar- 

| ticle—or both, though also inflectionally expressed with con- 

| | siderable fullness by the Latin gerund, and to some extent by 
the supine. : | 

Of instructional inflection, be it substantive or verbal, the 

| amount employed varies with the varying need of structure. 

exhibition, which it will be advantageous to examine later. 

Tt is most convenient to exhibit the inflectional varieties™ of | 

the verbal noun as forming at the same time a diminuendo 
| series, viewed as nouns—and a crescendo series, viewed as 

_ verbs; accordingly: | | 
| (1) The noun with merely verb-like meaning. 

To illustrate, “Murder is a sin.” The distinction between 

this and the following class of nouns (which take an object or 

a subject or the one and the other) is difficult and hardly nec- 
| essary. In my illustration “Murder” may be held by some to 

| be a quasi-synonym of “Killing a man.” To such the con- 

__ struction of thought is the counterpart of a genuine verbal noun 

syntax. Whether such a syntax really be detectable or in- 

tended in my illustration—whether accordingly such a word ~ 
should rather rank as a verbal noun of the following class— 

whether it should be rejected as not at all a verbal noun—may 

| be left unsettled. 
Again, in “The Lincoln murder,” some may employ “Lin- 

coln” as a virtual adjective” to “murder”, while others may use- 
the latter word in the sense of “murdering”, with “Lincoln” as. 
its object. The “Booth Lincoln murder” may intend that 

| “Booth” (like “Booth’s”) be taken as a virtual subject, or may 

employ “Booth” as an adjective, leaving it open whether “Lin-. 

61 Of these, the following exhibition makes no claim to be complete,, 
7 nor is completeness vital to mere illustration of method. 

52 Instead of meaning “characterized by one or more of Lincoln’s. 
qualities’, the adjectively employed word would in such case mean 
“distinguished by Lincoln’s implication (known to be objective).”
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coln” codperate with “Booth’” in adjective function, or operate | 

_ alone as object of ‘“murder’’.* , | - 
(2) The noun in verbal function. - | 

| To illustrate, “Brown is a woman-hater” may perhaps be well 
| enough construed by merely regarding “hater” as centrally a 

noun, in fellowship with “Brown is”—while at the same time | 
| operative as a verb with its direct object “woman.”** | 

In “Woman-hatred is uncommon” the actor has disappeared, | 
_ relation being that of action to what it affects. 

In “The Lincoln murder,” so far as “Lincoln” may be 
sensed as object of ‘“murder’’, the latter word again exhibits — 
the act and its relation (of action to its own object) with | 
“Lincoln.” | 

53 In short, I am quite unable to determine whether, in my illustra- 
tion, “murder” should be ranked as of this or the following class. | 
These linguistic short-cuts are so short, and the syntax indications are 
So meager, that it is unsafe to elaim, for a particular structure of 
thought-expressed, that it is intended by all or even a majority of 

speakers. By these short-cuts, only what is adequately known can be 
indicated with success. Thus, however much you know of Lincoln and 
of Booth, unless you know the act which my illustration names, you 
cannot be sure of rightly understanding what it means; for it might : 
be construed as naming a deed of which the two men named were the 
perpetrators, or of which the two were the victims. Some ideas them- 
selves these short-cuts indicate but vaguely; and they hardly attempt 
the exhibition of thought-structure. They seem to content themselves 
with any structure that the facts allow. - 

54 Looking a little more closely, I somewhat fully analyze intended 
thought, as indicated in the following diagram: 

1 2 3 : . 
Brown — is — a@ person 

| 4 | 
relation of actor to action® 

5 6 7 | 
hating — relation of action to actee — woman - 

But the very fulness of the above analysis makes it implausible. It 
is more likely that mental action is briefer, and less accurate. The 
“person” in the indicated relation with the “hating” seems to pose 
before the mind as an act-producing actor (an actor producing the act 
of hating); and, as the act of “hating’’ further occasions the indicated 
relation between “hating” and “woman”, the “person” may pose as a 
relation-producing actor—this however only previous to the arrival, 
on the mental stage, of what is expressed by “woman”. On this arrival, 

somewhat as indicated on pp. 153-154, the relation-producing actor is 
sensed, without a mental repetition, as the actor-produced relation. 
In the former aspect the idea is central last term in the thought ex- 
pressed by “Brown is a hater”; and “hater” is entitled to rank as a 
noun. In the latter aspect the idea is lateral mid-term between the 
relation-producing actor of the former aspect and the last term ex- . 
pressed by “woman”; and “hater” is entitled to rank as a verb.
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In “The Booth Lincoln murder,” actor, correlating act and 

object (actee) are all presented; but as indicated, it is open to 

argument that “Booth” and “Lincoln” form a virtual com- 

pound, operating adjectively as the distinguisher of “murder”. 

In “The murder of Lincoln”, “murder” indicates again an ! 

act alone, the relation of actor to actee (object) being weakly 

expressed by “of”. This “of? in fully inflected languages be- | 

comes the case-inflection of “Lincoln”, the latter word when } 

thus inflected being known as an objective genitive, which is 

matched by a subjective genitive in “Booth’s murder of Lin- 

coln.” “Murder” thus construed is rankable under (1). Yet 

the question may be raised whether the analogon of the “of” 

and that of the “’s” be rightly incorporated with their re 

spective nouns—whether they do not rightly belong to ‘mur- 

der” itself. In Spanish a diminutive inflection belonging 

| with a noun is sometimes shifted to an adjective limiting the 

noun. The present case may exhibit analogous shifting. The 

--yagaries of the German separable preposition also are sugges- 

tive. | | 

With all the above examined kinds of verbal noun the highly 

inflected languages freely employ noun-inflections, but none, 

I believe, that are verbal. a 

(3) The Latin gerund. In this the substantive inflection 

becomes incomplete, while a closer approximation to strictly 

verbal methods is effected in the treatment of the object. 

(4) The Latin supine. In this the. substantive inflection 

further diminishes, even what survives being sometimes ranked 

as verbal. Indeed it is eminently natural that, while modern 

students of the Latin language regard these inflections as the 

signs of case, others sensed them as the signs of voice. 

The strictly verbal function of the supine is, however, not 

easy to find, unless perhaps one regard the word as expressing 

action and either actor or actee (or both), as in “Murabile 

dictu” interpreted as “wonderful in (any one’s) telling (it),” 

or “Ire visum,” “to go for the purpose of (one’s) seeing (some- 

thing).” 

(5) The English form in “ing;” e. g. “Hating apples pro- 

motes digestion.” In this all noun-inflection commonly dis-
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appears (But compare “apple-eatings”). On the other hand a 

virtual verbal time-inflection may appear, as in “having eaten” . 

and “being about to eat.” Even voice-inflection is a possibil- 

ity, as in “Being eaten by cannibals must be disagreeable.” 

! This form of verbal-noun continually reverts to the construc- 

| tions indicated in (2), as in “appleeating,” “The eating of , 

apples” and “Robinson’s eating of apples.” | 

| (6) The infinitive. This also as a rule foregoes all substantive 

inflection, except what may occasionally be offered by the de- . 

graded article, as in “Er widmet sich dem Wein trinken.” As 

a verb it usually operates, in dealing with its subject and its 

object, like the solely verbal forms, except for the common ap- 

pearance of its subject in the accusative form (Compare pages | 

157-163) which may be regarded as the business of that sub- | 

| ject, rather than that of the infinitive. Time and voice it | 

expresses adequately, though not attempting the associational 

person-number inflection except in the case of 

(7) The Portuguese infinitive. To this, im certain cases, 

the person-numher inflectional endings of the subjunctive are 

attached. This interesting form, exhibiting the recognizedly 

substantive infinitive, with a part of the inflectional peculiar- 

ity which constitutes the essential ground for differentiating 

the substantive subjunctive from the infinitive, forms a sug- - 

gestive connecting link between (6) and 

(8) The subjunctive in substantive function. That this is 

felt to be, in one of its functions, at least a part of a noun, is 

indicated by the fact that in Spanish, etc., the clause in which 

it stands is frequently preceded not only by the substantive- 

clause sign “que” (Latin “quod”), but at the same time also | 

by the article. The history of the sometimes so-called sen- 

tence-article “that? and its Teutonic collaterals, and the sug- 

gestion offered by the Anglo-Saxon “for thy thaet,” etc., con- 

firm the thoroughly substantive function of what I have striven 

to exhibit ay rather the nucleary—in this case the verbal— 
element of the lateral clause, than the clause regarded as a 

total. Accordingly, in a sentence containing a substantive 

subjunctive clause, I diagram construction ag follows:
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my son ; 

The doctor ——— desires ——— (that) eat 

apples | 

In which eating, recognized as rather a relation-forming action, 
is a last term in the central “The doctor desires eating”—and | 

in which eating, recognized as rather an action-formed relation . 

(Compare pp. 153-154) is mid-term in the lateral “my son eat 
apples.’’°® . . . 

Of the several verbal-noun constructions, I do not mean to 

argue that, in the exhibition of thought, they operate without 

55 For the verb at first unassertive but secondarily assertive, see . 
pp. 129-133, the indicative form in such a case being properly em- 
ployed; for the first-required, unassertive verbal value is readily in- 
ferred from context, while the second, assertive value can only be 
known from its expression. 

By way of further comment on the subjunctive used as a noun, I 
offer, as an illustration of the most refractory type, “It is desirable that 
you take exercise.” Of this I admit that, in such thinking as pre- 
cedes the special thinking for expression, your taking exercise is, in a 
blended form, the intended subject. I also admit that, after the com- 
municational act is ended, and independently thereof, your taking ex- 
ercise may blend again into a mental unit, felt again to be the in- 
tended subject. Moreover the “It” is operative in the interest of that 
subject, as holder of its place, or even as announcer that in syntax 
it ought collectively or blendedly to operate as one—not however ex- 
pressing it in any aspect, and not even effectively prefiguring it: for 
in your mind the intended subject makes no kind of appearance, until 
exhibited in detail. . 

Giving now to “that” its original demonstrative value (or letting it 
- merely act as an instructional sign that your taking exercise must 
somehow operate as a substantive element—such a sign however in- 
troducing nothing into the structure of thought), I have in succession 

, the substantive “It”, the substantive “that” and the substantive “you 
take exercise’. Now the subject place is taken by “It,” all other 
places also being filled. In order then to enter syntax, “that” must 
obviously be to “It” in one of the several relations suggested by “ap- 
position’—say the relation of equivalence. Also the. would-be sub- 
ject (and therefore substantive) “you take exercise’ must be in similar 
relation with “that” or with “It” (if, as above suggested, “that” be 
ignored) or must be directly subject of “is” (if also “It” be ignored). 
it is required then in any case to use a thought, while in the very act 
of its construction, as an element of another thought. The difficulty 
of infinitive syntax, about which centered the discussion of pp. 165-184, 
is accordingly repeated. No recourse seems available except, as be- 
fore, to enter subjunctive thought into other thought as a nucleary 
factor, its verb in the present case becoming in more central syntax 
a noun, while in lateral syntax, as still a verb, it maintains association 
with a subject and an object.
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a difference. Thus to illustrate, “You see that the birds (are) 

eat(ing) insects,” suggests by means of “that” a blended view | 

of the birds’ activity—a view which, however, I cannot dis 
cover to be taken, until the expressional act is concluded, and 

| which therefore does not seem to me to affect the syntax of 

| the subjunctive clause or the mode of its affiliation with “You | 

| see.” Accordingly I restrict myself to saying that the given 

expression encourages at first a view of the later revealed phe- 

nomenon, as an unknown unit necessarily to be made known 

by means of its constituents. The following expressions rather 

suggest to me, at the outset, constituents which, after the sen- | 

tence-end, may be combined into mental units. Each one I 
consider in its lateral aspect only, without regard to the pres- 

tige with which the verbal element of each is invested by ad- 

mission into central syntax. | | | 

“You see the birds (to be) eat(ing) insects,” so far as un- } 
affected by emphasis, appears to me to pose the birds, the eat- | | 
ing and the insects on a footing of absolute parity. 7 

_» “You see their eating insects” leaves to “eating,” “insects” 
(and their action-to-object relation) their undiminished emi- 
nence, while reducing “birds” (and their relation to the eat- 
ing) to a secondary adjunctive rank. | | 

“You see them insect-eat” appears to operate analogously, “in- oe 

| sects” (and the relation holding between eating and them) be | 
ing reduced to a secondary adjunctive rank, while “them” and 
“eat” retain their primacy. “You see their eating of insects” 

seems to subordinate both the birds and the insects to the eat- 
ing. | 

Obviously, once a noun, the subjunctive like any other ver- 

bal noun is theoretically able to perform all functions of a 
noun. It may enter syntax not only as the object (or the 
subject) of a more central verb, but also in other functions un- 

considered here. Although it is uninflected as a noun, the | 

unaided subjunctive verbal noun may be sensed as dative of 

purpose, ablative of cause, concomitant, etc. Aided by a prep- 

osition, it operates with all the powers of the prepositional | 
phrase, playing its part in syntax as adverbial and sometimes
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even adjective clause or—ag some will have it—sentence. The 
adjective clause is, however, more often developed directly by 

| the aid of a relative word, as indicated in the following section. 

So far as observed, the subjunctive is not inflected in its 

substantive service, except by the use of a merely case-exhib- | 
iting article, or that of a primarily appositional demonstrative — 
accomplishing a virtually inflective result. Verbally, on the | 
other hand, it has the full inflectional scope of the indicative, 
including in Spanish even the expression of futurity meas- 
ured from a point of reckoning in the past, as will be indicated 
later. Of all the forms of verbal noun, the subjunctive is ac 

| cordingly the most completely equipped for verbal service—a 
fact of fundamental importance, as one of the grounds of its 
employment, which will be indicated in the chapter on “Choice 
of Verbal Forms.” 

a | THE VERBAL ADJECTIVES. 

Intending, in what remains of this chapter, merely to give 
a hint of what might be accomplished in the study of further 

—_ hybrids by applying suggested methods, I present remaining 
topics with increasing incompleteness. How the now to be 
examined hybrids operate as verbs, can hardly need investiga- 
tion, after what has been said of the analogous operation of 

| verbal nouns. How they operate ay adjectives was indicated 
in the examination of relative words (See “Pronouns,” pages 
95-102), it being therein concluded that any verb may operate 
as a virtually adjective limiter of its subject (or object), being 
at the same time attended by its object (or subject) and indi- 
rect associates.°* Discussion of inflectional possibilities would 
almost be a repetition of pages 184-187. Accordingly I turn 
at once to 

56 Thus, in “The book you gave my brother,” your-giving-to-my-brother 
operates as distinguisher of the intended book from other books.
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| | Their inflectional varieties. | 

‘In exhibiting these it is convenient to present, as a verbal 

) crescendo, a diminuendo series of adjectives, beginning with 

(1) the adjective with merely verb-like meaning. | 

| To illustrate, “Many insects are destructive.” Of this ex- 

pression, the final word, invested merely with what might be 

| known as verbal potentiality, or better perhaps the souvenir of 

one-while function as a verb, performed by its progenitor (de- 

- gtroy), has obviously no claim to rank in situ as a hybrid, un- | 

less it be construed as meaning “destroying something,” in 

which case it is merely an abbreviation of 

(2) The adjective in verbal function. 

To illustrate this form of verbal adjective, let 

(a) “Harris studied insects,” — : 

(b) “Insects are destructive,” and 

(c) “Destructiveness affecty plants” 

| express three judgments which are to be remodeled into a sin- | 

gle extended judgment. Accordingly let “insects,” which 1s — 

factor of both (a) and (b), be thought but once. Moreover, 

for convenience of further exposition, let the “are destructive” | 

be replaced by the clumsy “are characterized by destructive 

ness.” To make expressional purpose single, let also the as- | ) 

sertion of (b) be omitted. Thought as thus far reconstructed, 

may be indicated by the expression (ab) “Harris studied in- 

sects characterized by destructiveness.” 

This thought contains, it is true, a central and a lateral sec- 

tion; but, for present purposes, the whole may be regarded as 

central in comparison with the still more lateral (c), which 

now shall interlock with it. | 

| To effect this interlocking, let the “destructiveness” common 

to (ab) and (c) be thought once only, and—with a view 

again to singleness of expressional purpose—let the assertion 

of (c) be omitted, producing (abc) “Harris studied insects 

characterized by destructiveness affecting plants.” 

The comparatively central “characterized by destructiveness” 

is merely a round-about for “destructive,” though the latter
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| rather implies” than expresses the qualitative relation indicated _ 
. by “characterize.” On the other hand, the lateral “destruc- 

tiveness affecting” adds to “destructiveness” the relation be-— 
tween it and what is destroyed. - 

Thinking still of “destructiveness” as quality attributively 
used—that is, in this case as an adjective—and thinking also 
of the “affect” relation, but not twice thinking the “destruc 
tiveness,” and not expressing its qualitative relation with “in- , 
sects,” I use the word “destructive” to exhibit both my think- 
ings, as in the diagram: | | | 

Harris studied insects | 
| | destructive | 

| | plants, 

in which I intend the “destructive” to take the place which 
might be taken by “destroying.” That the meanings of “de 
structive” and “destroying” are identical, I do not insist, ad- ~ 
mitting that “destructive” rather. indicates what poses ay a 
quality regarded in its active consequences, while “destroying” — 
indicates an action posing in a qualitative relation. This dif- 

| ference indeed I regard as the raison d’étre of the doubtless 
verbally functionating adjective “destructive.” | : 

In English this adjective operates peculiarly, requiring 
change of order and union with its object. Accordingly, 
“Harris studied plant-destructive insects,” in which, allowing 
for some dimness of syntax-perception, I regard “destructive” 
as an adjective to “insects,” while also verbal in its govern- 
ment of “plant,” because containing in its meaning the relation 
of action to its own actee.® : 

67 One reason for supposing this may be found in the use of adjective 
words in the predicate. Thus in “Roses are red,” the relation of ob- 
ject to its own quality—subsisting between “Roses” and redness— 
finds expression, as it appears to me, in “are”, which means to me “are 
characterized by’, the proper “conversion” of the proposition taking the 
form of “Redness characterizes roses.” If then in such usage the ad- 
jective does not assume the burden of relation-expression, it would 
Beem to be an a priori probability that also, in “Red roses are not 
rare,” it does not do so. . 

58 A precedent for supposing the verbally functionating adjective in 
such a case to incorporate in its meaning the relation of action to 
actee, may be found in the general consciousness of language students, 
who with the utmost pains distinguish active from neuter verbs. .
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In the forms thus far considered, verbal inflection, even in 
- highly inflected languages, is almost completely neglected. 

~The verbal time-inflections do not need to act; for what is 
| dominantly posed as qualitative, poses also rather as of all 

| time, or of no time at all (or time inferred), than as of abso- 
| lutely present, past or future time. Voice, indeed, is often indi- 

cated, as shown by the expression ‘“Insect-destroyable plants.”’ 

| In this, it is true, the suffix “able” is not usually ranked as in- 
flectional, but is distinguished as derivative. I do not wish, | 

however, to neglect main issues, for any present effort to estab- : 

lish the futility of such distinction. Enough that verbal change _ 

of form, to indicate an element of meaning, is a possibility, 
and is occasionally utilized. 

Of inflection to show that a verbally functionating adjective, 

in lateral function, is operative as a verb, I find no reliable © ; 

cases. | : | 

Verbal inflection for person and number, to indicate with 

what the hybrid word must be associated—that is, what may ~~ 

be known as associational or sympathetic inflection—is omitted, 
as unnecessary, Since in well inflected languages the now con- 

| sidered verbal adjective is provided with an equally effective 
adjective inflection for gender, number and case. 

| . In addition to this associational inflection, the verbally func- 

tionating adjective exhibits by its form its function as an ad- | 

jective, and not for instance as a noun or adverb, as appears 

in comparison of “destructive” with “destruction” and “de- © 
structively.”” Whether variation of this sort shall rank as | 

derivative or inflectional, I make no effort to decide. | 

Passing to adjective variations of form, designed to indicate 

a change of meaning, I merely note that they occur. As to 

comparison, or change of form to indicate, in what is ranked 

as quality, degrees of its intensity, absolute or relative, in as- — 

cending or descending scale—whether it shall rank (so far as 
manifested by the verbal adjective) as derivative or inflec- 
tional—whether any form analogous to “bigger” be one or the 
other—and what, in either case, to do with forms analogous
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to “biggish’**—and why—let the devotee of Grammar deter- 
mine. | | 

: (3) The participle: e. g., “Harris studied insects destroying. | 

| plants.” | | oo | 

| Syntax in this case remains as in case (2): “destroying,” __ 

| as an adjective in central clause, expresses (see page 155, | 
note) as a quality of insects, what poses as a relation-form- 

ing action (compare pp. 153, 154) or activity, while “destroy- . 
ing,” as a verb in lateral syntax, expresses what poses rather as 

| their action-formed relation to what is destroyed. 

_ Adjective inflection continues as before, except that I do | 
not remember a case of “comparison;” and verbal inflection 

extends to time, while becoming more distinctly recognizable 

| in the form of “voice.” 
| (4) The subjunctive in adjective function: e. g., “Harris 

studied insects which destroy plants.” | | 

| To this illustration it will perhaps be objected that “destroy” 
| is indicative. Having later comment to make on the subject 

| of modes, ,I restrict myself for the moment to noting that, in 

my use of words, no form of the verb, however spelled and 
however pronounced, will be called indicative, unless it is as- 

sertive. Now. if in the illustration “destroy” is assertive, the 

case in hand is merely that of two self-sufficient judgments. 

These judgments, equally expressible by the separate sentences 

“Harris studied insects” and “Insects destroy plants,” dealing 
both of them with insects and the same ones, advantageously 

reject two thinkings of these insects in favor of a single think- 

ing, becoming therefore a continuous mental act expressed by 

a continuous utterance, although they do not become a single 

judgment. This utterance accordingly, as the embodiment of 

two expressional purposes, must rank as a polyphrastic—not 

a monophrastic—sentence; that is, it must not rank as a single 

sentence, but as two interlocking sentences. In it neither 
“(Cwhich) destroy” nor “destroy plants” is adjectively used with 

59 Such are developed by the diminutive suffixes of the Romance 
languages.
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“Gnsects,” any more than is “Harris studied.” Unless then : 

“destroy” be unassertive, the illustration is irrelevant.” | 
Languages which freely use the subjunctive are more alert 

: in distinguishing assertion and non-assertion, than languages 

which use that mode but littl. The former therefore offer 

| better illustraton of the case in hand. For instance, in French, 

asserting that “I am looking for a servant,” if (a) I wish with- 

out sentential breach to continue with a second assertion (of 

that servant’s faithfulness), I use a relative clause containing 

the indicative. But if (0) I merely wish by means of a rela- 
tive clause to restrict attention to a servant of a particular : 

type (which I may or may not further pose as hoped for, : 
wished or intended by me), I put the verb of such a relative 

clause in the subjunctive. Accordingly, (a) “I am looking | 

for a servant (actually known by me) who is faithful; (b) : 

“T am looking for a servant (the creature of my fancy) who 

be faithful.”* _ 

While in English the use of “be” in the second expression 

is doubtless quite unusual, I doubt not that the users of our 

language who have learned in other languages a keen percep- 

tion of the difference between assertion and non-assertion, are 

well aware that, in admitting “is” instead of “be,” they by 
no means intend assertion. | 

As for the undeveloped perception of the unpracticed mind, 

it doubtless parallels the mental unawareness of him who 

synonymizes “shall’ and “will,” or him who all the days of 

his life makes use of “time” for either “Zeit” or “Mal” | 

(“temps” or “fois”), with never an adequate recognition of | 

the difference in his mental operations. 

Ranking then the verb of the relative clavse in my illustra- 

tion (“Harris studied insects which destroy plants”) as un- 

assertive, I cannot see that “destroy plants” is any more able | 

to stand alone upon its individual merits than the “destroying 

6o The possible successive assertive and unassertive values of “de- 
stroy” (see pp. 129-133) do not need to be discussed again. 

61 Je cherche un domestique qui est fidéle. 
62 Je cherche un domestique qui soit fidéle. |
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plants” of (8), which obviously, thus isolated, would not have _— 
linguistic existence. Hither of these expressions must, to live, 

attach itself to another expression that is self-supporting—that 

is, the expression of a judgment. Of “destroying plants,” | 
which coheres by virtue of the action-to-object relation between 

destruction and plants, the element ‘destroying’ clings to “‘in- 

sects” (in “Harris studied insects’) by virtue of the relation 
of object-to-quality conceived between “insects” and “destroy-  — _ 

ing.” Procedure of the subjunctive “destroy” I hold to be 

the same. | | a 
As argued in the examination of Relatives (see “Revision,” 

etc., pages 49-52), the “which” does not repeat at all the idea 

expressed by “‘insects”—for such a repetition would break the. | 

| oneness of total thought (see page 117)—but orders that idea, . 

which ‘has already been a member of a prior group (“Harris 

| studied insects”), to ke maintained in mind while a second ~ 

group of fellows gathers about it. At the same time “which,” 
in a well inflected language, exhibits the rank (case) of that 
idea, among its fellows of the second group. Both these opera- . 

tions of “which” however being purely instructional, the word 

may be neglected, in any effort to establish actual materials 

of thought expressed, precisely as in the case of the language 

which has no relative pronoun. Accordingly I reduce my illus- 

tration to “Harris studied insects destroy plants.” 
In this it is plain, I think, that two thoughts are interlocked, 

as Indicated by . 
(Harris studied [insects) destroy plants. ], 

in which, as “insects” is object of “studied,” it would be nat- 

ural merely to add that, by means of “destroy,” “insects” and 

“plants” are put in the relation of destroyer-to-what-is-des- 

stroyed. 

But in the making of the centro-lateral total diagrammed 

above, a nucleary lateral factor (“insects”) may be said to 

have been drawn into central membership. Now the pull which, 

so to speak, has moved the idea expressed by “insects,” also 

stretches out the thought which “insects” aided in expressing. 

An original “insects—relation of destroyer-to-destroyed—
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plants’ becomes “‘insects—relation of actor-to-action—destruc- 
| tion—relation of action-to-actee—plants” (See pp. 148, 149). | 

That is, we are now to recognize a relation between “insects” 

and “destroy,” and another relation between “destroy” and 

“piants.”? As the latter relation is incorporated in the mean- | 
ing of “‘destroy’—or as, in grammatical terms, that word is 

y made to govern an object—‘“destroy” in its lateral use with 
“plants” may rank as verbal. | | 

If “destroy” is further to rank ag a verbal adjective, it must 
be such by virtue of ranking as an adjective with “insects.” 

That so indeed is does, may appear as follows. | oe 
Doubtless to exact perception (compare page 155, note) 

the relation between “insects” and “destroy” is that of actor- 

to-(his-own-)action. But this relation is often linguistically 

sensed more vaguely as merely a species of the broadly and 

vaguely conceived attributive relation, such adjectives as “fear- OS 

ful,” “desirable,” “cheap,” ‘conditional,’ etc., emphatically 

indicating the extensive scope allowed, in linguistic operations, 

to the attributive category. Accordingly, to rank an actor-to- 

action relation as a substance-to-attribute relation, is merely 

to make a habitual passage from the specific to the generic— 
to lapse from precise recognition into recognition less precise. 

In regarding then the unassertive “destroy” as adjective to , 
“Insects,” I merely repeat the operation which language has 

earried even further in the adjectives “carnivorous,” “ichthy- 

ophagous,” ete. : : | 

My interpretation seems to me to be confirmed by the in- 
tention of the illustration, which I should paraphrase by “‘Har- 

ris studied insects characterized by destruction of plants” or 

“by plant-destruction.” It has moreover the convenience of as- 

suming a single mode of thought-construction in 

. Harris studied plant-destructive insects. 

Harris studied insects destroying plants. 

Harris studied insects (which) destroy plants. 
The subjunctive thus employed does not to my recollection : 

make use of any adjective inflection. What may be said of 

its verbal inflection is quite analogous to what was said of the 
subjunctive used as a verbal noun, on page 194.
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THE VERBAL ADVERBS. 

| These, as their name suggests, are operative centrally as 

adverbs, and only, laterally as verbs. To exhibit this, if pos- 
sible, more clearly than was done on pages 152-156, I offer 
a type of thinking rather possible than actual or even plausible. 

Approaching this by easy stages, suppose I hear from the street 

| a noise of the sort that commonly attends a misunderstanding \ 

between a dog and a cat. I may say | 

“That is a sound like-the-sound-of-fighting” or, more briefly, 
“That is a fighting sound” or, less conventionally, 

“That sounds fightingly.” | | 
Having settled on the thought-form indicated by the last, 

| severely strained expression, if now I wish to bring in dogy as 
actors, and cats as actees, I must associate them with fighting, 

already used adverbially, but now required to act as also verb 
to subject “dogs,” and object “cats.”’ To indicate this mental 

operation, I form the diagram | 

dogs | | 

That sounds fightingly 
cats. 

The sporadic verbal adverbs have, so far as I remember, no 
inflection, except the sign of adverbial ‘use in syntax, and may 
be regarded as important only to completeness of view. 

| | SECONDARY HYBRIDS. 

As the merest hint of linguistic possibilities, I offer the case 

of what might rank as a verbal noun, performing further and 

more central service as an adjective. Approaching this case 
also by small advances, I note that in 

‘Men to eat their dinner” | 

the act of eating, for all that is indicated, is purely verbal. 

That is, “to eat” expresses an action-formed relation between 

“men” and “their dinner,” and does not serve in any other in- 

dicated function. But, in 

“Men’s eating of their dinner,” 
relation-expression may be held to be divided between the 

apostrophe s (expressing the relation of owner to property,
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figuratively replacing that of actor to action) and the of (which 

expresses the relation of action to actee). ‘Hating,’ bemg 
stripped of all relation-naming, is a mere action-namer, sub- 

stantively posed in its relations to “men” and “dinner.” But 

in the expression | 
‘““Men’s eating their dinner,” 

‘ while “eating” still may be regarded as a noun to “men’s,” it 
is verb to “dinner,” having assumed: the burden of showing, 
between the act which it names and “dinner,” the relation of | 
action to actee—or in other words governing “dinner” as its 
direct object. That is, “eating” in this expression operates as 

a verbal noun. 

Wishing now to utilize this verbal noun in a description, — 

and wishing it to operate in that description as an adjective, 
I illustrate the structure of my thought by the diagram 

men’s 

| 
The stage presented an eating scene : 

| their men 

in which the “eating,” serving in its fellowship with the cen- 

tral “scene” as an adjective, while also laterally a noun with 

“men’s” and sublaterally a verb with “their dinner,” may rank 

, as a verbo-nominal adjective.” 

A little further stretching of imagination might also develop 

a verbo-nominal (or from a different point of view, a nomino- , 
verbal) adverb, as in | 

dog’s 

" , That sounds fghtinely 

ca 
63 If “eating” be felt to be a verb with “their dinner” more centrally 

than it is a noun with “men’s”, its rank would rather be that of a 
nomino-verbal adjective. 

14—S. & A.
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CHAPTER III. 

CLASSIFICATION OF VERBAL FORMS. | 

THE CONJUGATIONAL AGGREGATION 

Under this advisedly disparaging title I invite attention to 

what appears to me irrational in what may be called the con- 

jugational roster. | 

As ground for antagonizing what at least enjoys the rank 
of honored tradition, even though its acceptance be not pre 
scribed by linguistic orthodoxy, I note that neither form nor 

meaning consistently controls its membership, but sometimes 

one and sometimes the other. Thus the conjugation of the verb 
for being, in languages of various times and peoples, admits to 

fellowship words of the completest formal difference (e. g. 

“am,” “was” and “have been”), and doubtless very properly ; 

for, while they differ one from another in the time to which 

being is referred, no one of them exhibits diminution, augmen- 

tation or any other variation of being itself. 

| Contrariwise in Greek the preterite oféa in the sense of “I 

know,” is admitted to the conjugation of the verb which only 
means “to see,” it being alleged that “having seen, I therefore 
know”—an inference doubtless somewhat justifiable, but hardly 

more so than that “having fasted, therefore I hunger.” Ac 
cordingly forms which mean respectively seeing and knowing 

have no better right, on the ground of meaning, to appear in 

a single conjugation, than forms which wean respectively 

fasting and being hungry; and so long as the latter are not 

- united in a single conjugational system, it would seem advis-
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able to separate the former, even though in form they be iden- 
tical. For, if form-identity prevail over difference in mean- 
ing, “wax” for instance in the sense of grow, and “wax” in the 
sense of cover with wax, will form a single conjugational sys- 

tem, to the presumable discontent of every grammarian. 
It further appears to have been at least undesirable to join 

, with the conjugation of affirmative verbs, the forms which ex- | 
| hibit negation, even when, as in some of the languages, ne- 

gation (if I remember aright) is accomplished by inflectional 
variation of the affirmative form. The difference between eat- 

ing and not eating is essentially the difference between eating 

and fasting. Whatever rational ground exists for admitting 
“not eating” to the conjugation of “eating,” equally favors the 

admission of “fasting, and even “not fasting.” So long as 

“fasting” is not admitted to the conjugation of “eating,” there : 

seems to be no better than a very imperfect, formal reason for 

ranking affirmative and negative systems in a single conjuga- | 

tion. | 
Again the difference between eating and fasting is fully 

equalled in importance by the difference between eating and 

being eaten.** The reasons which favor the conjugational sep- 

aration of the former pair, would seem to apply to the latter. 
Accordingly it does not appear to have been advisable to jom 

the “voices” in a single conjugation. 
Conjugation commonly admits occasional forms expressing | 

(as one of their meanings) “customary or repeated action.”°° 
Thus of “jacio” (I throw) the Latin grammars offer “jaciebam” 
(in the sense of I repeatedly threw) as a conjugational form. 

Per contra, “jacto,” which may also mean repeated throwing, is 

ranked as an independent verb. Grammar can, however, hardly 

64 As I am ready to argue in another publication, it is, in the voices, 
strictly not at all the action named that varies, but the implication of 
the action personnel. Between “the cannibal dined on missionary” and 
“the cannibal was dined on by a missionary,” the difference intended 
hardly bears on the nature of the dining, but on who was diner and who 
dinner—i. e., whether relation expressed by the verb is that of diner 

to dinner, or vice versa. 
65 I momentarily pose the verb, for convenience, only as exhibiting 

action, without intending to neglect the less obvious meanings which 

it also renders.
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be held responsible for this inconsistency, in view of the embar- 
rassment offered by the coexistent “jactabam,” “jactito” and 
“jactitabam.” But Grammar is apparently responsible for 
ranking “‘jaciebam” as a tense of “jacio.” So far as tense be 
taken as expressing merely present, past or future time of oc 

currence, “jaciebam” cannot be distinguished in tense from 

“Jeci,”’ either being available for any date admissible with the ; 
| other. Apart from difference in time consumed—a topic for | 

later examination—the difference between them is the differ- 

ence between “throwing” and “throwings.” In short the so- 
called tense is a sporadic inflectional form, which exhibits as 

plural an act not so regarded by other forms of the verb. As 

such, it is to be distinguished with some care from the so-called 

plural forms of the verb, which merely require the verb’s asso- 

ciation with a plural subject. The existence of these purely 
| instructional “plurals” leads me, in view of possible confusion, 

to object to the practice which admits to conjugation. those other- 

wise entirely admissible bona fide plural forms. 

At this point one encounters terminology of quite elusive and 

presumably inconstant value. “Progressive” action, in the 

sense of making progress from a beginning toward an end, im- 

. plies “duration” or “continuation;” but the converse proposi- 

tion does not hold. “Completion” is ambiguous, applying not 
only to the case in which nothing remains to do, but also 
to the case in which merely nothing more is done IT 
“eomplete” my eating either because I am no longer hungry or 

because the supply of food is exhausted, recognizing both an 

: ideal and a practical completion of the act. Without attempt- 

ing to enforce or apply these distinctions, I content myself 
, with a rather rough-shod treatment of the two ensuing topics. 

The verbal form for bona fide plural action (e. g. “facie- 

bam”) often neglects plurality, adding instead to the constant 

meaning of the verb the idea of continuation—a change of value 

not so violent as might perhaps at first appear. ‘or the con- 
tinued—or, say the long, in either time or space—is in much 
the same relation to the uncontinued—or say the short—as 
the many to the one. Both the continued and the many may
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be regarded as respective augmentations or extensions of the 
uncontinued and the one. 

Even verbs which express an action virtually instantaneous 
are figuratively made to express an act extended over consider 
able time, facilitating thus the time-coincidence of one such ac- 
tion with another. To illustrate, the arrival of the Humane 

. Society’s agent and the single kick that I give my dog, con- 
sume perhaps each one of them so little time, that it is hardly, 
plausible to pose them as exactly synchronizing. The difficulty 
is that of lodging my bullet in your visiting card. at twenty 
paces—a difficulty relieved ‘by stretching the target, or by sub- 
stituting, say, the door of the barn. Quite analogously all the 
difficulty of synchronizing kick and arrival may be met by 
spreading one or the other over considerable time. Accord- 
ingly, “The agent arrived while I was kicking the dog.” 

As however the amount of time consumed by an action, 
whether bona fide or imaginary, has nothing in common with 
date of occurrence, it is plainly quite irrational to rank the form 
expressive of (continuance) duration as a particular tense 
of the verb. Whether the act regarded as continuing should 
rank as any sort of variant of the act not so regarded, and 
whether correspondent verbal forms should be included in a 
single conjugation, may be examined to better advantage in 
connection with acts regarded as beginning, and acty regarded 
as ending. 

Beginning and ending form, with continuing, a categorical 
trio, apotheosized in the several aspects of the triune Hindoo 
Brahm, as Brahma the creator (beginner), Vishnu the pre- 
server (continuer) and Siva the destroyer (ender )—re-empha- 
sized in the classic Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos—of which the 
recognition of any member implies the recognition of the other 
two. Accordingly this inveterate analytic habit of thought ap- 

66 The kinship of number-extension and mass-extension may also be 
exhibited by nouns, the plural “fishes” indicating rather repetition of 
a type—or, say, a numerical count—while the also quasi-plural “fish” 
may be construed as indicating the more than one in the aspect rather 
of augmented bulk. Compare with “a fish’, “a dozen fishes” and “a 
barrel of fish.”
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pears to require that the verb which admits to its conjugation 

forms intended to express the one, should also admit the forms 

intended to express the others. | 

| Grammar however is by no means consistent. Forms for 

beginning, known as inchoative, it gathers into the separate 

vonjugation of what it ranks as an independent verb. Forms 

tor ended—and forms for continuing—action it associates with 

those which exhibit the constant meaning of the verb without 

the idea of beginning, continuing or ending. — 

So to misshape the mental eye as to reproduce the distorted 

| vision which betrays the pseudo-science in further procedure, is 

perhaps impossible. Somewhat however as follows Grammar 

seems to have cerebrated. First of all the ending of an act and 

‘the ended act are confounded. (1) “I completed falling” and 

(2) “I completely fell” are seen as one. Again, from com- 

pletely falling it is but an easy step to its immediate sequel 

“being down,” expressible by “am fallen,” which indicates a 

status resultant from a completed fall, itself resultant from 

the completion of the act of falling. 

In terminology Grammar thrives no better than in diserim- 

ination. A given verbal form, conceived as indicating action 

| continuing in the past (for instance “faciebam” ) is called im- 

perfect, presumably because the completing or perfecting of the 

act remains unindicated. ‘For it can hardly be the space of 

time required for the act, that is conceived as uncompleted, as 

this on occasion may be distinctly shown to have lapsed in an- 

other century—a thousand years ago; and the conception of the 

} time required for the act as, in a former century, uncompleted, 

+3 a little too refined for linguistic usage. The space of time 

required for the act accordingly is completed, or perfectly past; 

but the act itself may be uncompleted or imperfect—not only 

at the moment in which it is sensed, but forever; that 1s, it 

67 For distinctly expressing (1) there seems to be no special form. 

“T fell” can hardly be construed as expressing any analytic element 

of falling—either its beginning, continuing or ending. (2) has been 

held to be expressed by “I have fallen,” though personally I confess a 

complete inability to find in “I have fallen” any distincter expression 

of completion or completeness than is findable in “T fell.”
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may never have been carried to completion. Accordingly it is 

the act itself and not the time it occupies; that presumably ac 

| counts for the name “imperfect.” Analogously the verbal form 
concelved as indicating action ended in the past (for instance 

“‘feci”) is said to be in the perfect tense. As before, the time 

of the act is perfectly past, and therefore cannot be the ground 
| for giving this form a different name. The act itself is how- 

| ever in this case, if you stop to analyze it, doubtless begun, 
continued and completed or perfect. Accordingly in this case 

also it is the completeness of the act itself, and not the com- 

pleteness of the time it occupies, that accounts for its name, 1t 

being known as “perfect.” 
But an action conceived as completed in the remoter past 1s 

said to be of the pluperfect tense, an expression which offers 

several interpretations. (1) That an act be more than com- | 

plete, is hardly conceivable and not, I think, intended. (2) 

The like may be said of the completeness with which the time 
required for the act has elapsed. (3) Yet obviously of two | 

actions or two times occupied by action, both completely past, 

the one may belong to a remoter past than the other; and this 
it is, presumably, that is intended and alone intended by the 

word pluperfect. It appears accordingly that completeness 

and remoteness from the present have been rather mixed in the 

cited naming of past tenses. 

My aim in seeking to establish the confusion of tense (or 

date of occurrence) with the several stages of occurrence, has 
been to discredit the authority of Grammar. Further means 

of doing so are findable in several confusions of tense with | 

- mode, in the sense in which Grammar conceives the latter.® 

But, without the aid of these, the already cited errors may be 

held to free the student of Grammar’s classification from any 

allegiance to tradition. 

68 Thus, for instance, Grammar’s perception appears to be at times 
completely baffled by the rather treacherous succession of dissolving 
mental views suggested by the series “futwre—not yet realized—wner- 
isting— unknowable— unknown— unassertable— unasserted— subjunc- 
tive,” of which the italicized elements have been alone enough to lead 
a multitude into the pit.
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, | Utilizing this freedom, I note imprimis that, in spite of the 
age of the categorical trio (beginning, continuing and ending) 

and although all actions doubtless may be conceived as be 
ginning or continuing or ending in the present or in the past 
or in the future, the trio is not, in languages generally, recog- 
nized with any regularity. Most commonly indeed it seems 

| to me to be quite ignored. I say “I breakfasted at eight,” with 

| no more thought of beginning, continuing or ending, than I . 

| give to the muzzle, barrel and butt of my rifle, when I say to 
you “Take the gun.” Special forms expressing initial, inter- 

mediate and terminal stages of activity are sporadic, and on 

that account extremely subject to misinterpretation, as, in the 

: absence of sufficient series, their like and unlike elements fail 

| to be emphasized by repetition. Their admission to the conju- 

gation of the verb with merely constant meaning, is accordingly 

not only indefensible ,but also a probable and indeed an actual 

source of confusion. | 

Again, it is not so natural as might at first appear, to re 
gard the stages of an act as variants of the act itself .The ten- 

dency is rather the other way about. What might be exhibited 

| for instance as eating in the inceptive stage, is more commonly 

exhibited as an act of inception which inaugurates an eating, 

presumably continued and conciuded. Accordingly, “I began to 

eat?’ and not “I accomplished the initial stage of eating” or “I 

ate initially,” or any linguistic equivalent thereof. Thus ex- 

hibited, “beginning to eat” is rather perhaps a variant of be- 

ginning, than a variant of eating. 

Indeed to conceive the part as merely a variant of the whole 

] is not the linguistic habit. Sunrise, daytime and sunset you do 

not put in a single class with day. “Bite off,” “chew” and 
“swallow” will not class with “eat.” It is apparently inexpedi- 

ent to include in the conjugation of “to eat” the formy which 

express that act as beginning, continuing or ending. 

It is in the category of mode that conjugation exhibits the 

most vexations confusion. If mode be based on the adding or 

not adding of belief to, say, the dictionary meaning of a verb,
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the case is simple: There are two modes—the assertive and 
the unassertive—the latter being subdivisible, as later indicated, 

first according to the verbal idea’s membership in thought, and 
again according to inflectional outfit. | | 

If per contra verbal forms containing further additions to 
dictionary meaning be regarded ag further modes, I see no 

theoretical limit to their number. If such there be, .it has 

hampered Grammar very little. All together, grammars thus 

far examined exhibit more than a score of modes. As an illus- 

tration of their genuin.ness, I cite what may be known (the 
actual name declining to recur to me), ag the “as if’ mode, 

or system of forms available in expressions of the type “My | 
brother acts as if he were ill.” Mode for condition and mode 

for conclusion not contenting the modal adept, a special mode 

ig Invented to serve in what apparently is not perceived to be | 

the merest abbreviation of “My brother acts as he would act 
if he were ill.” 

Abstracting from such little known and less accepted modes, 

[ pass to the examination of modes more commonly recognized, 

which however also impress me as irrational, beginning with the _ | 
imperative. | 

_ To illustrate, the expression “Rise!” The equivalent of this, 

in highly inflected languages, is formally differentiated from 

its conjugational associates, retaining however a formal re- 

semblance thereto, sufficient to warrant its admission to their 
conjugation so far as any, the most obvious, formal kinship 
can be recognized as alone sufficient ground for admission. As 
indicated however on page 204, I recognize no value in kin- 
ship of form, except when attended by all-important kinship of 
meaning. Indeed, in illustration, I shail consider kinship of 
meaning even unattended by kinship of form, the latter being 
always readily conceivable as coincident, in view of the acci- 

dental formal similarity to which words are notoriously sub- 
ject. : 

Examining then the meaning of the imperative “Rise!” (See 
“Interrogative” pages 397-401), I offer in definition “I wish 
(command, ete.) you to rise” (or “That you rise is my wish,”
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etc.). Compared, as so defined, with “me to wish you to rise,” 
the so-called imperative is distinctly assertive and accordingly 

| indicative. What is asserted is however by no means rising, 
but obviously wishing. The fairly consistent usage of speech 

accordingly justifies the assumption that, in the expression “I 

wish you to rise,” the wishing alone is purely verbal, the rising 

being a verbal noun employed as the immediate object of the 

| wishing. To rank my wishing your rising as a mode of | 

(your!) rising, appears to me no more to be commended than 

to rank my wishing a mutton-chop as a mode of mutton-chop. 

If wishing a mutton-chop must at any cost be ranked as a mode, — 

it would apparently be better to rank it as a mode of wishing; 

and the like may be claimed of wishing your rising. 

Again, whatever reason may be claimed for ranking my wish- 

ing you to rise as modal, may with rather greater force be 

urged fon ranking my causing you to rise, as in “I raise you,” 

| as also modal. This indeed has been done in the grammars 

of some languages. These again, however, have committed the 

error of ranking raising as a mode of rising, which to say the 

least is rather difficult. It would be far more rational to rank 

| it as a mode of causation. 

As indicated, “Rise!”, if ranked as a mode, will rationally 

be conceived as a mode of wishing. But as I am able to wish 

for anything under the sun, the variety of wishing modes 

is obviously so great, that conjugation of the single verb “to 

wish” would surely so increase the bulk and consequent price 

of grammars, as to effect a serious decrease in the number of 

their readers. Pro bono publico accordingly, if for no other 

reason, the verbal forms which stand for wishing should not 

be admitted to the conjugation (or declension) of what is 

wished. 

The optative, whenever it incorporates into its meaning the 

idea of wishing, also (being essentially imperative) has no legit- 

imate claim to enter the conjugation of the verb expressing 

what is wished. When the optative, no longer including de- 

sire, is governed by a word of desire (expressed or understood ) 

or any other word, it fairly ranks as a (tense) form of the 

subjunctive.
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The potential mode, exhibited by “That may be true’ (Note 

the student’s “Cela soit vrai” based on the spurious definition 

of “soit” so often given in grammars) is lost in “Cela peut 

Stre vrai” as well as in “potest.” That is, the idea of posst- 

bility, whether expressed by an added verb (“peut”) or by a 

recognizedly different verb (“potest”), is in French and Latin 

not regarded as developing a mode of “to be.” If a mode of | 

anything, “may be” (compare “may die,” ete.) is a mode of 

possibility and not a mode of being, and as such may include 

the idea of belief or reject it, thereby laying claim to appear 

as indicative, subjunctive, infinitive, etc., as the situation of 

the moment indicates—accordingly not a mode, but in its al- 

lowable scope a conjugation complete in itself. 

The so-called conditional mode (Compare “He would come 

if he could”), by which I mean the mode employed in con- 

ditioned statements—that is, in conclusion—I shall later ex- 

hibit as a possible tense of any mode,” and accordingly foreign | 

- to the topic of the moment. 

Interrogative conjugation is best appreciated in the light of 

the simple indicative and imperative forms. To illustrate, 

the series (1) “You rise.” (2) “Rise!” and (3) “Rise you ?”” 

(or “Do you rise?”) may be regarded as asserting (1) that 

you rise, (2) that I wish you to rise and (3) that I wish you to 

inform me as to your rising. The imperative is accordingly 

a pregnant indicative, and the interrogative a pregnant imper- 

ative. (See “Interrogative,” pages 401 and 410.) So far 

then as augmentation of meaning offers a valid objection to the 

inclusion of (2) in the conjugation of (1), so far, and even 

further, a greater augmentation of meaning offers more valid 

objection to the inclusion of (3) in the conjugation of (1). 

Resuming what has.been said of the accepted conjugational 

system, I object to (1) a general irrationality, neither form nor 

meaning consistently controlling its membership, and (2) an 

irrational admission of 

69 Compare “I expected him to come if he could,” and “T looked for 

his coming if he could,” in both of which I intend the condition to 

bear on his action only—not on my expecting. |
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(a) negative forms, 
(6) interrogative forms, 

(c) passive forms, 
(d) forms for repeated action, 
(¢) forms for continued action forms for initiated action 
(f) forms for completed action being excluded, 
(9) imperative forms, | | , 
(h) optative forms, 

(z) potential forms, 
(7) conditional forms, so far as given modal rank, 
(&) and many other so-called modal forms. 
So far as these objections be well founded, they exhibit as 

a veritable medley, a bewildering multitude of verbal forms 
which, under the name of conjugation, quite too long have 
masqueraded as a system. 

| RATIONAL SYSTEMS. 

Recognizing that it is vastly easier to disapprove an accepted 
. classification, than to produce in its place another more worthy 

of acceptance, I wish the following suggestions to be taken 
strictly as suggestions only. 

I. 

If all the verbal forms remaining, after the omissions in- 
dicated in the preceding section, be admitted to a single genus, 
species and subspecies may be formed as follows: 

: As some of these forms are verbal in the expression of central 
| thought only, while the others are verbal in the expression 

of lateral thought only, the former may be known as central 
verbs, and the latter as lateral verbs. As the latter again at 
the same time serve as other parts of speech, and the former 
serve as verbs only,” the two might be also known, the former 
as pure or genuine verbs, and the latter as hybrids—or again 

70 The possibility of nomina] verbs, etc., indicated on page 114, I do not now consider.
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the one as verbs and the other as verbals. Moreover central 
thought, as previously indicated, must be a j udgment, or in 

| other words requires assertion; and it has happened, though by 
no means of necessity, that assertion is effected only by that 
element of central thought-expression which is called a verb. 
Per contra, strictly lateral thought is not a judgment, or in 
other words is not asserted by any of its expressional elements. . 
(See further page 234, note, and page 242.) The central | 
verbs are accordingly assertive, while the lateral verbs are un- 
assertive; and by these names it is best, perhaps, to know them. 

The assertive verbal forms moreover lend themselves to ar- 
rangement into time-groups known as tenses, which may for 
convenience include what in certain languages iy known as 

_ the “tenseless form of the verb.” 
The forms of each assertive tense are further grouped ac- 

cording to their number and person inflections, which show with 
what manner of subject they must be associated. 

The unassertive forms of the verb are properly classified in 
the second instance, according to non-verbal function, as ver- 

bal nouns, verbal adjectives and verbal adverbs, of which the : 
last, so far as observed, exhibit only a single form. | 

The many forms of verbal noun, and those of verbal adjec- 
_ tive, are further classified according to the more or less of - 

inflection, verbal and non-verbal, which they respectively ex- 
hibit. | 

In the following tabular form, presumably incomplete, the 
verbal nouns exhibit at once a diminuendo of substantive in- 
flection and a crescendo of verbal inflection; also the order of 
the verbal adjectives conforms to decreasing adjective and gTOw- 
ing verbal inflection. For the sake of brevity, their occasional 
well-known variations for tense, case, etc., are unnoted.
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. TABLE OF VERBAL ForMS | 

ASSERTIVE UNASSERTIVE 
| . 

_ The several tenses. a | 

| | 
The person and number a 

forms of each. 

| : Verbal Adjuncts. 

Verbal Nouns. Verbal Adjectives. Verbal Adverb. 

1 The noun with 1 The adjective with One form only. 
merely verb-like merely verb-like 
meaning meaning 

2 The noun with ver- 2 The adjective with 
bal function. verbal function. | 

3 The Latin gerund. 3 The participle. 
4 The Latin supine. 4 The subjunctive 
5 The English form in used as an adjec- 

“ing.” tive. 
' 6 The infinitive. 

7 The Portuguese in- 
finitive. 

8 The subjunctive in 
| substantive usage. | 

While different languages exhibit the several species and sub- 

| . species listed, in greater or less profusion, and while each spe- 

cies and sub-species offers more or less of formal variation, lit- 

tle if any difficulty attends their exact appreciation, except per- 

haps in the case of tense. 

Meaning by tense the variation of the verb, to express, im 

crude approximation, date intended, and excluding all idea of 

singleness or multiplicity of occurrence, of time occupied, and 

of beginning, continuing or ending, I note that time is con- 

ceived as consisting of a past and a future, divided by an 

instant known as the present.’ Thus, confining attention to 
the indicative mode, I find that “I ate,” “I eat” and the pert- 

phrastic “I shall eat” exhibit the action named, as occurring 

respectively in the past, in the present or in the future—or, 

say, at a past, a present or a future date. 

71 Linguistically however the present is often conceived as having. 

more or less duration, consisting of the actual present and more or iess- 

of the past, or more or less of the future, or more or less of each.
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As simple reckoning of this sort must of necessity be prior 
to whatever is more intricate, let the time-divisions noted bear 

the name of primary. As further reckoning will be found to 
base itself upon them, they may also be known as basal, funda- 

mental, or say absolute. As suggested by the expressions ‘‘pri- 

mary” and “absolute,” the reckoning of time may also be sec- 
: ondary or relative. Instead of adopting a moment absolutely 

present, past or future, as itself the date of an occurrence, L 

may make a use of such a moment, as a temporal landmark 
or reckoning-point, to which I regard the occurrence as rela- | 
tively prior or coincident or posterior—that is, relatively past. 

or present or future. Thus, in the historical reckoning of 

time, the birth of our Lord and Savior serves as point of reck- 
oning, to which the discovery of America is sensed as posterior. 
Now “posterior to” is “future as reckoned from” a given point. 

in time. That point of reckoning being itself in the past, the 

discovery is accordingly in what is commonly known as the 

future from a past reckoning-point, though better knowable per- 

haps, more briefly, as the post-past. Analogously, the tense of 
eating in “I was to eat,” and in “I said six hours ago that I 
should eat in two hours,” is also the post- or future-past, an | 
interpretation familiar to every student of the Romance lan- 

guages. a | 7 7 — 

| Conversely, the Punic wars, regarded from the historical 

reckoning point, are in the tense which is variously known as. 

pluperfect, anterior past, remoter past, or past from a view- 

point in the past, but more simply still as the ante-past. 

Again, not only a past, but also a future point of reckoning 
may be adopted, developing an ante-future and a post-future, : 
exemplified by “I shall have eaten” and “I shall be about 

to eat. 

The present-past and the present-future, which would only 

repeat the simple past and the simple future, require no com- 

ment. | 

72 The ante-future value of this expression is obvious when dates are 
sepplied, as in “Tomorrow at 9 A. M. I shall have eaten my breakfast.
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The use of a relative tense, as itself the point of reckoning 
for what is sub-relatively past or future, is sporatlic only, its 

possibility being illustrated by “I had been about to eat.” The 

further possibilities exhibited by “I had been about to have 

eaten,” etc., are, so far as observed, entirely neglected in lin- 

-guistic practice. (But, in the time-correlation of several verbs, 

compare “We believed him to have been about to confess to 

have regretted his not having planned to claim to have desired, 

ete., etc.” ) : 

Degree of remoteness from the chosen point of reckoning. 

| is occasionally indicated. For instance, “I have eaten,” de 
veloped perhaps by analogy with “had eaten” and “shall have 

eaten,” indicates in English a less degree of pastness than “I 

ate’; but as, in the use of correspondent forms, the other lan- 

guages exhibit notable inconsistency, it may be neglected. 

Listed in chronological order, the tenses appear as follows: __ 

(1) Ante-past, e. g. “I had eaten.” 
(2') Past, e. g. “I ate.” 

(8) Post-past, e. g. “I was to eat.” 

: (4) Present, e. g. “TI eat.” 

(5) Ante-future, e. g. “I shall have eaten.” 

| (6) Future, e. g. “T shall eat.” 
(7) Post-future, e. g. “I shall be about to eat.” 
The imagined modal force of the post-past, on which some 

comment was foreshadowed on page 213 may be explained 

as follows: Of two phenomena let one (men’s being horses) 
appear as condition, and the other (men’s eating oats) as con- 

clusion; and let the condition rank as untrue. In cases of 

this sort the condition is commonly conceived as past. The 
reason for this it is unnecessary to establish. Granted the 

73 The shadow at least of a reason is apparent. Thus, that men be 
horses is, so far as accumulated data indicate, untrue. Yet, if to all 
futurity be given the chance to make them horses, the obviousness of 
such untruth is somewhat lessened. This loss of obviousness it is the 
part of rhetorical prudence to avoid. It is better not to give to time 
the chance to turn the untruth into truth—better not to use the 
future tense. 

Of the remaining tenses—past and present—the latter is exposed to 
the risk which attends all incomplete observation; and observation in 
the very nature of the case can never be carried out completely to the
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fact that the condition is posed as past, the conclusion will 
be conceived .as in the post-past. | 

The reason of this is apparent to the most hasty observation. 
The conclusion which is realized a long time after its condition, | 

| thereby forfeits something of impressiveness. If I threaten 
you by saying “If you don’t give up your purse, you will in 
1950 be a dead man,” I fail to cause you serious alarm. To 
impress you forcibly, I even violate all common sense, by sub- | 
stituting “You are a dead man.” In general, to maintain its 
vigor, a conclusion is put in that tense which most closely fol- 
lows the tense of the condition. 

Now, the condition being put in the past, the tense which _ 
allows the closest sequence in time is the post-past, or future | 
measured from that past. For, whatever be the time elapsing | 

_ between a period in the past and any other subsequent period, | 
the post-past alone can certainly include the initial moment of 
that time. Accordingly, my illustration may be completed as : 
follows: “If men were horses, they would eat. more oats.” | 

That the verb of the conclusion in this case has complete as- 
sertive intensity, although by the condition restricted in scope 
—and that it should accordingly rank as merely a tenseform 
of the indicative (and not at all as of another mode) even 

/ when, as in Latin, it is of the subjunctive form—hag been ar- | - 
gued at some length in “Interrogatives,” pages 393 and 397 ; 
note. Long employment of “would eat”? in usage of this na- 

_ ture has however dimmed perception of its value as only a 
tense. Such perception is easier in the Neo-Latin forms of the : 
type exemplified by “mangeraient,” of which the meaning, } 
historically established beyond a doubt, is “were to eat,” and 
which accordingly is plainly a future indicative reckoned from 
a point of starting, in the past. Indeed the assertive meaning, 
which should rank “would eat” as an indicative form, is plain 

present instant. “Remoter districts” are always still to be heard from. 
The untruth of men’s being horses, though confirmed by all reports 
thus far received, may have been overthrown by information still on 
the way. It is again the part of rhetorical prudence to put the untrue 
condition in that part of time in which it may have at least the look 
of being history. It is better then to use the past. 

15—S. & A. .
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enough in “You wouldn’t eat more, if you had it—Yes I 

would.” | 

That this tense might also appear in any of the hybrid forms 

of the verb, is obvious; that it sometimes actually does so, is 

‘illustrated by the occurrence of a post-past in the Spanish sub- 

junctive. 7 a | | | 

| | II. : 7 

: | More strictly considered, the admission of the verbal noun 

or the verbal adjective or the verbal adverb to the verbal 

| inflectional system, is distinctly irrational. As previously ar- 

gued, these forms are only secondarily verbal. That is, their 

verbal function is confined to thought which is lateral to the 

thought with which their function is substantive or adjective 

or adverbial. As varieties, they are accordingly varieties 

: rather of nouns or adjectives or adverbs than of verbs. This 

indeed is sufficiently indicated by their very names. Precisely 

| as the phrase “a reddish blue” exhibts a particular shade of 

color rather as a variety of blue than as a variety of red, so 

also the phrase “a verbal adjective” exhibits a word as rather 

a variety (verbal) of the adjective than a variety (adjectival ) 

of the verb. | , 

Accordingly, as the more completely rational exhibit of ver- 

bal forms—or, say, as the proper conjugation of a verb—I nom- 

inate a system containing only the various tenses of the in- 

dicative mode, each tense exhibiting its several person and 

number forms. 
The forms of the verbal noun, excluded from this system, 

) might be exhibited as variants of the noun.” Better still they 

would rank as an altogether independent system. The like 

would be true of the verbal adjective forms and the single 

form of the verbal adverb. 

Such an arrangement would in one particular conform the 

policy of language science to that of other sciences, for instance | 

Botany and Zoology—the policy, I mean, of multiplying gen- 

74“Striking” for instance would rather rank with the substantive 

“stroke” than with “I strike.”
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era—the policy, in other words, of reducing each genus, until 
the members of each genus are unmistakably homogeneric. | 

Even in linguistic science, Lexicography exhibits, at its best, 
a striking adoption of this policy. Better, it is felt, augment | 
the number of meaning-groups, until each meaning-group be | 
homogeneous—containing only directly or collaterally kindred 

| meanings—even though thereby the number of meaning-groups 
be greatly multiplied, and even though the resultant necessary 
increase in the number of respective symbols for meaning- 

_ groups, require that what is in form a single word, be, in its _ 
different meaning-presentations, recognized as two or more in- | 
dependent linguistic entities. | 

Accordingly, a recognition of the existing. conjugational total an 
as comprising the variant forms of several independent words— | 
a recognition of so great a number of these words, that each 
one’s share of the present miscellaneous varietal whole shall 

) stand for a meaning-group beyond a peradventure homoge _ 
neric—such a recognition is backed by excellent precedent. In | 
following this precedent, Grammar need not fear the charge of 
hasty innovation. Not to consider two thousand years of ab- 
sorption essentially without elimination—of growth without 
pruning—Grammar has stolidly retained its past unmodified 

_ amid the changes which in fifty years have reconstructed every ae 
other science, even in its foundations, down to the very foot- 
Ings. The little concession suggested might be helpful to Gram- | 
mar, in making language-study more endurable by rationally — 
minded students, who at present, with other embarrassments— 
not to say compunctions—are bewildered by a procedure which 
defines the verb as the word which asserts, while admitting | 
among ity variants forms which make no assertion—a proce- 
dure, that is, which seems to recognize two classes of assertives, 
those which assert and those which do not.
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| | _ CHAPTER IV. 

: CHOICE OF VERBAL FORMS. 

: Under this title I have in mind the field of inquiry sug- 

gested by the typical question: “Why is such and such a verb 

in the subjunctive mode?” Without however intending to re- 

vive the torments of “oratio obliqua” or any other instrument 

of class-room inquisition, I wish to find for questions of this 

sort some answer other than “According to Rule so-and-so.” 

| I used, when a school-boy, to be taught that, in dependent 

clauses, the Latin language uses the subjunctive after verbs 

| of fearing, or—to speak a little more conveniently—that when 

a dependent verb expresses what is feared, it is put in the sub- 

junctive. This statement, as I plan to show a little later (pp. 

949-944), is by no means altogether true. Letting it however 

for the moment pose as true, I note that such a statement has 

no value as an explanation. Masquerading nevertheless as such 

in actual class-room practice, it illustrates a pernicious mental 

tendency, which it is—or ought to be—a principal effort of 

academic training to overcome. 

To clarify the situation by the aid of an objective illustra- 

tion, suppose that, starting for his office, Brown fally down the 

steps which lead from the door of his house to the sidewalk; 

: and suppose you ask of me, who know him intimately, why he 

fell. If I now answer “His leaving the house is always fol- 

lowed by a fall,” it surely needs no argument to show that 

matters are by no means mended. All that I have done is to 

pluralize your observation; for it is not contemplated that one 

houseleaving differ from another in explanatory value. What-
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ever shortage of such value there be then in a single leaving 
of the house, is twice as great in two house-leavings;and the more 
the phenomena recorded by my generalization outnumber the 

Z one phenomenon observed by you, the more I have by my osten- 
sible explanation increased the difficulty of explaining. The | 

| general statement of Brown’s mishaps not only does nothing | 
toward explaining any one of them, but also, introducing a 
total still more difficult to explain, augmenty the embarrass __ 
ment of the investigator; and the last state of that man is | 

_ worse than the first.”° | 
My illustration seems to me, however, to parallel exactly the : 

procedure of at least a considerable number of Grammar 
teachers. If your school experience tallies with my own, we 

| were allowed, if not distinctly encouraged, to regard the rule 
of linguistic usage as furnishing the cause of the particular 
linguistic occurrence. Given the question “Why is this verb 
in the subjunctive?” we answered “Because it expresses what 
is feared’’—or even “Because it follows a verb of fearing.” | 
That is, of two phenomena succeeding regularly one upon the 
other, the earlier is the cause of the later. In other words, 
“post hoc, ergo propter hoc.” Or if anyone object that “suc- 

__ @eeding”’ should be replaced by “attendant,” I offer the greater - 
absurdity of “cum hoe, ergo propter hoe.” | 

, CONDITIONS OF CHOICE. 

Choice of verbal forms implies, in a language, a develop- 
ment sufficient to afford an opportunity to choose, and, in the | 
individual, a knowledge of the language, sufficient to permit a 

75 That the general statement has a stimulative value is obvious, the 
regular sequence of two phenomena suggesting causal relation into 
which, in some way, each of them enters. 

76 Such experiences—and their name is legion—invite a chapter on 
the mental risk attending exposure to academic language-teaching—a 
risk that is largely neutralized, no doubt, by the severely rational ele- 
ments of the curriculum, scientific, mathematical and philosophical. 
Unfortunately, however, he whose mental dangers are thus escaped is 
commonly left with a distrust of language-study, so pronounced as to 
deprive it of his support; while he to whom the severer forms of 
reasoning are repellent, he who can view inveterate error with the eye 
of untroubled faith—he it is, that becomes the devotee of language- 
study, the recognized apostle of linguistic doctrine.
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using of the opportunity afforded. Language being therefore 

examined in ‘its maturer stages, and the individual being con- 

sidered rather as the linguistic master-workman than as a 

| mere apprentice, it still is worthy of remark that well-developed | 

language may retract an offered opportunity and also that the 

master-workman’s choice may otherwise be vitiated—even nul- 

lified.” , : 

In examining the former case, it must be recognized that lin- 

guistic life implies linguistic growth—but not of necessity al- 

| ways in all directions. In any language neither dead nor 

| dying, the inventory of ideas available for thought-construction 

will show no doubt from time to time a gain in number and in 

quality. On the other hand, the English language, for ex- 

| ample, though very much alive and niaking gratifying gains 

| of that description, has for generations hardly invented or ex- 

| tended any plan of combining ideas into thoughts. That is, 

the architecture of thought has not advanced in scope or type. 

What is more immediate to my purpose, added means of indi- 

: eating architecture have not been found. Various influences— 

tribal, sectional, professional, of sex or caste—have even oper- 

ated to reduce their number and their potency. , 

Such results, familiar in the case, for instance, of defective 

| verbs,”® though fostered by the various influences above sug- 

gested, often look, no doubt, for their beginning, to the merest 

| accident—say even blundering—which will perhaps appear 

more clearly in a blundering into usage that is new, than in a 

blundering out of what is old. To illustrate what I may call 

creative blundering, I cite an amusing linguistic treasure-trove 

of recent date. To make this intelligible, let it be remembered 

that General Burnside, whose picture during part of the Civil 

War was.......everywhere, wore lateral whiskers of a partic- 

77 Strictly speaking, choice implies co-recognition of more than one 
activity as possible—not merely a preconception of what one does, 

but also a preconception of what might be done but is not done. I 

shall however include in this discussion occasional cases in which a 
preconceived activity is carried out because per se approved, however 
incompletely at the moment other possible activities be recognized. 

78 Note the awkwardness of many substitutes for “I can’t now, but 
hope to can to-morrow.” :
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ular cut. These in his honor were known as “burnsides,’” and 
imitated by a numerous body of admirers. The general’s fame | 
however did not maintain itself, his name surviving chiefly as | 

the symbol of a whisker type, which little by little even lost the 7 | 

special character required to make of it his capillary monument. 

, By the merest slip of tongue—or possibly an error of pro- 

founder sort—this word assumed in someone’s mouth the form | 

of “side-burns.” To him who for the first time heard it, “‘side- 
burns”—promptly associated with the proper object, by the aid 

of circumstance—was accepted in the sense of “burns” or 

whiskers, of perhaps a special order, growing on the sides of 

the face. Indeed it may be assumed that even he who was | 

familiar with “burnsides,” but had no knowledge of the Gen- 

eral or lhis whiskers, was converted, “side-burns” having a con- | 

vineing formal analogy with “‘side-whiskers.” | 
This neologism, already very much in vogue, especially among 

the rising generation, needs but another accident to give it gen- 

eral prevalence. Once let loose upon the stage in a popular 

play, or in the columns of a widely circulated magazine or 

daily, it may enrich the English language with an important | 
addition to its tonsorial vocabulary. _ 

As intimated just above, it is doubtless not only possible to 

blunder into usage that is new, but also to blunder out of usage _ a 

that is old. To illustrate, accident pure and simple may surely 

bring it about, that I hear on twenty successive occasions the ex- 
pression “‘I expect that he will come,” without once hearing the 

essential equivalent, “I expect him to come” or “TI expect his 

coming.” Being given in the use of words to following blindly | 
the lead of others, I unconsciously neglect and even altogether | 
abandon. the latter expressions. Under my influence, suppose 

that my wife and children do the like—that my family domi- 
nates my clan—that other favoring circumstances spread my 

| idiosyncrasy to all the community in which [ live. Let now 

another accident—it may be literary, social or political—aug- 

ment extremely the importance of my community in the Eng- 

lish-speaking world. Just as the altogether extra-linguistic 

incident of Prussia’s elevation to the hegemony of central Eu-
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| rope, displaced the speech of Hanover by that of Prussia, so 
also the expressional habit of my community may become the 
universal custom of the English language. 

. That thus, in moments of linguistic folly, modes of speech 

are abandoned, whose loss, in moments of after-wisdom, may be 

keenly felt, is indicated ‘by the following expressions, of which, | 
_ In my own linguistic environment, those in parentheses are ob- ) 

| solete or obsolescent. 

( I expect that he ‘will come—him to come— his 
3 modes 4 . | | 

| coming. | 

io { I believe that he has come—him to have come— 
} ro | (his having come). | 

| 2 modes } I fear that he will come—(him to come)—his 
| coming. | 

| ; | | I look for (that he will come)—him to come— 
| | { his coming. , . a 

* +». f I gay that he will come—(him to come)—(his 
So | coming). | 
1 mode 3 I want (that he come)—him to come—(his com- 

| ing). | | 
L | I enjoy (that he come)—(him to come)—his 
" | | coming. : 

The individual abrogation of choice, which in preceding para- 

graphs has been examined in its development into general lin- 
guistic loss of opportunity, will plainly, in the vast majority 
of cases, go no further than the individual or an unimportant 
group. The number of these cases gives them however some 

significance. ! oy 

To examine choice-abrogation of another sort, supposing the 

individual to have passed beyond the stage of ignorance or dim 
perception of his opportunity to choose, his choice may still be 

vitiated by motives not linguistically worthy, ay for instance a | 
silly craving for the unusual or even altogether novel. Such 

a craving doubtless may for the moment extend the practical 

scope of his linguistic powers. Ultimately, however, being apt 

to close his eyes to more usual modes of expression, this crav-
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ing tends (when once the no longer novel is abandoned) to | 

restrict or even nullify his choice. | | | 

| Such desire to do what others rarely do, is more than offset. 

by a tendency to do that only which others do. The ordinary - 

expressional method of others dominates the individual, fore- | 

, stalling choice, not only when the method is, but also when 1t 7 

( is not, exhibited formally in a general statement—say a rule. | 

In the former case, the numerically unimportant users of a 
language who consciously obey a rule, no more exert a linguis- _ 

tic choice than he who obeys an order to be silent. To gain a : 

teacher’s approval, to escape his disapproval, to avoid conspicu- 

ousness, to side with a legion of predecessors, the language- 

user abrogates what might have been a choice” between lin- 
guistic possibilities, in favor of what may be called a choice 

between choice and imitation. Rather, it may be said, he 

makes no choice of his own, but adopts the choice of others. . | 

At least his choice is secondary; and, being void of any genuine 

expressional motive, it may be neglected in favor of that bona 

fide prior choice of which it is the merest reflection. | 

In the latter case, the doing of what others do is, rather, 

subconscious. To illustrate this, desiring ultimate eternal 

happiness, and—as a colloquialism puts it—“‘saying whatever 

: comes into my head,” it is eminently possible that I use the a 

words “I want to be an angel.” For, beginning in early child- 

hood, I have, at one time and another, read or heard those 

initial words of an infants’ hymn presumably scores of times. 

Accordingly the “path” or channel between a mental status 

and a particular expression, is in this case deeply worn. Given 

then the postulated mental status, the cited expression ensues 

by a process rather reactive than elective. If you ask me why 

I used the particular expression, I properly answer that I 

couldn’t, or certainly didn’t, help myself. Precedent has in 

79 To illustrate, intending to express in French what is expressed in 

English by “If I liked him, I should invite him,” I am keenly aware 

that my hypothesis will not endure assertion. Accordingly my natural 

choice of mode would lead to “Si je ’aimasse . . .” By rule, how- 

ever, I am bidden to forego the use of the regular subjunctive form, and 

to substitute what seems at first to be an indicative—namely “aimais”— 

but obviously is not indicative in the sense of accomplishing assertion.
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this case operated independently of any conscious recognition 
| on my part. Almost I may say that, in using this expression 

to the exclusion of another, I have not done anything, but rather . 
| _ that, im either sense of the phrase, I have been done for; choice 

| has failed to be exerted; the case may be excluded from the © 
| field to be examined. . 

It appears accordingly that choice in many cases, even in 
_ the presence of existing opportunity, is not exerted. To this 

concession, however, little importance needs to be attached. It 
merely admits that, so to speak, the hundredth sheep has gone — 
over the stile, under the influence of the ninety-ninth, or that 
of the preceding ninety-nine, or the transmitted influence of 
the leader. It does not apply to the act of sheep number one— 
in every way the most important member of the band—the one 
which most would be investigated by a rational student of 
sheep-procedure. | 

— Quite analogously, complete investigation of the choices 
made between the several verbal forms, would pass beyond the 

_ conscious or unconscious imitator, and over preceding imita- 
tors, to the original chooser; and in examining him we should 
certainly raise the questions when and where and how the forms 
criginated, between which choice could be made, as well as pre- 
cisely what thought-elements and thought-architecture the sev- 
eval forms originally indicated, and how these elements of 
thought and this thought-architecture came to be developed. 

A search for the answers to all these questions would involve 
some danger of being lost in the linguistic wilderness. There 
is abundant opportunity for safer investigation, in the causes 
which now determine the permitted and actually effected choice 
between today accepted verbal modes of expression. Of these 
causes I put first in order and importance the 

INFLUENCE OF THOUGHT-CONTENT. 

By the content of thought—or what, in other words, I think 
| —I mean the materials or constituent ideas of thought, as dis- 

tinguished from its architecture and also from the indication 
of that architecture. , .
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| Of the infinite variation in the personnel of thought-constit- 

- uency, I proposé to examine chiefly that occasioned by the 

presence or absence of the speaker’s belief in the truth or un- 

truth (the being matched or not, in external reality) of what 

| he intends to express. The occurrence or non-oceurrence of 

} =~ this belief, in the speaker’s mind, cannot perhaps directly be | 

controlled; but its incorporation into what the speaker elects 

for expression is an altogether different matter, and doubtless . : 

quite within the speaker’s jurisdiction, as will be somewhat 

fully indicated in another connection. Meantime, in the ex- 

amination now to be undertaken, I confine myself, for the mo- 

ment, to minimal thought, by which I mean such thought as 

cannot be reduced without its ceasing to be a thought. | 

Such a thought, when void of belief, is not expressed, as I 

have elsewhere argued at some length, except in the poetical / 

vein. To illustrate, suppose that you are ill, and that you 

dread the outcome of your illness. As your physician, I should 

hardly set before you, unattended by belief, the thought ex- 

pressed by “you to be better.” If, however, instead of tanta- | 

‘lizing you with a mental picture pure and simple, I could add | 

the assuring element of my belief, as in the expression “You | | 

| are better”, I should be warranted in saying so. In short, | 
in the every-day matter-of-fact use of speech, it is the speaker’s - 

conviction—and conviction I say instead of knowledge, as much 

apparent knowledge is illusory—that invests his thought with | 

value.® | 

On the other hand, in the poetical vein, a thought may be 

offered for the sake of its beauty or otherwise attractiveness, | 

apart from any utilitarian estimate of its value. Thus CA 

night in June—a rising moon—a warm wind from the south’ 

may on occasion be preferred to “The night was one in June; 

the moon was rising; and a warm wind was blowing from the 

south.” Yet in the former utterance I not only do not express 

80 The difference in practical value between what is believed and 

what is unattended by belief, is recognizable even when belief is in- 

direct in its bearing on the mental counterpart of outer reality. Com- 

pare “me to hope you are better” (which does not vouch for my hop- 

ing) and “I hope (i. e. believe the truth of my hoping) you are better.”
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belief, but also I do not, to my knowledge, even think of be- _ 
| lief as part of what I wish to express, that utterance being 

accordingly the faithful indicator of my meaning. | 
But in non-poetical speech, ag indicated, minimal thought 

of necessity includes belief. The double possibility of includ- | 
ing, and omitting belief, will not accordingly be found except \ 
in extended thought, or thought consisting, in other words, of 

_ two or more constituent minimal thoughts. Oonfining atten- 
| tion, as in previous cases, to centro-lateral thought, of which a © 

| single constituent must—and no other may—contain belief, 
I note the possibility of making either constituent central— 

_ the other being lateral—and the corollary possibility of includ- 
| ing belief in either constituent. | | | 

To illustrate, “It is possible that your son be delayed” ex- 
presses an extended thought consisting of two interlocking | 
thoughts, which, developed into judgments, may be expressed 

7 | by “Your son is delayed” and ‘Being delayed is possible.” 
Now, in the extended thought, the once-to-be-expressed belief 
may associate itself with either constituent thought. That is,. 
the extended thought may take on either the already noted 
form, expressed by “It is possible that your son be delayed,’ 
or the different form expressible by “Your son is possibly de- 
layed.” 

This choice of belief-location is plainly, for the total extended 
thought, a choice of arrangement or architecture—a choice, in 
other words, of structure. For each constituent thought, how- 
ever, it may be regarded as a choice of materials—that is, an 

) election of thought-content, its influence in determining verbal 
forms-to-be-employed being therefore rankable under the pres- 
ent title, as an influence of thought-content. 

In linguistic practice, so far ay known to me, it has so hap- 
pened that only verbal forms possess the power of expressing be- 
lief, and, cf the verbal forms, those only which are known ag — 
assertive. Accordingly the presence of belief, in thought to 
be expressed, determines the use of an assertive form of the 
verb. Per contra, the absence of belief restricts the use of
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verbal forms* to those which are unassertive. Choice, accord- 

ingly, once affected between the presence and the absence of 
belief in thought-to-be-expressed, the correspondent use of as- 

| -sertive or unasvertive verbal forms is a linguistic corollary. 
That is, the case is parallel to.that exhibited by “statue” and 
“torso,” of which the latter stands for less than does the former 

/ —of which accordingly that one must be employed, which 
more correctly indicates the mental content. _ 7 

Doubtless, however, if the speaker recognizes in advance the 
advantages and disadvantages attending possible means of ex- | 

_- pression, he may, for the sake of rhythm or rhyme or euphony . 
or any of a dozen other reasons, first of all make choice of an | 
assertive or an unassertive verbal form. In such a case, in 
the particular of containing or not containing belief, the con- 
tent of thought would be the corollary of that choice. Such 
anitial choice of verbal form is however obviously exceptional— 
and indeed abnormal—implying, as it does, an obedience to 
the injunction “Think what you say,” instead of the traditional | 
injunction “Say what you think.” Moreover, even when thd 
content of thought hay been determined thus, it no less in its 
turn determines again the use of assertive or unassertive verbal : 
forms. For obviously, whatever be, for instance, the motive 
that has Jed me to adopt for expression the judgment expressed 7 
by “I want my dinner,” I am not linguistically free to use the 
expression “‘me to want my dinner.” | 

| Accordingly, neglecting such procedure, and centering atten- 

tion on the determination of verbal form by pre-established con- 

tent of thought, I wish to emphasize the effeetiveness of such 
determination. To illustrate, suppose I wish that, through 
your agency, my table stand a little nearer to my chair. The 
act by which you carry out my wish, I shall conceive as caus- 

81 That non-verbal forms may also be employed, is obvious, but ir- 
relevant to the matter in hand. Thus, for instance, instead of the un- 
assertive verbal relation-namer used in “the trees surrounding the 
house”, I may substitute the also unassertive prepositional relation- 
namer used in “the trees around the house,” the relation being in 
either case approximately that of circumference to center.
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ing motion; and obviously I’ may conceive this motion either 

with or without the attendant idea of direction toward myself. 
In the latter case, so far as my words be true to my mental 

a operation, I simply must say “Move the table nearer to my 

chair,” instead of saying—as, in. the former case, would be re- 

| quired—“Bring® the table, etc.,” an expression which distinctly __ 

indicates direction toward myself. Again, it is plain that I : 

| may conceive your action as effected by your extensor muscles, 

cr as effected by your flexors. Also I may neglect the opera- 

tion of your muscles altogether. Accordingly my motion-word 

| is of necessity “push” or “pull” or neither, as the case may be., 

| To illustrate more broadly still the linguistic axiom exempli- 

fied above, I note that, if linguistic effort shall succeed, I must. | 

say “horse” instead of “young gazelle” or “crocodile,” when | 

| _ thinking of the animal on which I take my daily ride. Inshort, 

| | the very existence of language implies that we use expressions 

for what we think, and not expressions for what we do not | 

think—an axiom.of which it is plainly a merely partial state- 

ment, to say that the presence or absence of personal belief in 

thought revealed determines the use of assertive or unassertive 

verbal forms. 

Obvious as it is, this principle is obscured by the tradition, 

commonly emphasized in grammars, that the subjunctive stands 
for what iy untrue or doubtful, and the more or less distinctly 

formulated complementary tradition, that the indicative stands 

for what is true or certain. One’s confidence however in this 

apportionment of expressional tasks is somewhat shaken by the 

fact that, if I wish to falsify, I certainly shall use the indiea- 

tive mode—the liar’s mode par excellence. Again, though 
merely a little short of confidence in what I say, ’twill be no 

innovation, if I play the mental bully, masking the substantial 

weakness of my proposition, not only by the formal boldness 

of assertion, but also by intensive adjunct, noisy speech or 

pulpit-thumping. 

To apply to these traditions a somewhat careful test, I note 

82T use the word with no idea of lifting. |
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that the expression “The sun revolves about the earth’ no 
doubt exhibits an untruth, and yet for ages it and its equiva- | 

lents unfalteringly employed the indicative mode. To this it 

may be answered that the statement made was true according, 

| to the lights of the maker, which is all that is expected of the 

language-user. | , 

Answering the answer, I offer the expression “The sun does 

not revolve, etc.” In this, the use of “does” may rank as a | 
merely formal accident of the English language, the word being 

omitted even by that language as by others, in the poetical 

style. Accordingly “The sun revolves not,” which I have else- 

where (“‘Interrogatives,”’ pp. 386-392, etc.) sought to exhibit 

as by no means indicating any lack of belief, but as meaning 

“T believe the untruth of the sun’s revolving, etc.” According 

to this interpretation, the untruth is, in “The sun revolves not,” 

distinctly and solely expressed by the negative “not.” On the 

other hand, the antagonistic idea of truth is not in mind. Ac 
cordingly truth, in this case, is not expressed by the indicative. 

Strictly interpreted, the indicative expresses only part of a 
thought which by “not” is posed before the mind in the aspect | 
of untruth (or failure to be matched by external reality)— | 

and belief (in that untruth). That is, the indicative expresses : 

- neither truth itself nor any part of aught that is posed before - 
the mind ag true. — | 

Given, on the other hand, “The earth revolves about the sun,” 
in the absence of a special “‘not’’ to indicate untruth, the idea | 

of truth. may be supposed to be incorporated in what is ex- 
pressed by the indicative, which accordingly in this case does a 

, express the idea of truth itself as well as part of what is posed 

as true. 

It appears then that indicative usage is not determined by 
the truth or untruth of what it cooperates in expressing. | 

On the other hand, in (1) “I fear that he come” and (2) 
“T fear that he come not,” no belief is associated with his com- 

ing; but in one case the coming is posed in the aspect of truth, 
and, in the other, in the aspect of untruth. Of the meaning 
expressed by the “come” of (1) the idea of truth may be sup-
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posed to be part. In “come not” of (2) the idea of untruth 
| is specially expressed by “not” alone. It accordingly appears 

that the subjunctive ean express the idea of truth, but cannot 
express the idea of untruth (except in certain languages in 

which, if I rightly understand, the function of “not” ig per- 
formed by a verbal inflection). On the other hand, the sub-° 

| junctive cooperates in expressing either what is posed as true 

_ or what is posed ag untrue. : | 
oo Accordingly I repudiate the notion that either truth or un- 

truth influences the use of indicative or subjunctive mode, hold- 
ing that the presence or absence of belief is what determines 

_ their respective use; and by parallel' reasoning I should reach 
| the same conclusion for the other verbal forms. | 

Even belief itself does not entail assertion, except under 
| special conditions. All my life I have been aware that I have 

two hands—whenever I think of them. But I do not tell you 
of this possessing, unless at the moment of speaking I am 

. thinking of it. So, too, in “Astronomers declare the sun to 

| exceed the moon,” although I am frequently conscious that I 
believe in such exceeding, nevertheless I did not express that 

belief, because I was not thinking of it as I wrote the sentence. 
Hence I did not use an assertive form of the verb, but the un- , 
assertive “to exceed.” 

Nor is this all. Although I express a thought, which at the 

moment of expression I am conscious of believing, I am by no 

means always bound to express my belief. Given only the 

| thought expressible by “it to be raining,” I am plainly bound 

; by linguistic courtesy to express belief, by saying “It iy rain- 
ing,’ or hold my peace. But in the statement “On account of 

its raining I must go,” belief in the raining, though still in 

mind, does not appear in my expression.** I have not re 

88 As some linguistic students do not seem to be entirely clear in 
their perception of the presence or absence of belief, I add the fol- 
lowing illustration: (1) “On account of its raining (conceived as the 
merest possibility and altogether unattended by belief) I should never 
give up a walk.” In this, the raining, posed as a mere contingency, 
is plainly attended by no belief. If now, in (2) “On account of its 
raining (conceived as true, or actually occurring) I must go,” the 
element “raining’—which in form precisely duplicates the “raining”
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nounced belief itself, but only its membership of thought-to- , 

beexpressed. On the other hand, in “It is raining; I must 

go,” I have renounced neither belief in raining nor its member- 

ship of thought expressed. | | : 

It appears accordingly that, apart from the contra-linguistic 

practice of those who do not know the meanings of the words ) 

they use, and the strictly extra-linguistic practice of liars, pres 

ence of belief, in thought intended—or its absence—determines _ | 

the use of assertive or unassertive verbal forms. a 

Any rule, accordingly, for the use of either instead of the 
other, would merely be a part of the rule already intimated: 

Always use in speech the word for what you intend, to the ex- 

clusion of the word for more or less than you intend—or, more 

briefly—“‘Say what you think.” | 

- It is so obvious that “voice” is normally determined by the 

proverse or reverse relation intended by the speaker (See page 

205), and that tense is controlled by the time intended by | 

_ the speaker, that examination of tense and voice is quite un- | | 

necessary to the present topic. , . | 

INFLUENCE OF THOUGHT-STRUCTURE. _ 

- By the structure of thought I mean its architectitre, as dis-— — 

tinguished from the elements of which it is built—not what I 
think, but how I think. : 

Conceding, somewhat as in the previous section, that a choice | 

of (1)were intended by me to express belief, the question rises how . 
you could assure yourself of my intention. Inference appears to be 
the only means at your command. The situation guarantees indeed 
your safety in the inference that I do believe in the raining as now in 
fact occurring—but, after all, no more than your safety in the inference 
that in (1) I do believe in the raining as in fact occurring sometimes. 
The inference that in either case I intend to express belief is quite a | 
different matter, and is weakened by the fact that, had I intended to 
express belief, I could easily have done so unmistakably (e. g., “It 
rains and therefore I must go”, “It sometimes rains, but I should 
never give up a walk on account of that”); that obviously the raining 
was lateral to the going and therefore (as argued on pp. 129-134) 
would not be attended by belief, except in a second central aspect, 
separated mentally from my going; that such expression of belief was 
quite unnecessary; that expression of all belief experienced would be 
an intolerable burden, as illustrated on page 163, Note 388. 

16—S. & A.
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of verbal forms may first be made, entailing a particular struc- 

ture of thought, I hold it axiomatic that the choice of structure 
is normally prior to use of verbal forms, and rank the use of 

particular verbal forms as corollary to structure-choice. 

To illustrate, given what is expressed by “I saw a collision,” 

and what is expressed by “An express train struck a freight,” 

| suppose I am to use the former as central and the latter as 

lateral, in a centro-lateral thought. 

From what is to serve as lateral I omit, as previously shown, — 
the element of belief, thereby renouncing the use of assertive 

verbal forms. 
From what is to serve as central I omit (see page 134, 

etc.) the final term in order to make room for a lateral sub- 

stitute. 

The opportunity thus afforded is available in several ways, 

in exhibiting which I take a hint from the unique Artemas 
Ward’s description of the funeral of Brigham Young, the 

solemnity of which, as chronicled by the humorist, was more 

or less impaired, if I rightly recollect, by the mutual jealousies 

of twenty widows, each of whom aspired to precedence in 

marching to the grave. | 

For the purposes of illustration, let their number be reduced 

to three, to match the elements of lateral thought, these latter 

also being thinkable as each aspiring to priority of entrance 

into association with central thought; and let it be determined 

in what aspects the little company might appear. 

(1) To a bird’s eye view of the “exercises,” the female total 

may offer no distinguishable individual constitutents, appear- 

| ing rather as a blended whole or, more specifically, as a vidual 

continuum. This case, however, and the variant presented by 

| a blended squad of two attended by one distinguishable indi- 
vidual (or vice versa) may be dismissed for reasons indicated 
on pages 184-139 (and in “Revision,” pages 83-4). 

(2) To a nearer view the three may be distinguishable, 

each from the others, without however appearing in any or- 

derly arrangement, but rather as a miniature chaotic aggrega- 

tion—or, say, a relict rabble—a case rejectable, as altogether
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inconsistent with the structural indications usually offered by 

the word-inflections of the lateral clause. | 

(3) The humorist solved the problem created by the afore- 
said jealousies, by marshailing the widows toward the grave | | 

without precedence, twenty abreast—a formation the many 

advantages of which might well arouse a wish to imitate it in — 

the use of words, but in vain, as, for obvious reasons, words 

(to say nothing of ideas) do not synchronize; and even if by 

the use of several speakers, or a suitable arrangement of echo- 

ing surfaces, the several words of a phrase were made to reach 

the hearer’s ear together, it is plain that only confusion would 
result. Accordingly, although reluctantly, I renounce the above 
formation, including the special arrangement of three in a 

line oblique to the line of march, as I do not obtain from it 
any guidance to the knowledge of linguistic methods. I also 
neglect the possible precedence of two exactly or inexactly 

abreast, as quite unmatched by linguistic usage (compare “Re- : 
vision,” pages 83-4). 

In orderly arrangement of the considered three, it appears 
accordingly that one must precede. The variable disposition | 
of the remaining two appears in the following cases. 

(4) One of the three may precede, the others following side 
- by side. This formation cannot really occur in the use of _ OO 

words; but as two following words may be on a footing of 
parity in their association with their leader, I allow the case 
to stand, for the sake of its suggestive value. The possible 
obliqueness of their line, to the line of march, is neglected as in 
case (3). 

(5) One of the three may precede, the others coming after, | 
one behind the other. 

Following now the suggestion of the last two cases, I not2 
that the constituent first-term, mid-term and last-term of lateral | 
thought may in that order (or the reverse order) approach 
association with central thought—say in Indian file, or in 
what (as indicated in (4) above) is suggested by a wedge 
formation headed by the middle term; or, in obstetric parlance, 
head or feet or breech may be presented.
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Either first or last term may then lead in Indian file; but 

only the mid-term can head a wedge, for the imparity of the 

mid-term and either remaining term, prevents the two from 

being sensed as evenly following the other; and only a wedge 

can the mid-term head, for the structural parity of first and 

last terms (later emphasized) is pictured only by their even 

, following of the mid-term. Accordingly, reverting to my il- 

lustration of page 236. 2 | 

(a) Suppose that, as central last term, I choose the lat- 

eral first term. In doing so I force the lateral elements 

to make their appearance, so to speak, in Indian file, not 

merely in order of time, but also in priority of structural 

yank, the first appearing “express” being built at once into 

the central portion of the growing mental edifice. “Express” 1s 

followed by “striking,” which takes a lateral position as its ad- 

junct, being followed in its turn by “freight”? which, as the 

| object of “striking,” is sub-lateral to “oxpress.”** Thought 

being thus constructed, “striking” ranks as one of the verbal 

adjectives. 

(b) Again, as central last term, I may choose the lateral 

last term; that is, the “freight” may be the first to enter cen- 

tral syntax as immediate object of “saw,” entailing as a rule 

the use of the passive participle, being followed accordingly 

| in thought-construction by “struck,” which in turn ig followed 

by “express.”** The lateral elements again appear in Indian 

file, but in reverse order, the lateral “struck” being also ranked 

as one of the verbal adjectives. 

(c) Also the lateral mid-term may be the first to enter cen- 

tral syntax, as immediate object of the central “saw,” being 

followed by its first and last terms (subject and object) “ex- 

press” and “freight.” Accordingly “TI saw an express train 

strike a freight.” Although the limitations of vocal utterance 

compel these two to make their appearance one before the 

84 For this stretching of lateral thought by the pull which brings its 

first term into central structure, compare pages 148-149. 

85 The investigation of the preposition “by”, in “I saw a freight 

train being struck by an express,” which may rank as the survivor of 

o make-shift means (one of several) of expressing reverse relation, I 

reserve for another publication.
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other, neither differs from the latter in rank, to the degree 

that either differs from “strike,” or from any adjunctive lateral 
element which might be added. Imitating Grammar, which 

does not differentiate the two as party of speech, I rank the 

two as essentially on a footing of structural parity, the forma- 

tion of the mental march of them and striking being compar- 

able to a wedge. a 

My motive in adopting the last exhibited structure might 

have been the actual mental pre-eminence of the striking, while 
in the two preceding structures the motive might have been 
the respective pre-eminence of the express and the freight. It 

is possible however that no one of these three elements be pre-— 

eminent—that I merely regard the three as coequal elements 
of the collision. In this case I am still compelled by linguis-° 

tic limitations to adopt some one of the already noted modes _ 

of structure; and in actual practice, as indicated on page 183, 

I regularly adopt the one exhibited by “I saw the express 

strike the freight.” __ | 
(d) Again, as indicated on pp. 152-156, occasions arise on 

which the structure assumed by thought requires in expression 

the use of a verbal adverb, as in “Catherine sang the song 

heart-rendingly.” | : | 

Without a repetition of what has been said of this verbal 

hybrid, it appears that thought may be constructed on either 

of three plans, respectively expressed by the aid of a verbal 

noun, a verbal adjective, a verbal adverb. 

Of the thoughts which these cooperate in expressing, I do 

not assume that they are absolutely alike in content. For in- 

stance, “striking” suggests a time duration which is not sug | 

gested by “strike.” (And “I saw birds singing their songs” 
suggests a seeing different from that suggested by “I saw birds 

sing their songs.”) So far as such duration be intended by the © 

speaker, its examination belongs in the preceding section, the 
influence of thought-content obviously extending beyond the 

initial double possibility of assertive or unassertive expression, 

and taking into account whatever contribution to thought-con- 

tent may be offered by the varieties and sub-varieties of un-
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assertive forms. I leave however to a closer observer the estab- 

lishment of shades of meaning, rather contending for a method | 

of language study, than seeking to exhaust the field of its ap- 

plication. 

One application however I suggest, lest I seem to have neglected it 

in generalizing on thought-structure—namely, the so-called “adverbial 

sentence,” which may be exemplified as well perhaps by a conditional 

clause as otherwise. To illustrate, “If he invites me, I shall meet 

him.” | 

In the choice of modal forms the languages vary greatly, some em- 

ploying the subjunctive (by which I mean a fully inflected form, with- 

, | out assertive power) under that name or another—some electing what, 

on account of its form alone, is known as indicative—some preferring 

what.is sometimes known as a conditional mode, though oddly enough 

the Frenchman is sorely offended, if foreigners use in condition what 

he has seen fit to call a conditional form of the verb. (Conclusionat 
or conditioned might have saved misunderstanding.) It seems how- 

ever axiomatic that all the languages agree in ranking the verb of 

the conditional clause as unassertive. Pending further examination, I 

eall it substantially subjunctive. 

Also, renouncing all effort to utilize or even understand the claim 

that “if? is a conjunction, I paraphrase the word by “in case of”, 

which sufficiently exhibits the prepositional value8¢ of the word, and 

indicates the substantive nature of the clause which follows. 

Otherwise regarded, my illustration exhibits the mental counter- 

parts of two phenomena, and a variety of causal relation (that of 

occurrence to what at least permits it, but taken in the reverse order,) 

between them. Of these, the former, substantively posed, is, with the 

relation, used as adjunct of the latter, being as usual immediately 

associated with its verbal element, as indicated by the diagram (re- 

versed for convenience) : 

I —— shall meet —— him 

relation 

| of | 
conclusion \ expressed by “if” 

: to [ 
condition | 

he —— invite —— me, 

“invite” being verb in fellowship with “he’ and “me”, and noun in 

fellowship with “shall meet” and the relation between itself and it. 

“Meet”, as indicated on page 114, in this latter fellowship is also in- 

cidentally substantive, ranking in that aspect as a “nominal verb.” 

86 Compare the approximately opposite “though”, which is matched 
in German by “trotz”’, commonly ranked as preposition, and followed 
by substantive clauses—e. g. “trotz seines Bier trinken (s).”
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The motives that determine which particular element of 

lateral thought shall be used as also an element of central 

thought, need not to be examined. Granted, however, that a 

particular structure of thought has been, for whatsoever rea- 

son, effected, the use of the linguistic symbols adequate to that 

structure is inevitable. If, for instance, in the structure of 

my thought, the idea of thoroughness takes position as adjunce 

tive to first term, I may express it by the adjective “thorough,” 

as in “Thorough universities make their students learn;” but 

I cannot use the adverb “thoroughly.” If on the other hand 

the said idea be last term, or again if it be adjunct of the 
mid-term, I must use a substantive or an adverb, as the case 

may be, as in the expressions “Universities teach thoroughness” 

and “‘Universities teach thoroughly.” In short, the use of a 
particular part of speech is corollary to particular structure 

of thought. | | | | 
The like is true of words which figure as two parts of speech 

at once. If, for instance, in the structure of thought an idea 

appears as last term in a central fellowship, and mid-term in 

a lateral, it must be expressed by a verbal noun, as in “I saw 

an express train strike a freight.” I cannot use the verbal 

adjective “striking” (the ordinary use of “striking” here would 

not be substantive, but adjective) or the verbal adverb “strik- — | - 
ingly,” without exhibiting a structure of thought which was 

not in my mind. On the other hand, the idea which operates 

as lateral mid-term and as central adjunct must be expressed 

by a verbal adjective or verbal adverb, according as its adjune 
tive service rank ag adjectival or adverbial. 

It appears accordingly that the use of a particular kind of | 

verbal hybrid (verbal noun, verbal adjective or verbal adverb) 

is corollary to the structure of thought to be expressed, and 

that any rule to guide the speaker would again be merely a 

part of a larger rule, distinctly proper, but hardly necessary, . 

namely: “Say what you think, as you think it.” 
Thus far accordingly choice of verbal form (regarding both 

the content and the structure of thought) is the merest corol- , 

lary to choice of thought itself.
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The present is perhaps the most convenient moment to ex- 
| amine the truth of Grammar’s dictum (noted on page 222) 

that the subjunctive is used in dependent clauses expressing 

what is feared. Truth presumably there is in it (although the 
subjunctive is sometimes displaced by the infinitive), or it 
would not so long have been tolerated. This truth may be ex- 

| hibited as follows: | 
| A genuine dependent clause is ipso facto a lateral clause. 

For, as previously argued, only an independent clause—a clause 

of self-sufficient importance—can be truly central, though two 

clauses which have a simultaneous common factor may both 

be central, in which case one of them, by reason of its inter- 

locking with the other, exhibits a merely formal resemblance 
to a lateral clause; e. g., “I have a letter from my wife, who 

. is in New York.” (Compare pages 127-128.) | 

A genuine lateral clause—for instance, a clause which is only — 
| a means to the end of clearly exhibiting a central thought (e. g., 

| “T have a letter from my daughter who is in New York”—not 

the other daughter)—a clause, in other words, which cooper- 
ates with a central clause in forming a centro-lateral total 

(not bi-central)—is not asserted, except as indicated on pages 

129-134. That is, its verb cannot be genuinely indicative. It © 

may, according to the architecture of thought and the means 

of indicating architecture, appear in any of the unasserted 

(i. e. the verbal hybrid) forms. It may in short take any non- 

indicative form. Given the architecture of thought exhibited 
by the illustration “I fear he will come,” the lateral clause may 

employ any verbal noun—the substantive subjunctive or any 

other. 

The fact that classic Latin ordinarily employs no con- 

struction parallel to (“I fear him to come” or) “I fear his 

coming,” restricting itself to the equivalent of “I fear that 

(or lest) he come,” is explainable by influences discussed on 

pages 224-226. 

Accordingly, supposing no verbal noun to be available, ex- 

cept the substantively used subjunctive; and assuming thought- 

architecture of what is feared, to be of a type which cannot
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rightly be expressed by a verbal adjective or adverb; the situa- | 

tion may be stated thus: only the assertive indicative and the 

unassertive subjunctive are available; the unassertive subjunc- 

tive is used because the clause expressing what is feared 1s de- | 

pendent—that is, lateral—therefore, void of assertion. In a | 

word the only available unassertive form—that is, the substan- 

tive subjunctive—is used for the excellent reason that asser- . 

tion is not intended. | 

To test thiy statement, let it be examined whether the cir- 

cumstance of expressing what is feared—or say the following 

or coming after a verb of fearing—have any influence, when 

the clause expressing what is feared is not dependent. 

Obviously, if previous reasoning has been correct, it will, 

in my illustration, be impossible to pose his coming as direct 

object of “I fear”, and at the same time make the coming inde- 

pendent. If the latter alternative be chosen, the fearedness : 

of the coming must be indicated otherwise. Accordingly, “As . 

I feared, he is coming,” or “will come;” or “He is coming 

(which is what I feared ).” | 

In these expressions, “He is coming,” which is the exhibiter 

of what I feared, and which follows a verb of fearing, regu- 

larly and properly employs the indicative. The like is true 

in “FE -feared he would come; he has come,’ in-which what is | = 

feared, being independently repeated, also is expressed by the 

aid of the indicative. Accordingly, the fact of expressing what 

is feared does not entail the use of the subjunctive, unless the 

expressing clause is dependent.*’ , | 

87 Compare also the clause of result, or effect of an asserted cause. 

So long as such a clause is dependent, being in particular commonly 

employed as merely a measure of cause, it may among other possibili- 

ties employ the subjunctive. To illustrate, my inability to catch a dog, 

resulting from that dog’s activity, may be used to measure that activ- 

ity. Accordingly, “He ran fast to a degree causing me to miss him’ 

or “He ran so fast that I did not catch him,” i. e. “to the I-didn’t-catch- 
him degree of speed” or “with I-didn’t-catch-him speed.” 
When however, vice versa, cause is the mere explainer of result—as- 

when the activity of a dog, which causes or results in my failure to 

catch him, is used as the mere explainer of that failure—the modal 
usage is reversed. Accordingly I properly say “I did not catch the dog 
on account of his running so fast” or “because he ran so fast”—which 
last expression, if assertive, must be regarded as secondarily assertive 

on its own account, while primarily unassertive in its fellowship with 

“I could not catch the dog” (see pages 129-134).
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: It would seem accordingly that what occasioned subjunctive - 

usage must have been dependence. Yet conceivably the fear 

ing might have a contributory influence. Let it then appear 

how far dependence can develop subjunctive usage, without 

cooperation on the part of fear. In short, let fear be replaced 

| by any other idea, e. g. belief or knowledge. Accordingly, “I 
believe or I know that he has come.” In this expression un- 

| deniably the indicative spelling and pronunciation prevail. But 

the coordinate “‘I don’t believe that he has come” can hardly 

be held to intend the “has” to be taken as assertive; for, if 
it so be taken, the speaker is expressing by “I don’t believe” 
an absence of belief in what, by “he has come,” he expresses 
himself as believing. Obviously what is intended is no more 
than what iy intended by “I don’t believe him to have come.” 

Analogously, what is intended by “TI believe (or “know”) that 

he has come” is presumably no more than what is intended by 

_ “T believe (or “know’’) him to have come.” In short, the value 
of “has” is really subjunctive. Otherwise—that is, if “has” 
were indicative—=assertive—expressive of belief, or knowledge 

—“T believe or know” would be the merest repetition, equally 

vexatious to the speaker and the hearer. | 

The Grammar rule accordingly may be restated thus: Strictly 

dependent clauses require unassertive forms of the verb; the 

particular form conventionally employed in a dependent sub- 

stantive clause, to express what is feared, is, in Latin, the 

subjunctive.** 

| Accordingly the clauses most of all in need of explanation 

are those in which the verb of the dependent clause appears 

to be indicative—clauses sometimes to be explained as exhibit- 
ing unassertion followed by assertion (see pp. 129-134)—more 

often, as employing an indicative form with subjunctive value. 

88 The reasons, independent of conventionality, which, in the sub- 
stantive clause, determine the use of rather one (e. g. the subjunctive) 
than another variety of verbal noun, will be examined later.
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INFLUENCE OF EXPRESSIONAL EXPEDIENCY 

Under this title I propose to examine the respective advant- 
ages afforded by the varieties of each verbal hybrid, in exhibit- 
ing the structure of the thought in whose expression either 
variety of that hybrid might cooperate. As I have not yet 
encountered any varieties of verbal adverb, examination covers 
only varieties of verbal noun and varieties of verbal adjective. 

Beginning with the former, I presuppose that thought in the s »,+?P Pp g 
expression of which. the verbal forms considered operate, is 
void of belief—that it accordingly is lateral—that the struc- 

| ture of centro-lateral thought demands for its expression the 
use of a verbal noun—that theoretically it is practicable to 
employ any one of the several verbal nouns exhibited on pages 
188-191. 

That these may exhibit minor differences in the content of 
thought by them expressed, and that these differences may in- 
fluence the speaker’s choice, shall be admitted, without admit- 
ting them to have an important determining value. The like 
is true of minor structure-differences, which are likely to at- 
tend the differences in content of the thought.® 

_ 89 To illustrate, I offer two expressions containing verbal nouns: _ | _ 
(1) I desire (that) Brown employ Robinson; 
(2) I desire Brown’s employment of Robinson. 
In (2) the “’s” exhibits a relation, not of possession, but of actor to 

his own action, distinctly recognized by Grammar in the phrase “sub- 
jective genitive’; and the (in meaning) variable preposition “of”, 
which here is operative as a case inflection, exhibits the relation of 
action to its own actee, distinctly recognized by Grammar in the 
phrase “objective genitive.” These two relations may however be made 
over into one. Much as the combined relations of “brother to brother” 
and “father to son” are (in case the father and one brother be identi- 
cal) made over into the single relation of “uncle to nephew”, so also 
the relations of “actor to action” and “action to actee’ are made over 
into that of “actor to actee”, which, in the special form of “employer 
to employee” is expressed in (1) by “employ.” It appears accordingly 
that relation is, in (2), more analytically recognized than it is in (1). 

This difference in the content of thought, exhibited also in the 
structure of thought, does not impress me however as adequate to ex- 
plain the use of (1) to the exclusion of (2) or vice versa. Indeed it 
is by no means impossible that, to many, the two suggest no difference 
of content or of structure—that the “’s” and the “of” and the “em- 
ployment” of (2) are virtually ranked as the merely trisected “em- 
ploy” of (1), precisely as “Brown is in the nephew-to-uncle relation 
with Robinson” may be cut up into “Brown is in the son-to-father re-
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Minor differences accordingly (of either order) being over- 

looked, it may be regarded as a foregone conclusion, that one 

at least of the causes which determine the use of a particular 

| kind of verbal noun, will be its superior power of structure- 

exhibition. 

To illustrate this, 

(1) I cannot imagine that men who strive diligently succeed, 

worse than a man of mere ability; | 

| (2) I cannot imagine men who strive diligently to succeed 

worse than a man of mere ability. 

In both these expressions I have omitted punctuation, and, 

were they presented orally, I should avoid all vocal aid of 

: pitch or pause or tone, in order to throw each verbal form upon 

its own unaided expressional resources. - 

| In any sufficiently inflected and severely consistent language, 

the word for “succeed” in (1) will have a recognizably sub- 

| junctive form; and even in English, with its frequent neglect 

of the few subjunctive forms it has, the word “succeed” 1s 

plainly subjunctive in value—that is, it is not assertive: it 

does not, in its meaning, include belief. | | 

The expressional resources of “sueceed” in (1) are adequate. 

Those of “to succeed” in (2) are quite inadequate. For, al- 

thought I intended (2) to express a thought, the essential dupli- 

cate of (1) in content and in structure, plainly (2) is in danger 

of being taken to express a different thought, as follows: “To 

succeed” may be taken as the object of “strive,” the sense of 

the expression being thereby radically changed. Such wrong 

construing credits me with meaning—what I did not mean at 

all—that I cannot imagine diligent strivers for success to be 

worse than a man of ability. 

Such wrong construing is in (1) forestalled by the subjunc- 

tive. The expression “men who’® indicates, by means of 

lation with a man who is in the brother-to-brother relation with Robin- 

son,” which latter statement quickly reduces in your mind to the 

former, and presumably would gain the power of directly presenting 

the kinship named in the former, without a reducing process, if forced 

to do so in the absence of the briefer formula “nephew-to-uncle.” 

90In “Pronouns,” pages 49-62, I have argued that “who” does not 

repeat the idea expressed by “men”, but merely indicates that this 

idea is factor of two thoughts, and in the second has the function in- 
dicated by the nominative case.
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“who,” that, in a secondary function, “men” is the subject of 

“strive”. The subjunctive “succeed,” by its inflection for per- 

son and number (in any well inflected language), lays claim 

to a plural, third-personal subject; and the only one that offers | 

| is “men” ina primary function. It follows that what is ob-_ 

ject of “imagine” (which requires an object) must be “(men) 

succeed” and not “(men) [to be] worse’—a conclusion aided — 

by the use of “that,” which indicates the substantive usage of 

““(men) succeed”. | | | 

The adequacy of the subjunctive and the inadequacy of the 

infinitive, being foreseen by the master of iinguistic mechanism, 

are accordingly the grounds for what may rank as a deliber- 

ate choice between them, uninfluenced by thought itself, re- 

garded either in its content or in its architecture—influenced | 

only by respective advantages of structure-exhibition. 

The preceding illustration exhibits a particular variety of 
the verbal noun (the infinitive) in its bungling. Sometimes a 

given variety of the verbal noun exhibits a veritable flinching, 

when confronted with excessive expressional difficulty. To 

illustrate, “The boy ran away without his father’s knowledge,” : 

an expression into which I wish to introduce the father’s ab- 

sence from home. Moreover, being a reporter, I wish, for the 

| sake of conforming to journalistic fashion—as well as for the : 

sake of the extra penny a line—to expand the father’s knowl- 

edge into a knowing “the sad occurrence to have happened.” 
Accordingly, “The ‘boy ran away from ‘home without his 
father’s, who way out of town, knowledge of the sad occurrence 

to have happened.” 

This expression has so small a chance of being tolerated, or 

even understood, that it would hardly be ventured even by the 
bravest of the linguistically brave. Yet the difficulties insuper- 

able by the quasi-verbal “knowledge”—difficulties unattempted, 
even by the more effective “knowing” and “to know”’—are the 
merest child’s play to any subjunctively active language. Such 
a language would substitute “The boy ran away from home 

without that (dass, que) his father, who was out of town, knew | 

(wlisste, sfit) the sad occurrence to have happened.”
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On the other hand, expressional advantage of another sort 

is sometimes offered by verbal nouns of inferior verbal po- 

tency—for instance, the infinitive. To illustrate, exhorting 
my dog to leave his place of comfort under the sofa, to tackle 
an intruding rat, I say “Go catch him!”—in which I follow © 
the syntax of the Frenchman’s “Allez chercher!”, intending 

“catch”, as an infinitive, to operate as dative of purpose with | 
SGo’”’,% 

| This thought may also be expressed subjunctively. A speci- 

alty of the subjunctive being however the utmost carefulness 

in looking after its subject, we shall not find the subjunctive 

by any means contented, if we give it no subject to care for. 

In perhaps the majority of languages we shall therefore find 

it necessary to express that subject, which is so commonly 

| omitted with infinitives, when it hay already served as subject 

of a more central verb. Accordingly, in subjunctive expres- 

| sion, the catching will appear as “you catch”, further ampli- 

fied by an introductory “that”, or sign of substantive usage; 

so, then, “that you catch.” Moreover, as the going and the 
catching are in the relation of action to desired resultant action 

| (or say purpose), it is usual to express this relation by the prep- 

osition ‘for’, or by “in order that”. In full then, my order 

to the dog, expressed with subjunctive aid, appears as “Go in 

order that you catch him.” 

_ In this elaborate form, I doubt whether my dog will under- 
stand the order. What has been gained in the accuracy made 

possible by fullness, has been rather more than lost in the com- 

pactness which, in “Go catch him”, was enforced by brevity. 
To say nothing of the canine power of interpretation, the dog’s 

| attention has had too long a time to wander. | 
With verbal adjectives the case is quite analogous. To illus- 

trate, and again without the use of punctuation, “I hardly 

know a man who having been pressed by his wife for money to 
buy an Easter bonnet have (aie) though keenly realizing that 

91In the form “Go and catch”, the “and” may be regarded as the old 
preposition so commonly made over into “a”, “an” or “and”, as in “I 
go a fishing,” perhaps in “He was an hungered” and in “Try and 
find it’. That is, the “catch” is not imperative.
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there is only money enough available to pay existing debts the 

firmness to say no.” While not commending this expression 
as a model of clearness, I regard it as comparing favorably 

with the following, effected by the aid of the participle—or 

say another form of the verbal adjective—which is second best 
in power of marshaling details: “I hardly know a man ,_hav- 

ing been pressed by his wife for money to buy an Easter bon- 

net , though keenly realizing that there is only money enough 

available to pay existing debts having the firmness to say no.” 

That, in the last expression, I have given the substituted 
| “having” the advantage of the most effective position, perhaps 

will be conceded, if the “having” be moved for instance to the , 
position marked by either caret. Yet, even as the expression. 

stands, you run some risk of going for the moment wide of the | 

mark at the first “having” (as if it were I who had been 
pressed”), at “though” (as if I intended “pressed though he 

realizes’), and, for at least an instant, at the final “having” 
(as if “having” belonged with “debts’’). 

Per contra, in spite of the antagonism offered by certain | 

purists, I prefer “Students desiring to continue French will 

notify the registrar” to “Students who desire, ete.”—partly on : 
| account of its compactness, and partly because it does not tend 

to exhibit a second relative clause, as coordinate with the clause: | 

of desire; e. g. “Students desiring to continue French, whose 

standing is inadequate (or, “to whom the appointed hour is. 

unavailable”) will notify the registrar.” Of verbal adjectives, 
I therefore hold that, ay the case may be, a greater clearness 
or a greater compactness commonly determines the use of one 

or the other available form. | 

To the influence of expressional expediency it may be ob- 
jected that it does not always operate. Thus I may say 
“I hope that you find your purse;” but I may not say “I 
hope you to find your purse,” or “I hope your finding of your 
purse.” Such objections do not however seem to me to weaken 
the principle advanced. It cannot fairly be accused of weak- 
‘ness because it fails to explain what doesn’t happen. The lin-
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guistic case In hand is merely one of an often occurring atrophy | 

—or, say, an arrest of development— a losing, or a failing to 

develop, given expressional types. Thought of given content 

and given structure simply will not flow through a given lin- 

guistic outlet, when that outlet has never been opened, or when 

it has been closed. 

| That clearness and brevity are not the only advantages which 

“may determine the use of a particular verbal noun or adjec- 

tive, is obvious. Other advantages** however are so easy to 

| | appreciate, that any general examination of their influence 

may be omitted. | 

More important is the settlement of the question, not till 

now approached, how far the advantages considered—thus far 

assumed to be conscious—be after all subconscious, or even | 

unconscious. 

In trying to discover this, I plan an illustration which shall = 

serve, so far as possible, as a trap to catch the elusive cause of 

what, I think, will be found to be a conscious choice. Accord- 

ingly, “Everybody with the completest confidence, expects. 
> 

Let it be conceded that thus far, from never mind what 

causes, I have reached in mind the particular phraseology ade- 

quate to express my thought, although as yet I have not spoken. 

There now may rise before me, all together, as possible com- 

pletions of my sentence, three series of words, (1) “that he 

will come”, (2) “him to come”, (8) “his coming.” Let it 

be supposed that they do so. 

. The italicized syllables of the illustration are those on which 

I foresaw in mind that I should lay in utterance a vocal stress. 

Accordingly, after the stress attending “Hverybody”, I was to 

be left with six, or even seven successive syllables, without a 

natural stress. Disliking this tongue-tangling—not to say ear- 

92H. g., the agreeableness of individual consonant or vowel sound; 
the agreeableness of sound sequence; the rhythmic effect produced by 
syllabic accent; the fitness of either of these to ideas expressed (Com- 
pare the unfitness of a dancing rhythm to serious thought); the dignity 
or caste of the word (Compare “sweat” and “perspiration,” which more- 

over interchange prestige in passing from poetry to the parlor).
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eifending—combination, I mentally rearranged my expres- 

sion, obtaining “Everybody expects with the completest con- 

fidence.” At this point, having been already a little prolix, | 

{ was inclined to use the briefer verbal nouns. But it dawned 
upon me that these are commonly used in rather immediate 

| ‘sequence on the principal verb, or—to put it less positively— 
that there would be a sort of oddity in “Everybody expects, | 
with the completest confidence, him to come” or even “his com- : 
ing.” Or, we may say, an inhibition occurred, of which the | 

| grounds were possibly less than fully conscious, but which 
, itself was sufficiently effective to lead to a thoroughly conscious 

effort to find a better expression. Accordingly I attempted 

“Everybody expects him to come (or his coming) with the 
ompletest confidence.” But I felt at once that you might 

well be quite uncertain whether this confidence was intended to 

‘characterize the expectation, or the coming. So once more I 

anade an effort, developing the expression “Everybody expects - 

with the completest confidence that he will come,” and, think- 

ing again “quod esset bonum”, I gave the expression utterance. 
After all this making, trying on and refitting, the ultimate 

clothing of thought in the subjunctive form may be ranked I 

think as a choice, or act of conscious preference. The partic 
ular form of verbal noun expression-is in this case hardly ob: —_ 

tained by any mere reaction to previous mental status. It 
surely is not the result of obedience to rules, for I am not 

aware of any. It iy not occasioned by a desire to imitate, 

except perhaps so broad and vague as to have little application 

to the case in hand. 

To cover all the cases recognized, I contend that the use of 

the given hybrid must be explained by subjective causes. 

With that in mind which has been said—and more, no doubt, 
that ought to have been said—a broader, deeper and exacter : 

investigation would, I believe, establish that the use of verbal 
| forms is not so often as believed occasioned by obedience to 

rule, or by conscious or unconscious imitation; that it is rather 

corollary first of all to inclusion or exclusion of belief in thought 

17—S. & A.
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to be expressed, such inclusion of belief (in thought accord- 
ingly self-sufficient) determining at once the use of an assertive 
form to express that inclusion; that otherwise, in the second 
place, the particular adopted structure of thought unattended 

by belief (and accordingly not self-sufficient), forcing the factor 

known as mid-term into one or another second factorship in, | 
another thought, determines, in the corresponding syntax of © 
the sentence, the use of a particular kind of verbal hybrid 
(verbal noun, verbal adjective or verbal adverb); and that,. 
last of all, the use of a particular hybrid of that kind (e. g., a 
gerund, an infinitive, a substantive subjunctive) is mainly de- | 
termined by its special effectiveness in indicating the adopted 
structure of thought, the particular structure’s greater or less: 

simplicity most of all determining the means employed to re- 

veal it. 

. _ Madison, Wisconsin, October, 1907. |
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